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Chapter 1 : 

Introduction 



Introduction 

During the l a s t  decade or so: there has been an international movement towards libwalization 

of the energy markets. In particular this appIies to the Yorthern Europearl electricity markets. 

These markets have gone through a transition from centralized monopolies to liberalised markets. 

In 1991, Norway wm among the Erst countries in northern Europe t o  liberalize its electricity mar- 

ket. Gradually, the other Nordic countria have joined this Iiberalization process and Denmark, 

Firdand, Korway and Sweden are currently a part of a. common Kordic electricity markm 

The restructuring of the  energy markets has brought up a variety of interesting and challengkg 

research topics. This thesis consists of four essays that aim at contributing to the understanding 

of some of the new c h d e n g s  associated by the liberalized energy markets. More spmifically, 

the essays consider investments in energy generation projects, internationar trade of Green Cer- 

tificates: market power in a Green Certificate system. and finally the behavior of public firms in 

liberalized markets. 

The aim of this introductory chapter is to motivate the choice of topics. This necessitates 

frequent use of some methodological concepts. Therefore, I will s tar t  by providing a brief charac- 

terization of the methodological approach on which the subsequent essays are based. Thereafter, 

the motivation h r  the topics invatigated will be presented. Finally, a short summary of each of 

the four assap included in the thesis will be prorided. 



1 Methodological approach 

Chapter 3 apples a dynamic analysis t o  consider investments in energy generation projects. The 

methodulogical approach is  based on the theory of irreversible investments under uncertainty. In 

this chapter we consider inv&ments in energy generation projects. The erementary corporate 

finance tho? says that an investment project should be undertaken Thenever i ts  net present 

d u e  is positive. The neoclassical theory of investment in the economics literature is also based 

OTI this literature. However, for the ruIe t o  be correct, some implicit assumptions must hold: 

the investmeIil project must be either completely reversible or a "now or never" oppurtunity. 

Alternatively, i ts  value must be completely independent of any observable variables that evolve 

in time. Nevertheless, in most realistic cases invstment opportunities are at least t o  some extent 

irreversible, and they can be delayed in order to receive more information on the underlying 

uncertain factors that affect their values. Under such conditions, the correct decision involves 

comparison of the d u e  of investing today with the value of investing at d l  possibIe times in 

the future. Since the "old" theory ignorw this comparison of mutually exclusive dternatives, its 

relevance h a  been questioned. 

The "new" theory of investment has been developed on the idea of an analogy between 

investment opportunities and financial derivative instruments. Typically, projects are contingent 

on input and output prices that fluctuate in time. Therefore, rather than being fixed. the, praject 

d u e s  evolves dynamically in time. An opportunity to  undertake an investment is like a caU 

option. l'hereas the vahe of a financial call option depends an the stochastic securiiy prices, the 
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value of a real investment opportunity depends on such uncertain factors as input and output 

prices. The main insight is that due to the option value inherent in an investment opportuni@. 

it is not optimal to invest until the present d u e  of the expected cash flows exceeds the cost 

of investment by a strictly positive amount to  compensate for the loss of the option. Dixit and 

Pindyck (1994) provide a comprehensive summary of the new investment theory. 

Chapters 3: 4 and 5 are all methodologically based on static analytical equilibrium models. 

While chapter 3 assumes a perfectly competitive market, the issue of imperfect competition 

is central in the last two chapters. Chapters 4 and 5 both consider oligopdistic markets in 

which the market players are operating according to the Nash-Cournot assumptions used in the 

traditional industrial organization literature. These markets are modelled by applying the wII- 

known Cournot model. Since the pioneering work of Augustin Cournot in 1838, many theories of 

oligopoly have been developed. However, as it has turned out. the first model of oligopoly is still 

the most widely used one. In the Cournoc model, the firms choose quantity rather than price 

and do so simultaneously. Though the Cournot model was d e d o p d  more than a century before 

game theory, one can interpret the Cournot model as a game. In our application of the Cournot 

model we have assumed that the order of the game is so that all the market participants make 

simultaneous quantity decisions. The solution concept applied is the concept of Nash equilibrium. 

A set of strategies is a Nash equilibrium if ea& player’s strategy maximizes his payoff given the 

strategies chosen by the other players and if this condition holds simultaneously for all players. 

An alternative to the Cournot model could be to apply the Stackelberg model. Heinrich \-on 
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Stackeelberg devdoped this model in 1934. The model is a modification of the Cournot model 

based on the observation that =me industries are  characterized by one firm being a leader in the 

sense that it commits to its output prior to its competitors doing so. The Stackelberg model is a 

gams with sqquetitial moves in which one player, referred t u  as the leader, chooses its output, and 

then. after ohserving the leader's output. the other players chose their output. See e.g. Viscusi 

eT d. (1996) for a rex<ew of the Stackelberg model. 

A second class of oligopoly models assumes that fims choose price rather than output. The 

first piece of work in this Iine is that of Joseph Bertrand. In his model: the firms make si- 

multaneous price decisions. The Bertrand model yieIds the surprising result that oLigopolistic 

behavior generates t h e  competitive sorution. This result is k n m n  as the Bertrand paradox. (For 

a thoroughly discussion of oligopoly, see e.g. Friedman (1983) T i d e  (1988) and Shapiro (1989)) 

It is not obviom why one should choose the Cournot model instead of the Berrrand mode1 

xhen modelling the electricity marhts. For a discussion of this issue, see e.g. De Fraja and 

Delbono (1990): Borerstein and Bushnell (1999), and Flath (1991). 

2 Topics investigated 

Each of the font essay-s investigates topics that are relevant for liberalized energy markets. We 

0;ill now reflect more specifically on the motivation behind these topi-. 
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2.1 Investments in renewable energy generation 

The first issue that is being highrighted in this thesis concerns the provision of electricity generated 

from renewable energy sources (from here referred to BS green electricity). Simultaneously to  the 

liberalization process. the energy industv faces a major challenge connected to the increzsing 

concerns about the environmental consequences of the energy production. The main concern 

c o r n s  from the emission cjf penhouse gasses, mainly GO,, from the generation of electricity 

based on fossil fueis like cod and natural g- (5om here referred to 8s black electricity). To be 

able to reduce these emissions without significantly reducing the electricity consumption, black 

electricity must be substituted by green electricity. This will imply a substantial increase of the 

existing capacity of green electricity generation. For example it is a stated goal by the EU t o  

raise tbe share of green electricity from the 14% t o  22% of total electricity generation by- 2010 

(see EU/COM (2000)). h order t o  reach this god in the most efficient way it is important; GO 

properly understand the factors aEecting the investments in different murces of renewable energy 

production. Chapter 2 of this thesis imwtigates such an investment problem. EU/COM (2000) 

considers biomass to be the most important energr; source in meeting the target of 22 % green 

electricity in 2010. To be aide t o  design concrete measures to reach such gods it is important to  

properly understand the factors affecting investments in new biomass fired plants. 

The extent of investments in biomass is largely determined by its competitiveness relative to 

alternative fuei types. Biomass competes mainly with the different kinds of fossil fuels, pwkic- 

darly natural ga3. Ln the literature, comparisons of the total production costs using different 
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technologies are typically carried out using fixed estimates for the fuel costs (e.g. OECD, 1998, 

Kmunen and Leino, 1995). However, even with a thorough sensitivity analysis of the fuel costs, 

the uncertainties are not explicitly accounted for. Nevert,heless, it is clear that the input price 

risk has an effect on the value of the energy production assets, arid thus on the relative compet- 

itivenes of the fuel types. -4s the choice of fuel type for a particular project is in most cases 

irreversible, a rational in\-&or considering an investment in a project that can be implemented 

using akernative technologies must take this uncertainty into account. In addition, there are 

significant differences in the uncertainties associated with different fuel types. 

Analyses of such investment problems are  often based on the theory of irreversible investment 

under uncertainty (see Dixit and Pindyck, 1994, for a review of the theory). This Gterature char- 

acterizes uncertainty through continuous time diffusion processes, usud1y the geometric Brownian 

motion. The basic theory points out that because investments are typically irreversible. the ra- 

tional investor should m a i t  with the investment until the net present value of the project exceeds 

a certain positive threshold level in order t o  compensate for the possibility that the value of the 

project turns in an unfavorable direction in the future. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis builds on this literature as we consider an investor who has t o  choose 

the time when to make an irreversible invetment in an energy producing plant. Our model has, 

however. an additional irreversibility: st the moment of the investment, the investor also h x  to 

choose the type of the production technolog. This choice can not be reversed later, wen if the 

input prices evolves in the direction that wodd favour the opposite decision. The focus of our 
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model is in the interaction between the timing decision of the investment and the simultaneous 

choice of the plant type. 

There are several papers that are closely related to our work. Kobila (1990) considers the 

choice between hydro and thermal potk-er generation under the assumption that hydro production 

has only completely irreversible capital costs, while gas production has only variable fuel costs. 

The focus is on the optimal timing to svitch from gas to hydro in supplying a given demand 

unit ar minimum cost. Even if the setting in that model is quite different from ours, espcaally 

in that it comiders the optimal choice of technolou from the point of view of a social planner: 

the model has technically many similaritiw t o  our paper. Kulatilaka (1993) and Brekke and 

Schieldrop (1999) are concerned with alternative t h o l c g i e s  in energy production focusing on 

the value of flexibility t o  swicch between two fuels. Kulatilaka (1993) considers the value of the 

option to switch between oil and gas in steam boilers, but does not consider the timing of the 

investment in such a plant. Brekke and Sckieldrop (1999) have a setting more similar t o  ours. Le. 

the timing of a power plant investment, when the investor must simultaneously choose the type 

of the plant. They consider two alternative inputs, oil and gas, but unlike us, they allow both 

fuel prices to  foUow.separate stochastic processes, and also consider a flexible technology that 

allows switching between the two. This is more general than OUT setting, but makes it necessary 

to use approximation techniques in soiving the model. Our model aIso differs from Brekke and 

Schieldrop (1999) in the characterization of the production process. They assume that once the 

plant has been built, it wili b e  operated at all times even if the profit flow is negative. This 



assumption is likely to have an overestimating eEect on the value of the flexible production 

technoloLv in their model. In comrast, we allow the plant to be shut down whenever the profit 

fiow would be negative. The theory of valuing such production assets h a  been developed in 

McDonald and Siege1 (1985). 

The results of our anaiysis indicate that the fuel price uncertainty associated with one plant 

type may postpone investments in dternative plant types as well, if the choice of input fuel is 

irreversible. 

Even if the article is related to a specific setting, the general idea can be seen from a broader 

perspective by noting that a similar irreversibility associated with the choice between different 

actions may appear in another context. An exampie could be the optimal choice and timing of 

an environmental policy. Jf there are uncertainties specific t o  different policies, then this may 

induce a value of waiting for further information delaying the optimal timing to  mplernent the 

policy. 

2.2 InternationaI trade in a Green Certificate system 

Investments in renewable e n w g  technologies in a competitive market introduce new c k d e n g s  

to the policy makers. ThBe challenges have to be taken into amount when designing new power 

markets and new regulatory mechanisms t o  ensure a politically determined deployment of renew- 

able electricity suppIies. 

Today, most o f  the green electricity generation k b ~ e d  on hydro power. Laxge hydro power 
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plants are considered to be competitive with black electricity technologies. However: the potential 

development of new large scale hydro power plants seem limited at the present time, due to the 

significant impact these projects have nn the nature. Instead, the grawth of peen  electricity 

generation is supposed to come from wind energy, biomass, solar-electric energy and t o  some 

extent kom smaller hydro power stations. These technologies are currently not competitive 

compared to conventional eIectricity technologies. Thus: without any re-dated deployment the 

s u r v i d  and enlargement of these renewable energy technologies have loa- expectation. Therefore, 

some kind of support scheme is necessary to promote the generation of grccn electricity. TypicaHy, 

generation of green electricity has been stimulated through different Lnds of subsidy schemes, 

e.g. investment subsidiq tax exemptions and per unit subsidies as in Denmark, Spain and 

Germany. The liberalization of the electricity markets has, however, induced an extra challenge 

on the countries in their choice of pol iq  measures t o  promote the provision of green electricity, 

as the means must be in aocordance with market principles. The newest environmental market 

idea in Europe i s  the establishment. of a Green Certificate (GC) market. The idea behind the 

GC system is that renewable enerKv producers receive an additional payment for their ~upp1y 

under competitive conditions. This should provide incentives for investment in thwe renewable 

te&ologies and thereby help archieve the politically planned expansion of the use of renewable 

energy. 

Fn short, the GC market consists of sellers and buyers of certificates. The sellers are the 

producers of electricity using renewable sources. The producers are each d l o w d  to sell a number 
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of certificates corresponding to the electricity they feed into the electricity network. The pur- 

chasers of certificates are cor~umers/distributioil cornpark that are required by the government 

to hold a certain percentage of certi6cat.tw; hereafter referred t o  a the percentage requirement, 

correspondmg to their toid consimption/end-use deliveries of electricity. 

Since 1998 the Netherlands has used a system of ”green labelling”, which is a voluntary version 

of the GGsystem. Denmark: Norway and Swden are examples of coun t rk  that are dose to 

actually introducing a market for GCs. Furthermore, it seem likely that dl the Member States 

vi11 support a common EU standard of the markets for GCs in the hture .  In addition to the 

EU Member States, countries like Austraiia, China, India and the US are also considering the 

infroduct.ion of GCs. 

Despite its popularity, it seem fair t.o say that the general functioning of the GC market has 

not yet been fully understood. The economic Literature in this area is stili scarce, but some of 

the contributions show that there a r e  potential problems connected to the GGsystem and tJhat 

che design of these systems therefore should be made carefdly. Relevant ana lps  of the GC 

system have been made by e.g. Voogt et d. (1999), Morthorst (2000 and 2001), Amundsen and 

Mortensen (2001 and ZOOZ), 3ye et al. [2002) and Jensen and Skytte (2002). 

The main insight &om the existing literature is that the effects on the generation of green 

electricity and on electricity consumption from a change of the percentage requirement is most 

inconclusive. Amundsen and h/Ioeensen (2001 and 2002): Bye et al. (2002) and Jensen and Skytte 

(2002) all identify this using slightly different theoretical approaches. In addition, concerns about 
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lack of liquidity, large price VoIatiiity; and market power in the GC market have been expressed 

by critics of the GC-system. 

So far, the GC systems under consideration are  mainly thought of as domestic systems: 

but international cooperation, e.g. FLECS (Renewable Energy Certficate System); has been 

established t o  look into the possibilities of establishing an international market for GCs. One 

could expect that some of the above mention& problems can be related to the size of the GC 

market. Smdl markets are more likeIy t o  be exposed to liquidity problems, price volatility and 

market power than are larger markets. One way to increase the size of the GC market is t o  open 

GCs to international t-rade. In addition, an international market should heIp to induce a more 

cost-efficient development of renewable energy. In chapter 3 we present an essay that investigates 

the effects of changing the percentage requirement when the markets for GCs and electricity are 

o p e n d  for trade. It transpires that even if opening markets has the positive effect o f  reducing 

market power, increasing liquidity and decreasing price volatility, the percentage requirement 

remains an imprecise instrument with which to inhence the level of green electricity in end-use 

consumption. 

2.3 Market power in a Green Certificate system 

The above-mentioncd analyses of GC systems have all been done assuming that the relevant 

markets are perfectly competitive. However, the issue of market power seems to be relevant when 

'analyzing these markets. We see for example cooperation among windmill owners in Denmark. 
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The essay presented in chapter 4 extends the existing Iiterature on GC markets to focus on the 

importance of market power. The andysis is based on the model applied in the preceding chapter, 

but includes the possibility of various levels of competition in the electricity and the GC market. 

One of the main results is that the certificate system €wed with market power basicaIIy may 

collapse into a qst,em of per unit subsidies. 

2.4 Public firms in liberalized energy markets 

The last issue consider4 in tt;s thesis concerm the rule of the former national incumbents in the 

deregulated market. In chapter 5 we analyze this development and ask if this strategy corresponds 

to the aim of the scate m a maximizer of gocial surplus? 

Prior to the liberalization, energy and environmental policy goals were often achieved through 

a monopoly market smucture and the use of state intervention and regulation. Public ownership 

was cota,Ily dominating. The system was designed for a monopoIy- supply structure in n-hch the 

publicIy owned incumbent bad a dominant role. In a liberalizd market this is no longer a viable 

solution. An important part of a liberalization process is to d&ne the role to be played by the 

former publicIy owned incumbents in the deregulated market. In some countries, the approach 

has been to privatize the publicly owned compmies. This happened e.g. in the LX dectricity 

market where the liberalization m-ent hand in hand with privatization, see e.g. Henney (1994). In 

other countries, e.g. in Norway and Swden, however, public mnership is still dominating in the 

liberalized energy markets. 111 these markas, the publicly owned incumbents continue t o  operate. 
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bxt are subjject to  competition from privately owned companies. The strategies employed by these 

former incumbents are interesting to  observe and analyze. One issue of particular interest in the 

Kordic electricity market is that these stateowned companies are now actively acquiring shares 

in their competitors. In this way: the public invohement will actually increase, concrary to what 

one usually would expect in a liberalized market. 

One can Iook at the existence of a publicly owned company in a IiberaIiged market 8s providing 

the authorities with a possibility for regulating imperfect competition in a deregulated industry. 

The idea is that the authorities can affect the running of an industry from the inside through a 

public firm that interacts with private firms. Such a market: which m may think of as the market 

for electricity generation. is usually referred to as a mixed oiigopoly. De Fraja and Delbono (1990) 

define mked  oligopoly as .. . a m.arket w h m  a homwgenozLs or dzflerentiated good is supplzed by 

a ”small” number of f i r n ~ s  and the objective finction of at least one of them differs from that of 

the other fim” Merrill and Schneider (1966) emphasize the establishment of a mixed OligOpGly, 

e.g., though the state buying one primte firm operating in a specific industry, as m alternative 

in regulating imperfect competition in an industry. Their conclusion is: ’ ... that the emAence 

of a government fim in an oliyupolfitnc andust7 run result in amproved mwket performance, 

i . ~ . ,  iower prices and increased output” Cremer et al. (1989) refer t o  the French c2r industry 

and the Canadian railroad sector as prominent examples of ohgopolistic markets in which public 

h i s  are competing with private firms. Cremer et  al. (1989) analyze the extent to which public 

companies can be used as a policy instrument t o  improve resource allocation in an imperfectly 
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competitive market. T h q  dm refer to Re- (19E4), Bfis (1966) and Hagen (1979) a5 other 

relevant contributions within this literature. 

The last chapter of this thesis extends this literature to investigate the effects on social surplus 

when the pubiic firm invoIvPs in acquisitions. We use a &Attic pmid equilibrium model that looks 

at the strategic interaction among firms within a particular industry. Our model has similarities 

to Cremer et a!. (1989), De Fraja and Delbono (1989) and to Delbono and Scarpa (1992). 

Cremer et al. dso look at the possibility of using the public hm s an instrument €or rsguIating 

an oligopolistic market. However, their model differs from ours especially in the assumptions they 

make about the firms! cost structures. De Fraja and Delbono do not consider the possibility that 

firms may acquire shares in their competitors. Insbead they consider other alteniative strategies 

employed by the public firm and their effects on some key variables BS welfare and total output. 

Delbono and Scarpa, on the other hand, arc focusing on mergers between public and private 

companies. hilore specifically, they consider different market structures looking for conditions for 

such mergers t o  be Pareto optimal in the sense that it increases both the profit for the private 

owxier and the social welfare: which is t-he objective of the public mner. Our approach i s  that 

the aEthorities are controlling a publicly owned company operating in a market together with 

n privately-owned competitors. The authorities have to decide whether they want to keep the 

market structure unchanged by not allowing the public firm to engage in any kind of acquisitions, 

or to let the public company participate in acquisitions of ownership shares among the companies. 

The electricity market is frequentIy us& as an example throughout this paper. However, 
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the analysis is by no meam specific to this market. The approach is relevant to any market 

that changes from a state-controlled monopoly t o  a deregulatd market in which the former 

incumbent is operating together with a numbsr of other companies. The analysis generates two 

main results. First, acquisitions, in either direction, always increase the *!fare as compared with 

the alternative of keeping the original market structure with one public and n private companies. 

Second, aiming at maximizing social surplus, the choice between letting the public firm acquire 

or be acquired depends on the degree of competition in the market. 

3 A brief overview of the essays 

In what follows, a short summary of each of the essays will be presented. 

3.1 Chapter 2: "Input Price Risk and Optimal Timing of Energy Investment: 

Choice between Fossil-and Biofuels" 

This paper, which is cwauthored with Pauli Murto, presents a dynamic model to  study the choice 

between projects with different input price characteristics. We analyze the competitiveness of 

1w0 alternative he1 types by looking at a representative investor who is considering an energy 

production investment: and fats the choice between a fossil fuel and a biomass fired plant. To 

make our point clear, we assume that the fossil fuel price evolves stochastically, while the biomass 

price is constant. The investment creates a given payoff stream: either as an explicit revenue flow 
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from selling the output, or as a Aav af amided cost of purchasiiig the demanded energy service 

horn elsewhere. 3t is assumed that the investment can be delayed without constraints, thus the 

invsstor must choose both the t h i n g  of the investment and the +e of the plant. Both these 

choices are irreversible. The focus of our madel is in the interaction between the timing decision 

of the investment and the simultaneous choice of the plant type. 

The results indicate that as the choice of technology is irreversible, i t  is optimal to postpone 

the invedment at a wide range of prices even if it would otherwise be optimal to invest in ORB 

or bnih nf the plant types. Iri other words, thc fuel price uncertainty asuociated with one p h t  

type may postpone investments in alternative plant types as we11, if the choice of input fuel i s  

irreversible. This i s  due t o  the flexibility inherent in the real option that allows the choice between 

two technologies. This flexibility increases the value of the option, and because the investor has 

to give up this option at the moment of investment, it induces additional reluctance to invest. 

Even in the case where the biomass technology is chosen: the timing of the investment is triggered 

by the fossil fuel price development, because the two alternatives are interrelated through the 

red  option, which is lost at the moment o f  invescment. 

We use om model to provide a numerical example based on a t  estimates of two types of 

power plants applicable in Finland. In Finland, already more than 20 % of energy consumed is 

produced using renea-able m e r 3  sources. According t o  the Finnish action plan rEponse t o  the 

EU White Paper on renewable energy sources, the god is to increase this by 50 % by the year 

2010 compared with the par  1995 (Ministry of Trade and Industry, 2000). This increase wiI1 
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be obtained dmost entirely from biomass. Therefore, it is important t o  properly understand the 

factors affecting investments in such projeccs. This paper points out that when such a project 

can be dternatiwly implemented using some other technology, then the timing of the investment 

is directly influenced by uncertain factors associatd with this dltemtive technology. 

3.2 Chapter 3: "Green Certificates in an International Market" 

This paper focus on the GC system 85 n part of an international electricity market. 

A GC system typically consists of two poiicy variables: the percentage requirement and 

the GC price bounds. As the GC system is primarily meant to promote the generation of 

green electricity, our main focus is on how changes in the policy variables affect this generation 

under different assumptions about trade in GCs and electricity. However, the quantity of green 

electricity generated in equilibrium must be seen in relation to the generation of black electricity, 

and electricity consumption. 

We concentrate mainly on the percentage requirement. Ln the proposed GC systems, the 

percentage requirement is perceived as a policy instrument that affects the level of green electricity 

in end-use consumption. The existing literature has already shown that the effects on green 

eIectricity generation of changes in the percentage requirement are not straightform-ard in the 

cases of autarky arid when eIectricity is traded at 8 given international price. We investigate 

the effect on these raults of assuming an open market for GCs, not only in the case of a small 

country trading at giwn internationd prices, but also within the framework of a hc-countn: 
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model in which the prices of the traded goods are not given. Au important result of our analysis 

is that in none of the cases considered does an increase in a countrv’s percentage requirement 

necessdy  result in an increase in the gnerat,ion of green electricity in that country. Furthermore, 

it, is shown that if GCs are traded internationdy, and if the international GC price is given, a 

country m b i z e s  its genetahn of green electricity by setting the percentage requirement t o  

zero. Another surprising result is that in the case of trade in electricity in a twwcountry model, an 

increase in the percentage requirement in one country has an ambiguous effect on the generation 

of s e e n  electricity in  that country, but unambiguously increases the generatiurl of green electricity 

in the other country. Thus. it transpires that even if opening markets has the positive effect of 

reducing market power and increasing liquidity, the percentage requi-ernent remains an imprecise 

instrument with which to influence the Ievel of green electricity in end-use consumption. 

We also briefIy discuss the importance of the GC price bounds with respect to our analysis. 

The results from this analys is  indicate that the possibiIity of using GC price bounds as an 

additional policy instrument is Limited. 

3.3 Chapter 4: ”Green Certificates and Market Power’’ 

This paper continues the analysis of the GC system. Here we return to analyzing a domestic 

GC! system wiiithout any international trade, but leave aside the assumption that all markets are 

perfectly competitive. 

In this paper, which i s  cc-authored by Eirik S. Amundsen, we fomuIat,e an andfiic equi- 
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librium model for a Green Certificate (GCj system. A basic assumpt,ion in the model is that 

the percentage requirement for the possession of certificates of consumers~distribution companies 

hnctions as a check on total electricity consumption, BS the total number of certificates available 

are constrained by the total capacity of renewable technologies. Hence, a requirement of e.g. 

20% implies that total consumption can be no larger than five times the electricity produced 

from renewable sources, unless the price of certificates tends to increase above an upper price 

bound specified by the authorities. This price bound, that is used in most of the proposed GC 

systems, functions as a penalty that the  consurnen mu& pay if they don’t fulfil the percentage 

requirement, Le. to be allowed t o  consume more electricity than five times the amount of cert5- 

c a t s  they have bought. In the model we dm represent a lower price bound for the certificate 

price. Thc lower price bound is  relevant in case the production of green electricity2 exceeds the 

demand for certificates. If this is the case, the State will buy t,he excess supply of certificates ttt 

a price corresponding to the lower price bound. We concentrate OR the analysis of she market 

itself and do not in this setting address the question of whether such a Eyystem is economically 

sound z compared with other alternatives of stimulating the generation of green electricity Fur- 

thermore, we do not consider any uncertainty or hancial markers for forwards or futures trade 

in certificates, nor do we consider an internatlona1 system with trade of GCs. The major focus 

of this paper is the effect of market power in a GC system. We characterize the equilibrium 

conditions for various levels of competition in the electricity and the GC markets. Throughout 

the paper we mume Nash-Cournot behavior. It is shown that the GC system does not always 
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produce straightforward results. It tu rn  out that the existence of market power t o  a large extent 

will drive the certificate price to either the Imer or the upper price bound and thereby reduce 

the GC system to a system of direct subsidies financed through excise taxes. As market pomm 

is Likely to exist in many cases, this is a res& that should be given serious consideration in the 

discussions and development of dternative GC systems. One interesting result from this .naIowk 

is that market p a r  in the generation of black electricity can actually promote an increase in the 

generation of green electricity as compared with perfect competition. Among the other surprising 

results a fe  that an increse in the percentage requirement, and an introduction of a COz tax on 

the producers of black electricity in combination mith a GC system, actually both can have the 

effect as to reduce the generation of geeen electricity. 

3.4 Chapter 5: ”Strategies of a Public Firm in a Liberalized Market” 

In this paper we focus on the role of a statcowned incumbent in a liberalized market. Our 

approach i s  that the authorities are controlling a pubIicIy owned company operating in a market 

together with n privately-owned competitors. The authorities have to decide whether they want 

to keep the market structure unchanged bv not allowing the public firm t o  engage in m y  kind of 

acquisitions, or to let the public company participate in acquisitions of ownership shares among 

the companies. In the latter case, we consider two alternative strategies: 1) allow the publicly- 

owned company t o  acquire shares in its privately-owned competitors: or 2) allaw the primtely 

owned competitors t o  acquire shares in the publicly om-ned company and. in this way, partially 
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privatize the pubiic company 

We assume that the only difference between the publicly mmed company and its privately 

owned competitors is  that the public company maximizes social surplus, while the private owners 

are profit maximizers. However, we do not go into the debate about private versus public omer- 

ship as such. Considerations of entry and exit of firms are also left aside, even though this would 

clearly be relevant in a deregulated market. The focus is on the welfare consequences of the three 

different strategies listed above. Given that the authorities aim at reaching the highest possibIe 

social surplus, and that the publicly owned incumbent company is their instrument, which one 

of the three strategies is the most suitable? 

The analysis generates two main results. First. acquisitions, in either direction, always in- 

crease the weIfare as compared with the alternative of keeping the original market structure with 

one public and R private companies. Second, aiming at maximizing social surplus, the choice 

between letting the public h acquire or be acquired depends on the degree of competition in 

the market. 
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Input price risk and optimal timing of enera 

investment: choice between fossil- and biofuels" 

Pauli Mwto and Gjermund Nese 

Abstract 

TVe consider energy investment, when a choice h a  to be made between fossil fuel and 

biomm h d  production technologies. A dynamic model is presented to illustrate the effect 

of the different degrees of input price uncertainty on the choice of technology aud the timing 

of the inmtment. It is shown that when the choice of technology is irreversible, it may be 

optimal to pmtpone the investment even if it would otherwise be optimal to invest in one 

or both of the plant types. We provide a numericd example b e d  on cost estimates of two 

different power plant types. 
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1 Introduction 

Many countria have adopted the goal to enhannce the role of renewable sources in energy supply. 

This is to a large extent motivated by the efforts to dwremse greenhouse gas emissions arising horn 

the combustion of €ossi1 fueh. The European Commission published in 1997 a White Paper, which 

sets a target of increasing the share of renewable energy sources in the total energy consumption 

in the European Union horn 6 to 12 percent by 2010 (European Commission, 1997). Biomass is 

there considered to be the mwt important energy source in meeting this target.' To be able to 

design concrete mesures to reach such gods. i t  is therefore important to properIy understand 

the factors affecting investmenb in new biomass fired plants. 

The extent of investments in biomass i s  largely determined by its competit.ivenas relative to 

alternative fuel types. Biomass competes mainly with the different kinds of fossil fuels, partic- 

ularly natural gas. In the Literature, comparisons of the total production costs using different 

technologies are typically carried out ming ked estimates for the fuel casts (e.g. OECD, 1998, 

K W U ~ ~ R  and Leino, 1995). However, even with a thorough sensitivity analysis of the fuel costs, 

the uncertainties ate not explicitly accounted for. Nevertheless, i t  is clear that the input price 

risk has an effect on the value of the energy production assets, and thus on the relative compet- 

itiveness of the fuel types. As the choice of fuel type for a p&icuIar project is in most cases 

irreversible, a rational investor considering an investment in a project that c a ~  be implemented 

using alternative technologies must take this uncertainty into account. 

There are signnificant differences in the uncertainties associated v,<th different fuel types. The 

'The White Paper describes biomass EIS being "...a widespread resource 85 it includes in addition t o  woody 
biomass and the residues of the wQod working industry, energy crops, agriculwd residues and agrofood emuents, 
manum as weIl as the organic f rahon of municipal solid wastm- or source, wparated household a=tc and sewage 
sludge" 



fossil fuels are depletable resource: which have world market p r i m  subject to B high degree of 

uncertainty. As the global reserves diminish, the price are mp&ed tc rise.' Morreover, the 

reserves of such fuels are very unevenly distributed, and thus for most of the countrie they have 

to be importd. This adds the risk of currency fluctuations. A further uncertainty is caused by 

the market power of the exporters. The OPEC countries have been successful in manipulating 

the oil prices for a long time. For natural gas. the lack of competition in supply may be even more 

=re in many cases: x gas requires a dedicated network over which the product is delivered, the 

number of suppliers may be very limited. The uncertainty is further increased by the unstable 

pol i t id  situation in some of the major gas exporting countries. 

Since biomass is renewable and usually produced domestically, its price is determined in a 

different way. There are in many ca.w abundant reserves, and the price is presumably based 

on the costs of growing, harvesting, and transporting, depending on the type of biomass. The 

characteristics that cause much of the uncertainty in the prices of €mil fuels, namely scarcity of 

reerves, currency rkks, and market power, are not that significant. Therefore, there is reason t o  

believe that the price of biomass should be more stable than the prices of fossii fuels. 

This paper presents a dynamic model to study the choice between projects with different input 

price characteristics. We analyze the competitiveness of two dternative fuel types by Looking m a 

representative investor who is considering an energy production investment, and faces the choice 

between a fmsil fuel and a biomass h e d  plant. To make our point clear, we assume that the fossil 

fuel price evolves stochastically, while the biomass price is mnstant. The investment creates a 

ghen payoff stream, either as an expIicit revenue flow from seIling the output, or s a flow of 

'For example, under H o t e l k  assumptions the prim increases exponentially (see: e.g.,  Sweeoey, 1993, for a 
review of the theory). 
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avoided cost of purchasing the demand& energy service born elsewhere. It is assumed that the 

investment can be delayed without constraints, thus the investor must choose both the timing of 

the jnr;estment and the type of the plant. 

Methodologically the analysis is based on the theory of irreversible investment under uncer- 

tainty (see Dixit and Pindyck, 1N4, for a review of the theory). This literature characterizes 

uncertainty through continuous time diffusion prowsses, usually the geometric Brownim motion. 

The basic theory points out that because investments are typically irreversible, the rational in- 

vestor should wait with the investrnem until the net present d u e  of the project exceeds a certam 

positive threshold level in order to compensate for the possibility that the value of the project 

turn in an unfavorable direction in the future. Our model has an additional itreversibiiity: at the 

mument of the investment, the investor also has to choose the type of the production technology. 

This choice c m  not be reversed later, even if the fossil fuel price evolves in the direction that 

would favom the opposite decision. The focus of our model is in the interaction between the 

timing decision of the investment and the simultaneous choice of the plant type. 

The optimal solution to OUT model consists of two threshold levels €or the fossil fuel price that 

trigger an investment: if the price drops to the lower thrashold it becomes optimal to invest in 

the EossiI fueled plant, while at the higher threshold i t  becomes optimal to invest in the biomass 

fired plant. B e m n  the thresholds it is optimal t o  wait. The threshold levels can not be solved 

in closed form, but we derive the equations that can be used to solve them numerically. 

The r s u l t s  indicate that as the choice of technology is irreversible, it i s  optimal to postpone 

the investment at a wide range of prim even if i t  would otherwise be optimal to invest in one 

or both of the plant types. In utber words. the fuel price uncertainty associated with one plant 

type m y  postpone investments in alternative plant types LLS well, if the choice of input fuel is 
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irreversible. This is due to the flexibility inherent in the real option that allows the choice between 

two technologies. This flexibility increases the value of the option, and because the investor has 

to give up this option at the moment of investment, it induces additional reluctance to invest. 

Even in the case where the biomass tmho lqy  is chosen, the timing of the investment is triggered 

by the fossil fuel price development, because the two alternatiws are interrdated through the 

real option, which is last at the moment of investment. 

There are sevwal papers that are cIosely related t o  our work. Kobila (1990) considers the 

choice betmen hydro a d  th-d power generation under the assumption that hydro production 

has only completely irreversible capital cmts: while gas production bas only variable fuel costs. 

The focus is on the optimal timing t o  switch kom gas to hydro in supplying a given demand 

unit at minimum cost. Even if the setting in that model is quite different horn ours, especially 

in that it considers the optimal choice of t&nolog &om the point of view of a social planner, 

the model has technically many simirarities to our paper. Kulatilaka (1993) and Brekke and 

Schieldrop (1999) are concerned with alternative technologk in energy production focusing on 

the value of flexibility to switch between two fuels. Kulatilaka (1993) considers the value of the 

optiw t o  switch between oil and gas in steam boilers, but does not consider the timing of the 

investment in such a plant. Brekke and Schieldrop (1999) have a setting more similar to ours, i.e. 

the timing of a power piant hmtment, when the investor must simultaneously choose the type 

of the plant. They consider two siternative inputs, oil and gas, but d i k e  us, they allow both 

fuel prices t o  follow separate stochastic processes, and also consider a ffexibb technology that 

allows switching betmwn the two. This is more general than our setting, but makes it necessary 

to use approximation techniqu- in solving the model. Our model also differs from Brekke and 

Schieldrop (1999) in the characterization. of the production process. They assume that once the 
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plant has been built! it mi l l  be operated at all tims even if the profit ffow is negative. This 

assumption is  Likely to have an overestimating effect on the value of the flexible production 

technology in their model. In contrast, we allow the plant to be shut down whenwer the profit 

flow would be negative. The theory of valuing such production assets bas been develop& in 

McDonald and Siege1 (1985). 

We use ow model to provide a numerical example based OR cost estimates of two types of 

power plants applicable in Finland. In Finland, dready more than 20 $4 of energy consumed is 

produced using renewable energy sources. According t o  the FiurFish action plan response to the 

EU White Paper on renewable energy sources, the god  is to increase this by 50 5% by the year 

2010 compared with the year 1995 (Ministry of Trade and Industry, 2000). This increase will 

be obtained almost entirely ftom biomass. Therefore, it is importmt to properly understand the 

factors affecting investments in such projects. This paper points out that  when such a project 

can be alternatively implemented using some other technology, then the timing of the investment 

is directly irdwnced by uncertain factors associated with this alternative technology. 

The paper is organized as follows. We first present the model in section 2. In section 3 we 

consider oniy the fossil fuel option. We derive the d u e  of afl operating fossil fueled plant that 

can be shut down and r&arted costlesslv. We also derive the optimal imwtrnent rule in such a 

plant when there is no alternative plant type available. In section 4 we proceed to consider the 

whole problem where both plant type are wailable s alternatives to each other. We derive the 

equations that must be solved numerically in cirda t o  get the optimal investment strates. In 

section 5 we apply the model in an example case. Finally, section 6 concludes. 
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2 Model 

We consider an investor, who has an opportunity t o  invest in a new energy production plant. 

There are two alternative plant types available: a fossil fuel and a biomass fired plant. We assume 

that the biomass price is constant, but the fossil fuel price is stochastic. Once the choice of the 

plant type has been made, the decision can not be reversed. T h e  investor must thus &owe both 

the timing of the in-tment and the type of technology t o  use. 

We start by looking more closely at the fossil fuel option. The fossil fuel price, denoted P. S 

assumed to follow the geometric Brownian motion of the form: 

dP - = adt 4- U d Z ,  P 

where a: and F are constants reflecting the drift and volatility of the price promss: dt is an 

inhitesimd time increment, and d r  is  the standard Brownian motion increment. We assume that 

the fluctuations of P are spanned by hancia l  markets, in other words, there is a traded asset or 

a portfolio of assets with a price that correlates perfectly with Ph3 Then any asset contingent on 

P can be consistently valued without making m y  assumptions on the personal risk preferences 

of the investor. Let p be the expected rate of return for this asset in equilibrium and denote 

by S = p - a the ’return shortfall’ Let T be the risk-kee rate of return. Using the “equivalent 

risk neutral valuation” principle, the value of the asset is derived by taking the expectation of 

the future cash flows as if the investor m r e  risk neutral. The risk-aversion is mounted for by 

replacing the actual drift rate Q by the certainty equivalent rate T -  6 while retaining the risk-free 

rate of return as the discount rate (see Cox, hgersoll, and Ross, 1985, or Dixit and Pindyck, 

’If this does not hold, then OUT resuits may be derived using dynamic programming. and asrmming that the 
investor i s  risk neutral or uses a subjectively determind discount rate to discount risky cash Eows. 
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1994, chapter 4,  for more details on the technique). Equivalently, the value of the claim can be 

derived using a standard arbitrage argument, which is the technique used throughout the book 

by Dixit and Pindyck. 

The focus of the model is on the input price uncertainty. Therefore, we make the assumption 

that the output price is constant.‘ We denote by A the constant cash flows that the plant produces 

when it i s  operating. This cash flow may be interpreted as the income born selling the output, 

more precisely the electricity and/or heat price after taxes minus possible variable production 

m t s  other than fuel cost. Alternatively, we may interpret the mudel so that the investment is 

made in order to satisfy a given energy demand, and A is the avoided cost of purchasing the 

energy from some other sonre. 

We further assume that the plant can be shut down and ratarted costlessly. This means that 

whenever P > A,  it is optimal not to  produce, otherwise the plant earns A - P per unit of time. 

The valuation of plants with a shut down option has been treated in McDonald and Siege1 (1985). 

We denote by 7rs (P) the total cash Am of an optimally operated fossil fueled 

A - P , w h e n P < A  

0, when P 2 A.  
“s (PI = 

The investment in the plant incurs a fixed int-estment cost denoted I .  Once the plant has 

been built, it w 4 i  remain operational forever. The investment in such a plant is thus equivalent 

to swapping a k e d  amount of money I to a perpetual stochastic cash flow stream 7r8 (P). We 

4This assumption is. of course, a simplification of r d i t y .  It is made in order to keep the model tractable, but 
also in order to  set the focus explidtely on the interaction of t h e  investmen6 timing and tne simultaneous choice 
betwP.ea risky and non-risky projects. 

‘UTe may also have a deterministic fixed flow cost component: but that is equivalent to increasing the investment 
cost by an appropriate amount (%-e do that in tbe example presemed in section 5). We have adopted the currer~t 
formulation to keep the notation as simple as pmsible. 

L 
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will derive the d u e  of such a cash Am stream in section 3. 

Consider next the alternative biomass option. This projezt is assumed to contain no risk: 

and thus prcdduces a deterministic and known cash ffow pattern. The assumption that there is 

no risk asmciated uith the biomass plant is, of course, a simplification. It i s  made for several 

rwons. First, it keeps the model tractable. Second, it puts the focus on the choice between risky 

and non-risky projects. The model, as specified in the paper, cm &so be used to analyze the 

competitiveness of different plant typ- under a policy where tbe gwernment, using appropriate 

subsidies, tries to  ensure a riskless investment in renewable energy projects." 

We denote the net pment value of the biomass project by V,. It is obtained simply by 

summing all the cash flows and discounting them with the risk-& rate of return. VR is assumed 

t o  be constant as long as the inmtment is not undertaken, in other words, there is no exxphcit 

value of waiting associated with the biomass project. To be an interesting alternative, the value 

of the project has to be positive, Le. VR > 0. The cxsh 3ows may also include investment or 

production subsidies by the government, as well as taxes. Therefore, the government can directly 

adjust VR by designing a suitable taxjsubsidy scheme. This can be used as an instrument €or 

promoting investments in renewable biomass production. In section 5 we will discuss in more 

detail how the value of the project is composed in the context of an example case. 

The basic theory says that am investment in such a project should be carried out i f  its net 

present value is positive. However, in OUT model this conventional investment rule would ignore 

'The EL White Paper "Energy for the future: renewable sources of energy" (1997) states: "The guiding 
principle for the Commission in assessing aid for the renewable energies (...) is that the beneficial effects of such 
measures 011 the environment must outweigh the distorting effects on competition. The commisison will consider 
appropriate modifications in favour of renewable energies in support of its policy in this area during the revision 
of the present guidelines taking into consideration the Coundl's Resorution on the Green Paper "Energy €or the 
future : renewable sou- of energy' which states that investment aid for renewabies can. in appropriate cases, 
be authorised even when they exceed the general levels of aid laid down in those guidelines." 
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the fact that when investing in a biomass plant, the investor loses the option to carry out the 

project using the alternative fossil husl technology. Taking into account this option value inp6es 

that the timing of the investment is driven by the fossil fuel price development, wen if the eventual 

choice would be to invest in the biomass p h i .  

3 VaIue of the fossil fueled plant 

In this section, we ignore the biomass option, and consider the value of the fossil fueled plant 

and the o p t i d  behavior of an investor who m s  an option to invest in such a project. The 

techniques are adopted born Dixit and Pindyck (1994), n7ho have uncerhinty in the output price. 

The modifications to the case of input price uncertainty are straight-forward. Therefore, we have 

omitted some details in the deritzrtions. 

We denote by V, (P) the market value of an operational fossil fueled plant. Owning such 

a plant is equivalent to owning m asset that pays a perpetual stochastic income flow n*(P).  

This income flow, as given in (2), is a stochastic process driven by P. 3y a standard arbi- 

trage argument, or alternatively applying dynamic programming and the “equivalent risk neutral 

valuation”, the value of such an asset can be shown to satisfy the following differential equation: 

L 2 P 2 q  fP) + (T - 6) P X  (P) - rv, ( P )  + ”* (P)  = 0, 2 

where the primes denote the derimtives with respect to P. 

We derive the solution to (3) in two parts: refIecting the form of T,  (P) as given in (2). IA 

the region where P > A, we have 7r8 (PI = 0: and the general solution is: 
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where: 

It is clear that the value of the piant must approach zero if the input price approaches infinity. 

Therefore we have the boundary condition Va+ (00) = 0, which implies B1 = 0. 

In the region P < A,  we have T, (P) = A - P, and the generd solution is: 

A P  v,- (P) = CXPPl+ c@ i+ - - - 
T b  

the plar If the input price approaches zero, it becomes more and more unlikely thr needs 

to be shut down in the near future. At the limit, therefore, the &ne of the plant must approach 

the d u e  of the constant income flow A, and we get the boundary condition 5- (0) = This 

implies Cz = 0. 

We have now the value of the plant for the two regions expressed separately with two kee 

parameters, & and Cl To stitch the two parts together, two additional boundary conditions 

must be satisfied at the shut-down point P = A. There can be no jump either in the value of the 

pIant or in i t s  derivative: &+(A) = &-(A) and Vi+(A) = K’-(-4) (see, e.g., Dixit and Pindyck, 

1994). These conditions, called the value matching and smooth pasting conditions. rqect ively,  

are in this case explicitly: 
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These are linear in 32 and Cl, and can thus be easily solved: 

The d u e  of the plant is then: 

Figure 1 illustrates V, (P)  with different d u e s  of for a risk neutral inves t~r .~  The parameter 

values used are T = p = 0.05, cy = 0.02: A = 1. It can be sew that increasing mcertainQ incream 

the d u e  of the piant. This is because of the flexibility provided by the shut-down option. The 

possibility t o  shut-down the plant provides an insurance a-oainst unfavorable development of the 

gas price, but still gives full benefits of a favorable development. Therefore, such a plant benefits 

from volatile profitabilitF conditions. More accurately: the same intuition can be confirmed by 

’Risk neutrality is ar;sumed in this figure in order to avoid canfusing different aspects of the model. If the 
firm would be risk-averse, dihrent risk-adjustments would be appropriate for difierent; uncertainty hvek. X e  
qualitative nature of the figure would remain unchanged. 
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IooIung more clmely at the formula for the profit flow. Tne profit flow, as given in (2): is a 

convex function of P, and thus, given a random P: its expected value is higher than its d u e  at 

e p x t e d  v a h e  of P: acmding to Jensen’s inequality. The higher the uncertinty, the larger i s  

this difference. As the value of the plant is the expected value of all future pro5t values (under 

the martingale measure): it is obvious that increasing the volatility, while keeping the mean 

unchanged: increases the value of the plant. 

Figure 1 here 

Next, we consider the optimd behavior of an investor who bas an opportunig to invest in 

such a fossil fueled plant. We denote by F, (P) the wlue of the option to invest in the project. 

Again, a standard arbitrage argument can be used to show that, as long as not exercised, the 

value of the option must satisfy the following differential equation: 

1 
-02P2c’ ( P )  -+ (T  - 6) P c  (P)  - rF, (PI = 0. 
2 

Note that equation (6) differs born (3) in that the income flow term, T,  (P), is missing. This 

is because the investment option does not pay any cash flows as long as the investment has not 

been carried out. 

The general solution to (6) is: 

with PI and p 2  given by (4) and (5 ) .  I t  is obvious that the value of the option to invest in 
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a f a d  fueled plant is decreasing in the fuel price. At the limit, where the fuel price approaches 

infinity, the option must lose its value altogether, leading to the condition &(M) = 0. This 

implies that D1 = 0. 

It is a s t a n d a r d  result in the literature that the optimal investment rule can be expressed 85 

a threshoId lever such that a-henewr the fuel price is below this leuel, it is optimal to invest, and 

otherwise it is optimal t o  wait. Further, the option value must satisfy the valuematching and 

smootbp&ing conditions at the optimal investment trigger. Denoting the threshold level by 

Pm, these are: 

F, (P*) = K (P*) - I, 

(P’) = K‘ (P) - 

At the point where it is optimal to invest, it is also optimal to run the plant. Therefore, it 

(e - q) (Pm)81 + 4 - 5, and conditions must be that P* < A? Thus, V, (P*)  = 

(7) arid (8) are explicitly: 

These can be used tn solve for the unknown parameter Dz. and the optimd investment, trigger 

P’ From (9) we have: 

‘It is obvious that it can not be optimal to invest in a plant i f  i t  %-ill be shut-down immsdiately. In such a case, 
postponing the invescmenc by a short inzerval would earn the  Gime d u e  for the investment cmt, a-hile i t  would 
not d n g e  any other cash-fIoM because the plant wouid be shut-down during t he  interval. 
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Substituting this in (10) gives: 

This must be solved numerically to get P*, the optimal investment thmhold. Figure 2 

illustrates the optimd investment ru le .  The investment cost i s  I = 3 and the fuel price volatility 

is 0 = 0.1. Otherwise, the parameter values are as in figure 1. The optimal investment threshoid 

is P* = 0.61. If the fuel price is below this, it is optimal t o  invest, otherwise it is optimal t o  wait. 

It can be seen in the 6gme that the d u e  of the investment option, Fb (P):  is connected smoothly 

with the value of the plant minus the investment cost at the optimal investment threshold, as 

required by the value matching and smooth pasting conditions. 

4 Optimal investment timing and choice of fuel 

In this section we derive the solution t o  the original problem! where the investor must chocee both 

the timing of the investment and the type of production technology. The opportunity to invest 

has a positive value, because it entails an option: but no obligation. to undertake the project. 

Even if it i s  not optimal to carry out the investment now, it may be so in the future. Since the 



fossil fuel price is the only source of uncertainty in our model, the value of the inmtment option 

is a function of P. We denote thus by F(P) the d u e  of the option to make an irreversible 

investment in either a fossil fuel or a biomass plant at any time in the future. Again, the value 

of such an option must, by an arbitrage a m e n t ,  sstisfy the differentid equation: 

1 -u2P2F” (P) + (7 - &) PF’ (P) - rF (P)  = 0. 
2 

The general solution t o  this is:  

It is dear that the lower the fossil he1 price, the more attractive is the investment in the 

fossil fueled plant. On the other hand, it must be that the higher the fossil fuel price, the more 

attractive becomes the alternative biomass plant. The optimal solution t o  the investor’s problem 

can thus be expressed as two threshoId levels for the fossil fuel price. When the price is below 

the Iower threshoid, it is optimal to invest in the fossil fueled plant.  On the other hand, when 

the price is above the higher threshold, it is optimal to invest in the biomass plant. Between the 

two threshold Ievels it is optimal t o  wait. We denote the lower threshold by and the higher 

by P R  

At the optimal investment thresholds, the due-matching and smooth-pasting conditions 

must again be satisfid. Since we now have two such levels, there are altogether four conditions. 

On the other hand, there are two €ree parameters (El and Ez) and two threshold lewis to solve. 

We have thus four unknonns and four equations. The boundary conditions are: 
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F ( F ) = V , ( P G )  - I ,  

P' (p") = K' (P") , 

F' (PR) = 0. 

F (@) = VA, 

As mentioned in the previous section, it must be $0 that at the point where it is optimal to 

invest in the fossil fueled plant, it k also optimal to rcln the plant, Le. PG < A. Therefore the 

conditions are explicitly: 

These should be solved to get El, E2, PG and PR.  Equations (13) and (14) are linear in E1 

and E2, and cm be solved t o  get: 
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Substituting t h a e  in (11) and (12) resuIts in two equations for and P R  that must be 

solved numerically: 

However, (15) and (16) are only necessary conditions for o p t i d  PG and PR, and it tuns out 

that there may be more than one solution t o  them. When solving numerically far the investment 

thresholds, some attention must be paid to checking the optimality of the result. An alternative 

way to solve the problem is to use only the value-matching conditions (11) and (13) to obtain E1 

and E 2  as functions of PG and PR,  and then &owe the thr&old prices PG and PR in order to 

maximize the d u e  of the investment option, F (P). 

Figure 3 illustrates the situation. This 6gure is obtained using parameter values that will 

be commented more in the next section. The threshold prices are PG = 4.2s (euro,/MWh) and 

PR = 6.32. Between the threshoIds, the vdue of the  option to invest, F (P), is greater than 
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the net value o f  either of the projects, V, (P)  - I and VR for the fossil fuel and biomass plants, 

respectively. It caa  &o be seen that the d u e  matching and smooth pasting conditions are again 

satisfied at the optima3 investment thresholds. 

5 Numerical example 

In this section we use the model t o  provide a numerical example in which an investor i s  considering 

to build a power production plant at some specific site. The investment decision involves two 

critical choices; the timing and the type d power plant. The timing can be chosen freely, but 

the plant is limited to be either natural gas or biomass fired. We focus on some comparative 

statics. More specifically, we look at how the des=  of gas price uncertain@ and the magnitude 

of investment subsidies to the biomass plant affect the optimal investment rule. T h e  investment 

decision is h a s 4  on a number of parameter values. The assumptions we have made about th-e 

& u s  are described in the following subsection. 

5.1 Parameter values 

We assume that the risk-&= interest rate is P = 0.05. Because we want t o  analyze how the 

degree of gas price uncertainty affects investment, it is most natural t o  assume that the investor 

is risk neutral, otherwise we would have to make assumptions about the risk-adjustments to use 

at different degrees of uncertainty. Due to the rkk neutrality assumption: the risk-bee interest 

rate is qual t o  the risk adjusted rate of return, Le. T = p. The value for the expected growth 

rate of the price of natural gas is chosen t o  be a = 0.02. This gives us 6 = ,u - a = 0.03. 
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We further xsume that the electricity price is 20 EUR/MWh. In order to relate this as- 

sumption to the real world, we observe that the average system spot price of electricity at the 

Nordpool power exchange so far this year (April 2002) is 20.23 EUR/MWh. h 2001 and 2000 

the  average prices were 23.15 EUR/MI'h and 12.75 ELTR/hKWh, respectively? 

The parameter values more directly connected to the two alternative plants are baed on 

Kosunen and Leino (1995), who provide cost data for different plants applicable in Finland. The  

actual data for the biomass plant is for a plant with a capacity of 150 MW,, which uses wood 

&ips as its input. The price o f  wood chips i s  reported to be 11.33 EURIMWh. The p h t  has 

60 employees working kull time. T h e  average yearly wage is set t o  be 42000 EUR per person. 

The fossil fuel plant is a natural gas &red plant with a capacity of 300 MW. This plant, has 35 

employees earning the m e  average wage. ID our exampre we want to compare two alternative 

projects with the same production capacity. Because the data prolided by Kosunen and Leino 

are  for two plants of different capacity, we assume that the data for the biomass plant can be 

scaled up t o  represent a plmt of 300 MW. 

The investment c a t  of the natural gas fired plant is in the report estimated to be 173.7 

mill. EUR For the 150 M W  biomass plant, the estimate is 137.17 mill. E.UR. We assume that 

doubling the capacity will, due to economies of  scale, less than double the investment costs. 

Therefore, we =surne the investment costs of the biomass plant to be 250 mill. EUR. We &o 

assume that the 3OU MW plant can be operated using the same number of personnel as the 

150 M'W plant. In addition, we ~ssume that both types of plants have a fixed Aow of other 

operation and maintenance costs equal to 2.5 miH. EUR/year. W e  assume that the plants can 

operate continuousIy during the  year, i.e. 8760 hours per year, and that they have an infinite 

'The numbers are taken from http//:www.nordpooI.no. 
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lifetime." Thus: the plants have a production potential of 2.628 million MWh/year for ever. 

When operating, the revenue flow generated by a 300 MU' plant in annual units is A = 52.56 

mill. EUR. 

Given these parameters the value of the biomass plant can be calculated. It turns out that the 

value is clearly negative: VR w -880 mill. EUR. This illustrates h a *  far such a plant is from being 

profitable at such a low electricity price." For the biomass plant to constitute an alternative 

to the investor it must have B positive value. Therefore: we assume that the authorities provide 

an investment subsidy that makes the value of the biomass plant positive, more specilicdy, we 

choose somewhat arbitrarily VR = 50 miLl. EWFL Remember that: due t o  the assumptions of the 

model: this value contains no risk. We will look more closely at the effect of the subsidy level in 

section 5.3. 

The gas fired plant has a fix& cost flow per year equal to 7.91 mill. EUR. This inciudes per- 

some1 costs (1.47 mill. EURlyear), other operation and maintenance costs (2.5 mill. EUR/year), 

and the h e d  delivery cost of natural gas of 1094 EUR/MW/month. In the formulation we pre- 

sented in section 2, the discounted sum of these cmts must be included in the investment cost 

I. 

Before performing the comparative statics analysis we make an illustrative solving of the 

model assuming that the volatility of the natural gas price process is u = 0.1. We &a assume 

that the price of natural gas is the only variable cost of the natural gas plant. The threshold 

prices €or the two different investment alternatives are obtained by solving (15) and (16). from 

"Kosunen and Leino (1995) use a time horizon of 20 y e a r s  and run-time of 6500 hours per year m the& C o s t  
estimates. We have made our assumptiom to simplify the exposition. These simplifications do not a c t  the 
qualitative nature of the results. 

"It should be noted that also the nacural gas h e d  plant would have a clearly negative net present value at such 
a low electricity price if the natural gas price value IS given a realistic a r r e n t  estimate. 
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the specific parameter values assumed above we get a threshold price for the natural gas fired 

plant equal to = 8.39 EUR/MWI+ and the threshold price for the biomass plant qual t o  

PR = 12.39 EUR/MWh. However, these values correspond to the price of the quantity of natural 

gas needed t o  produce one MWh or electricity. Therefore, to report them in actual natural gas 

price units, as it is usually reported, o m  must remember that the energy content of I MWh of 

natural gas is not enough to produce Z MWh of electricity. Kcsunen and Leino (1995) reports 

an ''efficienq rate", meaning the moun t  of naturaI gaa energy n d e d  to produce 1 MWh of 

dwtricity, in the natural gas plant to he 1.96. Therefore, the actual natural gas price threshold 

le& are = 4.28 EUsl/MWh and PR = 6.32 EUR/MWh. 

This is illwtrated graphically in figure 3, which was already commented in the previous sec- 

tion. V, is the value of the biomass plant, V, (P) - I is the value of the natural gas plant l a  the 

investment cost, and F { P )  is the value of the investment option. The interpretation of the thresh- 

olds is that if the price of natural gas falls below 4.28 EUR/MWh, the investment in the natural 

gas plant is undertaken, while if the price rises above 6.32 E l J R / h M ,  the investment in the 

biomass plant is undertaken. For natural gas prices in the in t end  between these two thresholds, 

the option value of waiting is larger than the value of either of the investment alternatives. 

I t  should be notic& that the threshold levels in this example are quite Iow. Kosunen and 

Leino (1995) use a static price estimate of 8.23 EVR/MWh when calculating the cost OF producing 

electricity in natural gas plants. Therefore, the application of our model at that natural gas price 

level would s u g g ~ t  an immediate investment in the biomass plant. Behind this r-sult is the low 

value for the electricity price that we used. This makes investment in a nm- naturd gas plant 

unattractive, but on the other hand it leads us to the assumption of a very high investment 

subsidy for the biomass plant in order to make VR positive and thus t o  make biomass a reIei.ant 
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alternative. Therefore, the example would suggest that the prospects for the natural gas plant 

look so bad that it is optimal to invest in the heavily subsidized biomass plant. 

5.2 Effect of uncertainty 

The degree of uncertainty in the natural gas price development is  diff icult to estimate so it should 

be interesting t o  look at i ts  effect on the investment problem. The result of solving the model 

for uncertainw levels in the interval between u = 0 to 0.3 is shown in figure 4. 

As can be seen in the figure, the threshold price for the natural g a  plant, p, is f d i n g  -+thin 

the whole intend. There are, in fact, two counteracting effects. On one hand, the increased 

volatility increases the value of the plant12, which increasa the attractiveness of investment at a 

given price level. On the other hand, the value of waiting is also increased, which decreases the 

attractiveness of an immediate investment. The figure shows that the latter effect dominates in 

this case. However, as will be seen in section 5.3, the opposite case is also possible. 

The threshold for the biomass plant, PR, is rising quite steeply 8s uncertainty increas~. This 

is because there are now two parallel effects: the increased volatility increases both the value of 

waiting and the value of the gas plant relative to the biomass plant, thus making investment in 

biomass plant less attractive. 

The effect on the difference in the thr-hold levels, i.e. the interval within which it i s  optimal 

to wait, is thus increasing with the uncertainty. The high uncertainty about the price of natural 

gas increases the option mlw of w i r i n g .  It becomes more likely that there will be periods in 

the future where the natural gas plant is very profitable due to a low natural gas price, and 

thus it is optimal to wait for further information at a wide range of p r i c ~ .  Notice that as o is 

123ecause of the Rexibhty effect explained in connection with figure 1. 



reduced to zero, PG and PR coincide. The reason is that when there is no uncertainty, the d u e  

of waiting disappears. It is optimal t o  choose straight away either the fossil fuel or the biomass 

plant depending on the current value of the fossil fuel price. The waiting would merely postpone 

the payoff of the investment without compensating this with any valuable inf~rmation.'~ 

Figure 4 hew 

5.3 Effect of the value of the biomass plant 

We have argued that the nationd authorities may want to subsidize investments in renewable 

energy production. In fact, this is actually being done in many c ~ u n t r i e . ' ~  The value of p r o j a  

utilizing renewable technologies can be significantly influenced by government subsidy schemes. 

Motivated by this, we have solved the model for different values of the biomass plant, corre- 

sponding to different levels of investment subsidies. Figure 5 shows the iuwtment thresholds 

for the two alternative techologles corresponding GO d u e s  of V, from 0 t o  300 million euro. 

The volatiliT of the natural gas price is Gced at D = 0.1 in what we think of as the base case. 

However t o  see the e&& of varying this parameter, the cases with CT = I) and u = 0.2 are also 

illustrated. 

Fagure 5 here 

I31f the gas price would be deterministicalIy declining, ir wuld in some cages be optimal to wait until the price 
falls to a level where it is optimal to start production. In this example we have an increasing gas price, which 
means that i t  is  never optimal t o  wait when rn = 0. 

!4?Torway may serve as an illustration ES the Norwegian authorities praide investment subsidies to the building 
of wind turbines. Lo addition, a number of technologies utilising renewable energy sources enjoy exemption horn a 
specific investment tax that arc put on conventional technologies (Factsheet, 2001). 
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The figure demonstrates various effects of the subsidy IweI on the optimal inwstment be- 

havior. The most direct effect is that P R  decreases as V, is increased. This is intuitiveIy clear: 

when the biomass plant becomes more valuable, it becomes more attractive to invest in it, and 

thus there is a wider range of prices where the project should be undertaken. An indirect result 

is that also p, the investment threshold for the fossil fuel plant, decreases. The intuition is that 

when the  competing biomass technology becomes more attractive, it becomes more attractive t o  

wait and see hmv the gas price develops before sinking the investment cost in the fossil fuel piant. 

Namely, if it turns out that the price goes up, then the ex-post payoff of the waiting, that is, the 

d u e  of the biomass plant, is greater. Thus, as V, increases, the price range where it is optimal 

to invest in the fossil fuel plant contracts. 

We also see from the figure that PR decreases at a greater rate than fl, thus the waiting 

region (the difference betmen the price thresholds) contracts as the d u e  of the biomass plant is 

increased. This means that waiting becomes less attractive. The intuition i s  that when the d u e  

of the biomass plant is higher, the c a t  of waiting is higher due to a higher opportunity cost. 

Namely, the more valuable the biomass plant is, the greater forgone profit the postponement of 

the investment entails. 

Considering the effect of varying u, it can be seen that the increasing uncertainty increases 

dramaticaliy PR, which was &e&- illustrated in figure 4 with a fixed value of VR. Figure 5 shows 

that especially when VR is low, increased uncertainty makes the biomass plant a very unattractive 

option. A somewhat surprising effect is that PG decreases at a Iower rate with a higher degree 

of uncertainty: the curves of as a function of VR computed at diEerent v a l u ~ ~  of u even cross 

ea& other. This relates to the discussion we had in section 5.2 on the two munteraccing eEects of 

uncert&nty on p. Ln that  section we had an example where PG decreased in u (figure 4). which 
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was explained by the fact that the increased value of maiting dominated the increased \due  of 

the fwil fuel plant. However, figure 5 shows that at high rtalues of VR, the increase in Q results 

in an increase of F. Thus, it seems that when V, is high enough, the relative importance of 

thee  two counteracting effects is reversed. 

As was already illustrated in figure 4, the waiting regon contracts as uncertainty is decreased. 

In the limit, where the degree of uncertainty is reduced to zero! the threshdds P R  and 

coincide. This can also be seen in figure 5: the dashed curve represents the investment threshoid 

for both of the plant types as a function of VR with = 0. It is always optimal to invest straight 

away, and the choice of the plant type is made simply by comparing their current d u e s .  I€ the 

current price is below the threshold, it is optimal to invest in the fossil fuel plant, while above 

the threshold it is optimd to invest in the biomass plant. 

The most inportant concIusion from Egure 5 is that when o is positive, there may be consid- 

erable reluctancy in investing in the biomass plant. When the value of the biomass plant is low, 

there is a wide interval of gas prices where it is optimal to wait. Zn the limit, where VR decreases 

towards zero, the threshold level triggering investment in the biomass plaat increases towards 

infinity. This is because even a small option d u e  of waiting is suEcient t o  exceed the d u e  of 

the project. As long as the choice between the two plant types is irreversible, the d u e  of the 

biomass plant must be reIatively high in order to exceed the option value of waiting for more 

information. The higher the uncertainty, the more important i s  this effect, BS the high level of 

the curve PR at uncertainty le~vel. o = 0.2 indicates. This type af effects induced by uncerhintis 

associated with investmeat projects shouId be taken into account when discussing the framework 

for governmental subsidization of environmentaUy friendly enera production. 
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6 Conclusions 

A characteristic feature of energy production is that there are many alternative technolo@ 

available. Different technorogies have different properties in terms of the cost structure and 85- 

souat& uncertainties. In this paper we haw pointed out that the irreversibility in the choice 

of production technology, combined with uncertainties in the input prices: have important im- 

plications on the optimal investment behavior. We have formalized this by modeling an investor 

who i s  considering an energy production investment. The key assumption is that there are two 

alternative plant types that the investor must choose between: a fossil fuel and a biomass fired 

plant. The fossil fuel price i s  assumed to be stochastic, while the biomass price as welI as the 

output price are assumed constant. The fact that the choice of the plant type is assumed t o  

be irreversible leads to the result that the fossil fuel price development drives the timing of the 

inmment  and the eventual choice of the plant type. It is shown that it may be optimal to 

pwtpone the investment at a wide range of fossil fuel prices. because of the d u e  of information 

about the future profitability o f  the fossil fueled plant gained by waiting. I t  is interwting that 

even if the eventual choice would be t o  invest in the biomass plant that faces no uncertainty, 

the uncertainty faced by the alternative technology delays the investment. Incressed input price 

volatility is demonstrated t o  widen this waiting range, while incressed value of the biomass plant 

reduces it. 

We have used a simplified characterization of the plant types. The main feature is that 

the fossil fueled plant r e k s  on an input with a stochastic price and is allowed to shut-down 

whenever production is not profitable, m-hile the biomxs plant relies on a deterministic input 

price. This is enough to provide the main insights on the nature of the problem. Howevcr. €or an 
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actual valuation of potential plants and derivation of optimal inmtment rules in red cases, some 

features of the model would require rehing. For example, the assumptiom of constant biomass 

and output prices are clear simplifications. Assuming dso these to be stochastic p r o c s ~  would 

complicate the solving considerably, but the nature of the solution can be expected to remain 

the same. There would still be two s e p r a t d  stopping regions (one for each technology) and a 

waiting region in between. However, the state space would be three dimensional corresponding 

t o  the t h e  price processes, whereas in this paper the stopping regions are exprwsed in one 

dimension. Some specific properties of the solution can be expected on the bask of the insights 

developed in this paper. Namely, givm a state value inside the waiting region, a decrease of the 

fossii fuel price would make the investment in the h i l  fuel plant more attractive and biomass 

plant less attractive. The opposire would be true with respect t o  changes in biomass price. An 

increase in the output price would m&e both plants more attractive, thus when projected on the 

two dimensional input price space, the waiting regjon would contract as output price is increased. 

Finally, increased uncertainty in any price process would expand the waiting region. 

For a red use application some other features of the model could also require refming. For 

example, some other stochastic process instcad of the geometTic Brownian motion for the fossil 

fuel price could be more appropriate. On. the technological side, s m e  s h u t - d m  and restarting 

costs could be realistic. However, to apply our methodoloy on such an accurately specifid case 

with the ab- mentioned refinements would require more tailored numaical solving methods. 

S d h o r  (1998), Bradley (1998), Laughton (1998), and Baker et al. (1998) set some general 

guidelines for applying modern asset pricing methods (that our model also represents) in real 

applications. 

On the other hand, even if the modd as presented in thk paper is r s t r i c t d  to a specific 
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setting, the general idea can be seen horn a broader perspective. There are many other investment 

settings where an irreversible choice has to be made between alternative modes. Even more 

broadly, the irreversibility of the choice between d i h e n t  actions may appear in other kind o€ 

contexts. One example could be the optimal choice and timing of an policy regime against some 

environmental problem. If there are uncertainties specific to different policiB, then this may 

induce a value of waiting for further information delaying the optimal timing to implement the 

Policy. 

There a r e  some parjsibb exteusioris t o  the modd that could be analyzed with further work. 

One pmsibility would be to relax partly the irreversibility of the fuel choice. In reality, it is in 

some cases possible to change the input fuel of a plant with an additional investment. Mowing 

switching at a given investment cost wodd have some effm on the \dues of both plants, and 

would also have some effect on the investment thresholds. The solving would in principle be 

similar, but would consist of more boundary conditiou and h e  parameters. On the other hand, 

in reality there are plants available that can  utilize more than one fuel type. Introducing an 

additional plant that can use both he€ types, but requires a higher investment cost is another 

pwsible extension. This would lead to a larger number of different price regions, in each of which 

it would be optimal either to wait or to invest in one of the three different plants. The effect of 

the degree of uncertainty would be p&icularly relevant in this context. 

From the point of view of the economic theory, the obvious restriction of the modd is that i t  

does not account for competitive aspects. The assumption of constant output price isohttes the 

firm under consideration completely from the actions of other h. However, taking competitors 

into account would require dynamic modelhg of the demand evolution. Assuming a stochastically 

evolving demand function, however, wouId add a. second stochastic process to the model. Solving 
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the optimal inwtmenc problem for a firm that takes the output price as an exogenous stochastic 

process in addition t o  the stochastic input price would require salving a certain free boundary 

partial differential equation. Solving t h i s  n m e r i d h ,  however, should be relatively straight- 

forward. The results of Leahy (1993) and Bddursson and Karatzas (1997) would then make it 

possible to directly derive the rational expectations competitive equilibrium horn the solution of 

the firm that s e a  an exogenous output price process. The resulting endogenous price process 

would characterize consumers paying higher output prices at times when the “social’’ value of 

waiting would be high. The formalization of this intuition could be a possible future research 

topic. 
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Figure 1 : Value of the fossil fuel plant at different volatility Ievels. 
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Figure 2: Optimal price threshold to invest in a fossil fuel plant. 
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Figure 3: Optimal investment thresholds. 
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Figure 4: Investment thresholds as functions of fossil fuel price volatiIity. 
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Figure 5 :  hvestment thresholds as functions of the value of the renewable project. 
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Chapter 3: 

Green Certificates in an InternationaI Market 





Green Certificates in an International Market* 

Abstract 

An analytical equilibrium model for simultaneously functioning international market5 for 

electricity and Green Certificates is formulated. The percentage requirement is perceived as 

the policy instrument &ecting the level of green electricity in end-use consumption. In none 

of the cases considered does an increase in the country’s percentage requirement nmsarily 

result La an increase in the generation of pen. electricity in that cormtry, but it may have a 

positive effect on the tradmg partner’s generation of green eLe&kiV. Further, under quite 

realistic asumptions, 3 country rnaxhiz& its generation of green electriciq by setting the 

percentage requirement to zero. 

JEL cksiications: Fl8; $28; $42; Q48 

Key words: renewable energy, elmricity, green certificates, international trade 

*This work has been i n m d  by Nordic Energy Research, to whom I am grateful. The author tha.nks Eirik 
S. Amundsen (University of Bergen), lwiinna SeppPP (University of Helsinki), and members of Kordic Energy 
Research (KEMEC) for valuable comments. The usual disclaimer applies. 
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1 Introduction 

The introduction of Green CertScats (GCs) as a means of increasing the generation of electricity 

based on renewable sources (preen electricity) is currently being considered in many countries. 

Denmark, Norway and Sweden are exampl~  of countries that are close to introducing a market 

for GCs. 

In short: the GC market consists of sellers and buyers of certificatas. The sellers are the 

producers of electricity using renewable sources. The producers are each allowed to sell a number 

of certificates companding to the electricity they feed into the electricity network. The pur- 

chasers of certificates are consumers/distribution companies that are required by the government 

w hold a certain percentage of certificates, hereafter referred t o  as the percentage requirement, 

corresponding to their tocal consurnption/end-use deliveries of dectricity.l The GQ are seen as 

permits for consuming electricity. Hence, the system implies that the producers using renew- 

able eneru source receive both the wholesale price and a certificate far each kW% fed into the 

electricity network. In this way, the GC system is supposed to induce new investment In green 

electricity generation. E the development of renewable electricity generation technologies substi- 

tutes electricity generation &om fossil fiiel-fired plants, an additional indirect e&t of increasing 

the provision of green electricity u5ll be to reduce CO, 

So far, the systems under consideration are mainly thought of as domatic systems, but 

international cooperation, through e.g., REGS (Renewable Energy Certificate System), has been 

established t o  invetigate the pmsibility of establishing a2 international market far GCs. National 

systems have developed relatively quickly, and it seems that the effects of GC systems are not 

'Italy is an exception in this respect as the Italian system is supposed to  put the purchase obligation an the 

*Throughaus this article, ekctricity based on nan-renewable resources is referred to as bIa& electricity. 
producers. 
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yet M y  understood. The economic literature in this area remains scarce: but some contributions 

show that there are potential problems associated with the GC system and hence that these 

systems should be carefully designed. Research h- been undertaken by e.g., Voogt et: al. (1999), 

Morthorst (2000 and 20311, Amundsen and Mortensen (2001 and ZOOZ), Arnundsen and Nese 

(ZOOZ), Bye et d. (2002) and Jensen and Skytte (2002). In this paper, we build primarily on the 

analyses o€ Amundsen and Mortensen, and Amundsen and Nese. 

Amundsen and Mortensen (2001) examine the basic features of the proposed Dasish GC 

system. They id en ti^ a number of potentid problems rerated to perverse and inconclusive effects 

on the generation of gem electricity of c h a n p  in exogenous twiabIe such as the percentage 

requirement and the COz emission constraint. The authors derive results for both an autarky 

situation and a setting that indudes trade in electricity at a given international wholesale price. 

Arnundsen and Nese (2002) focus on the  effect of market power in a GC system. Their findings 

suggest that, faced with market pomw, the GC system reduces to a system of per-unit subsidies. 

In addition, critics of the GC system express concern about the effects of a lack of liquidity 

and price datil i ty in the GC market. 

Some of the above problems can be related to the size of the GC market. Small mukets are 

more likely t o  be exposed to liquidity probiems, price volatility and market power than are larger 

markets. One way to increase the size of the GC market is t o  open GCs to international trade. 

In addition, an international market should help to induce a more c&efficient development of 

renewable maw. 

A GC system typ idIy  consists of two policy variables: the percentage requirement and 

the GC price bounds. As the GC system is primarily meant to promote the generation of 

green electricity, OUT main focus is on how changes in the policy variables affect this generation 
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under diEerent assumptions about trade in GCs and electricity. However. the quantity of green 

electricity generated in equilibrium must be s e n  in relation t o  the generatian of black electricity, 

and electricity consumption. 

We concentrate mainly on the percentage requirement. In the proposed GC system: the 

percentage requirement is perceived a a policy instnrment that &ts the level of green electricity 

in end-use consumption. The existing literature has already shown that the effects on green 

electricity generation of changes in the percentage requirement are not straightforward in the 

cases of autarb and when dedricity is traded at a given international price. We investigate 

the effed on these results of assuming an open market for GCs, not only in the case of a smd 

country t rd ing  at given international prices, but also within the hmework of a twGcountry 

model in which the prices of the tradd goods are not given. An important result of our analysis 

is that in none of the cases considered does an increase in a country's percentage requirement 

necessariIy result in an increase in the generation of green electricity in that country. Furthermore, 

it is shown that if GCs are traded internationdIy, add if the international GC price is given, a 

country maximizes its generation of green eIectricity by setting the percentage requirement to  

zero. Another surprising result is that in the case of trade in electricity in a two-countq- model, an 

increase in the percentage requirement in one country has an ambiguous eEect on the generation 

of green dectricity in that country, but unambiguously increases the generation of green electricity 

in the other country. Thus, it transpires thac even if opening markets has the positive effect, of 

reducing market power and increasing liquidity+ the percentage requirement remains an imprecise 

instrument with which to in%uence the level of p e n  electricity in end-use consumption. 

Many GC systems also include upper and lower bounds for the GG price.3 A GC system 

'The inwoduction of a lower price bound is used to provide the pmduws of green electricity with a guaranteed 
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in which the GC price is at one of the price bounds is nothing other than a system of per-unit 

subsidies. Ln this paper, we are using a long-run model: and a GC system in wkch the GC price 

stays at one of the price bounds does not seem relevant in the long run. In that case, such a 

system should be replaced by a traditional subsidy scheme. Thus, for most of our analysis, we 

Bssume that the GC system is working properly in the sense that there is a market-based price for 

GCs. However: the price bounds may be binding for shorter periods. Therefore, and also for the 

sake of oompletenws, we briefly discuss the importance of the price bounds in our analysis. The 

results from this andys is  indicate that the possibility of using GC prim bow& as a~ additional 

policy instrument is limited. 

The model is an a d y t i c d  equilibrium model. for simultaneously functioning electricity a d  

GC markets. In the analysis, we assume that opening the markets eliminates potential problem of 

market power. The analysis therefore assumes perfect competition in both generation t&oIogiw 

(green and black). 

The Erst $&ion of the paper presents the model. The second section presents and briefly 

analyzes the equilibrium in the caSe of autarky. Section 3 introduces three trade regimes: trade 

in electricity, trade in GCs and trade in both electriciv and GCs. In section 3, it is assumed that 

goods are traded at given international prices. In section 4, we investigate the same three trade 

regimes, but this time within the context of a twc-country model, in which trade affects prices. 

Section 5 discusses the other pdiq instrument in the GC system, Le., the GC price bounds. The 

find section summarizes and concludes. 

minimum price for their certificates. This means that the producers can produce as many GCs 86 they want, and 
the state guarantees that they are paid the minimum price. The upper price bound is rn-nt to provide consumers 
with a guarantee that they wiU not have to pay an “unreasonably’ high price for 

h e i r  certificates. At a binding upper price baund, consumers are offered the possibility of paying to the state a 
fine e q d  to the upper price bound instead of buying GCs. 
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2 The model 

The following model represents the long-run situation €or simultaneously functioning markets for 

electricity and GCs in the case of autarky and in the w e  of trade at given international prices. 

The variables we use are BS fohws: 

p = consumer price of electricity 

s = GC price 

q = wholesale price of electricity 

x = consumption of eiectricity 

y = generation of black electricity 

m = imported quantity of black electricity 

z = generation of green electricity (GCs) 

n = imported quantity of green electricity (GCsj 

a = percentage requirement for green electricity consumption 

g = GC demand 

We apply the following general functions to describe the demand and supply of electricity and 

GCs: 

The demand for electrici3 is specified by the following inverse demand function: 

% I 4  ' p ( - z ) ,  with - = p  (2) < o .  
ax 

The cost functions for the producers of black electricity are assumed to be given by: 



The rationale for choosing an increasing long nm marginal cast function for the producers of 

black electricig is that the expassion of output may drive up the price of CO2-emission permits 

or C02-taxes to  comply with national CO-p?mission constraints. 

The technology for peen electricity generation is assumed to be speciEed by the following 

cost function: 

h = h (2) with h’ (2) > 0 and h” (2) > 0. 

The rationale for choosing increasing long-run wst functions for the generation of green 

electricity is that good sites for establishing green electricity generation, e.g., windmill parks, 

are by nature, in short supply. Under autarky, the two groups of generators deliver electricity 

to a common wholwale market in each country, from which distribution companies purchase 

eIectriciQ for end-use deliveries. Throughout the article, the distribution companies are assumed 

to  be perfedy competitive and to act as profit maximizers. As the markets are opened for trade, 

excess s u p p l i ~  of electricity or GCs can be sold on the international market, while excess demand 

can be satisfied by importing electricity and GCs. We start by examining the autarky situation. 

3 Autarky 

Assuming perfect competition in both the electricity market and the GC market, all the profit- 

maximizing market participants are price takers. The producers of black electricity act as if they 

jointly maximize the following profit function: 
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The first-order condition far an optimum in the competitive markets states that the wholesale 

price equals the marginal generation costs. Thus: we have: 

For each unit of green electricity generated, one certificate is issued. The producers of green 

e k t r i c i t y  s d  d their certificates and receive the wholes& price plus the GC price for each unit 

of green electricity they pnerate. For a given wholesale price and GC price, the generators of 

green electricity act jointly to maxknize: 

Mm IT (2) = [q + s] z - h ( z )  , s.t. 2 2 0. 

The first-order condition states that the per-unit price received by the producers of &reen 

electricity equals their marginal costs: 

q' + SL = h' I.) , 

For each unit of electricity bought and sold t o  the end users, the distribution companies in 

each country have to pay the whoIesaIe price plus a pruportion Q of the certificate price according 

to the percentage requirement. Under the assumption of perfect competition, the distribution 

companies act jointly t o  maximize: 

The first-order condition is: 
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p = q i c u s .  

In the market for GCs, demand is given by: 

g=m. 

3.1 Autarky equilibrium 

Given the objective functions and the firstader conditions. we can specify the equilibrium for 

the markets under autarky. The key variables used in the analysis are the equilibrium price, 

the generated quantities of black and green electricity, and the total consumption of electricity. 

The totd consumption of electricity is given by z = 5 The quantity constraint implied by the 

percentage requirement is sometimes referred to as the allowable consumption level. Assuming 

that 6 ( f )  and h' (9) represent the aggregate marginal cost h c t i o n s ,  we have the following 

resuk for the key variables in equilibrium under a u t a ~ b : ~  

q* + S* = k' ( E * )  

'The market equilibrium under autarky is as specified in Amundsw and Mortensen (2001, 2002). 
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q' = CI ($1 

3.2 Analysis 

The percentage requirement, a,  is perceived in the proposed GC systems as a policy instrument 

that affects the level of green electricity in end-use consumption. However, as &own in Amundsen 

and Ivlortensen (2001); an increase in the percentage requirement does not necessarily lead t o  aa 

increase in the generation of green electricity. It do-, however. lead to a reduction in the 

generation of black electri~ity.~ As the effect on green electricity is indeterminate, the effect 011 

total electricity generation and consumption is ah0 indeterminate, i.e., we have 

sign ( g )  and sign u e  indeterminate.6 

4 Trade at given international prices 

In this section, we introduce trade as we examine the three merent trade regimes. We star t  by 

investigating trade in ektricity only, then we w u m e  that ody GCs can be traded, and then we 

analyze the case in which both electricity and GCs can be traded internationally. In t?$s section, 

we assume analysis of a small country that has no influence on international prices.7 

'The demand €or black electricity must decrease if the percentage requirement is increased. Inc-d demand for 
black electricity must induce increased demand for GCs to fulfill the percentage requirement. As both generation 
technologies are characterized by increasing marginal costs, this must necessarily increase the end-user price of 
eledricity. Given tbat electricity is a normal p d ,  a11 increased price is not wmpatibie with increased demand. 

'For a formal proof of the generd case, see Amundsen and Nese (2002). Note tbat the GC system specifies the 
share and not the absolute amount of gem electricity in end-use consumption. Hence, i f  the effect of an increase 
in a on end-we consumption of eIectridQ is negative, the percentage requirement may be M l I e d  even if the 
generation of green electricity is reduced. See also Bye et al. (2002) and Jensen and Skytte (ZOOZ), a-ho provide 
more structure on the re~uIts by applying specific functions to modek similar to those of Amundsen and Mortensen 
(2W1, 2002]. 

'These cases have to some extent also been analyzed in Hansen (2001). 
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4.1 Trade in electricity 

We assume that electricity can be traded on an international market. It is also assumed that 

there are neither transaction casts associatd with this t.rade nor any trammisioa limits between 

the markets. Given analysis of a small country that has no inhence on international prices, the 

whoJBsde price is Ed. and is represented by g.v. There is a common market for electricity in 

the sense that the generators observe the market price and then supply the relevant quantity t o  

the common market. The distribution cmnpania then purchase the electricity on the common 

market, but the GCs must be purchased dommticallj-.' The certificates are only bmcial assets, 

so the certificates and the g e e n  electricity that has produced the certificates can be purchased 

separately. Howwer, when only electricity can be traded internationally, the demand for GCs 

must be satisfied by green electricity that is generated domestically. We do not describe the 

model specification again as the only change from the autarky caSe is that the wholeale price 

of electricity, q, is repIaced by the internationally given wholesale price, q M ,  in the objective 

functions and the first-order conditions. 

4.1.1 Equilibrium for the case of trade in electricity 

The possibirity of trade in electricity is reflected by the import variable, m*, in quat ion  (6). W e  

then have the folloviing competitive equilibrium solution: 
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q> i- 9- = h’(z*) 

4.1.2 Analysis 

Focusing on the effect of changing the percentage requirement, Proposition 1 shows that the 

effect on the generation of green electricity is again indeterminate. Furthermore, the generation 

of black electricity is unaffected: while electricity consumption decreases from an increase in the 

percentage requirement. 

Proposition 1 In the m e  of tmde in electricity at a given knterardioad wholesale price, the 

percentage reepuimmmt, a, has the following efiects: (g) = 0, < O, while sign is 

indeterminate. 

Pmf. See Appendix A. I 

Electricity demand must necessarily decredse when the percentage requirement is incremd. 

To increase (or keep constant) their de&ricity demand, consumers must purchase more GCs. As 

the wholesale price is ked: this increases the end-user price of electricity. For a negatively sloped 

demmd function this is not pmssible. The generation of green electricig may rise or fall, even if 

electricity demand is reduced. The increased percentage requirement has the effect of increasing 

the demand for GCs, while reduced electricity demand has the opposite efkct. The total effect 

on the demand for GCs is therefore indeterminate. 



4.2 Trade in GCs 

h s u m e  now that only GCs are traded, while the market for electricity is closed. For simplicity, 

we disregmd potential transaction costs associated with trade in GCs. In this case, electricity 

must be sold domestically, while GCs are traded on an international market at a given GC price. 

The generators of green electricity therefore receive the dorn&ic wholmde prim for each unit 

of physical electricity they sell. In addition, they receive the GC price from the international 

market. The relevance of a system in which there is trade in GCs but not electricity might be 

questioned, However, since GCs are merely financial assets: unlike electricity, they can be traded 

between countries without those countries being connected by physicd transmission lines. This 

enables countries in different parts of the world to benefit from trade in GCs. This may be 

particulady relwant in the development phase: in which different countries are at different s t a g s  

of implementing such syst,ems. Hence, GC systems may be implemented in countries that are 

unable to  trade in eIectricity. 

The only change from the autarky model is the replacement of the autarky GC price, s: with 

the intemationdly given GC price SM. 

4.2.1 Equilibrium for the case of trade in GCs 

The relative share of green electricity generatd domesticdy can now differ from the percentage 

requirement because of the possibility of imports or exporLts of GCs. This is reflected by the import 

variable n in equation (10). The equilibrium in the case of trade in GCE is then characterized as 

foUoWs: 
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q* -+ SM = h’ (r*) 

q* = CI (y*) 

4.2.2 Analysis 

In the previous case, a given international wholesale price meant that the generation OF black 

electricity WBS unafEected by a change in the percentage requirement. In this case, the fixed 

international GC price meam that this does not apply tu the supply of green electriciQ because 

the price per unit received by the producers of green electricity also involves the domestic whole- 

sale price. Proposition 2 below states the rather surprising result that the generation of green 

dectricity unambiguously decreases folIowing an increase in the percentage requirement in this 

w e .  In fact, all the key mriables decrease in this case because the generation of black electricity 

and end-use consumption are also reduced. 

Proposition 2 In the m e  of t d e  in GCs at Q given international certificate price, the pemnt- 

age requirement, a, hm f i e  fullowing efiects: (g) < 0, (%> < o and (%> < 0. 

Proof. See Appendix B. I 

-4s explained above, the n-hoIesale price is reduced when the percentage requirement is in- 

creased (given, of course, that it is not k e d  as in the previous case). The producers of green 

electricity receive the sum of the wholesale price and the GC price. In this case, the GC price is 
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hed.  An increase in the percentage requirement necessarily reduces the price per unit received 

by the producers of green electricity. Therefore, perversely, the generation of green electricity is 

reduced if the government increases the percentage requirement. The increase in a in this case 

functions BS an increased unit t a  on consumption. This reduces consumption. A reduction io the 

percentage requirement, on the other hand, increases the wholesale price and thus also i n c r e w  

the remuneration of the producers of g r m  electricity. This impliw the remarkable result that the 

domestic generation of g*ea electricity is maximized at LY = 0. The producers of green electricity 

then sell all their GCs on the international market at 3 price equal to SM. Note that t h ~  implies 

that the green electricity production of small countries is hnanced by foreign consumers. 

4.3 Trade in electricity and GCs  

W e  now combine the two previous cases by assuming that markets are open for trade in both 

electricity and GCs. In this case, both the wholesale price and the GC price are determined on 

the international markets. 

4.3.1. Equilibrium for the case of trade in electricity and GCs 

The equilibrium solution is in this case is as follows: 
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43.2 Analysis 

With a wholesale price and a GC price both determined on the international market, Proposition 3 

shows that a change in the percentage requirement does not affect the quantity of green electricity 

supplied by producers in the small country. The gexmatim of black electricity is also unchanged. 

Consumption, however, is reduced. 

Proposition 3 In the m e  of tmde in both electricity and GCs at given international prices, the 

percentage repiremelat, a, has the fullouiag @e&: (E) = 0: (%I = 0 and (g) < 0. 

Pmof. See Appendix C. 

As is easily seen from equation (13}, at a k e d  wholesale price and GC price, the md-ussr 

price faced by consumers increases following an increase in Q: thereby leading to a reduction in 

electricity consumption in equilibrium. A s  in the previous m e ,  the increase in a functions 8s an 

increased unit tax on electricity consumption. 

From the above analysis! we can condude that the uncertain, and to some extent perverse, 

effects of changes in the percentage requirement persist when the markets are opened for trade. 

At least, this is the case when the international price of the traded goods are given. We continue 

the andysis within the context of a two-country model, in which international wholesale prices 

and GC prices are no longer fixed. 
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5 Two countries: The model 

The following model repEents the long-m situation for simultaneously functioning markets for 

electricity and GCs in two countries: country A and country B. The Variables are as d e h e d  in 

Section 2, with one set for each country. To economize on notation, for specification and anaiysis 

of the twc-country model, we use the subscript i = A,  B for countries A and 3, respectively. The 

demand for electricity can differ in the two countris and the inverse demand function is xssumed 

t o  be: 

We ssume that the technologies us& to generate black aad green electricity may differ in 

the two countries, but that the t&ohgies are mutry specific. Thus, each generator of black 

electricity in country A has the same cost function, as does each generator of green ektriuty. 

The technology used by the producers in country B can differ &om that used in muntry A and 

thus l e d  to comparative advantages/disadvantags in one or both of the technologies. 

The cost function for each producer of black electricity is given by: 

The technology for green electricity generation in the two countria is specified by the following 

cost function: 
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5.1 Trade in electricity 

First, we assume that only electricity can be traded between the two countrim. As in the previous 

section, it is assumed that there are neither transaction msts associated with this trade, nor are 

there any transmission h i t s  between the countries. Thus, the markets for electricity in countrgr 

-4 and B can in this case be seen as a common market with a common wholesale price, Le., 

qA = QB = qM- 

For i = A, B, the producers of black electricity act as if they jointly maximize the following 

profit funciion: 

Under perfect competition, the first-order conditions imply that in equilibrium, the margind 

cost of the producers of black electricity in both countries is equal tc the common wholesale price 

of electricity. Thus, we have: 

qM 4 (Vi> 

The generators of green electricity act jointly t o  maximize: 

Mm 7r (4 = [4M 4- Si] P - hi (.Ti) : s.t. z; 2 0, 

The &border condition is simply: 
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The distribution companies a c t  jointly t o  rnemize:  

M u  7i (Xi) = pixi - [qll,l+ &Si] Zg, 

This yields the following first-order condition: 

The demand for GCs is giva by: 

5.1.1 Equilibrium for the caSe of trade in electricity 

Imports of electricity arise when domestic demand acceeds domestic supply. Electricity can 

be imported only if there is excess .sup& in the other country. In qquilibrium, one country's 

imports of electricity qual the other country's exports, i.e., m;l = -m;. Assuming that c: (p:) 

and hi (x:) repraent the aggregate marginal cost functions in the two countries, when there i s  

trade in dectricie, the equilibrium values of the key variables are determined follows: 



5.1.2 Analysis 

We focus on the effem of an increm in the percentage requirement of one country. This provides 

a better understanding of the interactions between the countries. It is not necasaq for the 

countries to have the same percentage requirement. ?Ve investigate the &e& of ari increase in 

the percentage requirement of country A on the key variables of both countries.8 

Proposition 4 states a quite remadable rwdt. The effect of m increase in country A's 

percentage requirement on the generation of gem electricity in country A is indeterminate. 

However, the generatian of green electricity in country B increases following the increase in 

"4. In addition, electricity mnsumption increasw in country 3, whiIe the generation of black 

electricity decreses in both coun t r i e~ .~  

Proposition 4 When electvicity B traded in the two-countq model, the percentage requirement, 

'The results would be the same for the effect of a change in the percentage requirement of country B. We couid 
haw assumed that both countries have the 5 m e  percentage requirement, but this would not provide additional 
information. The eEects of a haage in a mrnrnon a are the same ad those of a change in r n ~  on the key variables 
in country A. 

'We use Y to represent the total supply of b1ad ektricity to  the common market from the twa cnuntries, 
Le., Y = PA - YB. X mrnrnon electricity market with a common wholesde price implies that the e k t  on the 
gencration of black electricicy from an increase in LYA is the Same for both countries. Thus, { $1 < 0 means tha$ 

both ( ~ )  and (3) are negative. 
In the proofs for the cases involving trade in electricity, we mmme that C ( Y )  represents the horizontal sum 

of C{YA)  and c ( y B ) .  This assumption is straightforward, given that the common elecrricity market induces a 
common w h o l d e  price of elwtricity, 4 ~ .  in tbe two countries, a-hich meam that we haw q~ = C' (y5) = 15'' (y:) 
in Equilibrium. Thus, C' (Y) = C' (PA) + C' (ga) and C" (Y) = C" [ P A )  + C" (9~). 
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As explained earlier: an increase in the percentage requirement necessarily implies a rduction 

in the wholesale price of electricity. For country A, the effects on the key variables are the same 

as those under autarky. However, in this two-country model with a common electricity market, 

the reduction of the  wholesale price also affects electricib demand in country 3. The reduced 

Tholesale price means that it is cheaper for consumers in country B to purchase electricity 

following the increase in ad. The lower end-user price increzes electricity demand in country €3. 

To meet the percentage requirement, a ~ ,  demand €or GCs increases. Since GCs are not traded, 

they must be supplied &om increased generation by the domestic producers of green electricity 

in count,ry B. Hence: we have the paradoxical situation that while an increase in the percentage 

requirement of country A may lead t o  a reduction in the generation of green electricity in country 

A: it definitely increases the generation o€ green electricity in country B.'* 

5.2 Trade in GCs 

We now assume that only GCs are traded while the market for eiectricity is closed. In this case, 

eIectricity must be sold domestically while the GCs can be sold io a common market at the 

common GC price s M . l l  

laEven if the generation of black electricity Fa& in country 3 (owing to the reduced wholesale price), the supply 
of black electricity to consumer; in country B increases. This is due to reduced net exports of black electricity from 
country B to country A. Country B is u n d e  cumsume the entire reduction of black electrjcity demand in country 
A. This is because for every unit of inc-d consumption of black electriciv. consumers in couatry B must buy 
more GCs to  W the percentage requirement. The total generation of black electricity in the two countries is 
therefore reduced when Q A  is inc-d. 

"The introduction of GC price bounds can k d  to  GC prim difierences betwwn trading countris. This ss 
discussed later in this paper. 
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The only changes t o  the objective functions and the first-order conditions are the replacement 

o f  the common wholesale price, q ~ ,  with the domatic wholesale prices, q~ and q B :  and the 

introduction of a common GC price, S M ,  t o  replace the country-specific GC prices, SA and sg, 

52.3 Equilibrium for the case of trade in GCS 

In this case: GCs are imported if the domestic demand for certificates is greater than the domestic 

supply. In equilibrium, the imports of one of the countries must qual the exports of the other, 

ie., = -nk. The competitive equilibrium solutions for the key variables are as follows: 

sf = c: l Y 3  

5.2.2 Analysis 

Proposition 5 states tha.t the effect of an increase in C ~ A  OR green electricity generation in country 

A is indeterminate. In fact: in this case, only the negative ef fect  OR black electricity generation 

in country A is unambiguous. All other key Lwiables in both countries are indeterminate. 

Proposition 5 When GC! are traded in the two-co"rbatq~ model, the percentage requirement, IYA, 
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The intuition behind the bdeteminate effects is that because electricity markets are now 

ciosed, the change in the percentage requirement of country A only directly affects the c o m o n  

GC price, while the wholesale price is not directly affected in country 3. As the per-unit price 

received by the producers of green electricity consists of both the wholesale price and the GC 

price, the remuneration of producers can differ in the two countrim even if there is trade in GCs. 

5.3 Trade in electricity and GCs 

We now combine the two previous cases by assuming that markets are  open for trade in both 

electricity and GCs. Both the wholesale price and the GC price are the same in both countries, 

in which case, qA and 48 are replaced by q ~ ,  and SA and sg are replaced by SM in the objective 

functions and the firsborder conditions. 

5.3.1 Equilibrium for the case of trade in electricity and GCs 

As in the previous case, the relative share of green electricity generated in one country can differ 

from the percentage requirement, owing to the possibility of imports or exports of GC5. This is 

reflected in equation (26). The equilibrium is given by: 
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5.3.2 Analysis 

-4s shown in Proposition 6: increasing QA has an indeterminate effect on green elect,ricity genera- 

tion in country A. In contrast to  the case in which electricity is traded. the additional opening of 

the GC market meam thar. it is no longer cerbain that the increase in a~ induces an increase in 

the generation of green electricity in country 3. The effect on electricity consumption in country 

B is also indeterminate in this case. 

Proposition 6 When both elect~city and GCs me tmded in. the two-county model, the percent- 

age nquarement, OA, has the following effects: i) (2) < 0, while id) sap (2) ~ sign (2). 
sign (2) 0nd sign, 2 are all indeteminate. (“2 

Proof. See Appendix I? E 

So far in this paper, we have assumed that the GC price i s  decided by the market. However, 

as mentioned in the introduction, many GC systems include price bounds for the GC price. We 

now focus on this other policy variable of the GC system. 

6 Effects of GC-price bounds 

The GC price bounds limit variation in the GC price. AR upper price bound should be of 

particular significance in the early p b e s  of a GC system. When introduced, the technology used 

to generate green electricity is quite immature, and hence, generating enough green electricity 
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to satisfy the percentage requirement at a reasonable cost may be difficult. In such a case: the 

upper GC price bound comes into effect, z consumers can fuKll their percentage requirements 

by buying GCs kom the state. which allows them to conmme more electricity than a times 

the amount of GCs they have bought on the GC market. The lower price bound guarantees a 

minimum payment to the producers of green electricity, and should be more relevant in a more 

mature GC system. As argued in the introduction, a GC system that: in the Long run generates 

3 GC price at one of the GC price bounds should be replaced by a system of direct per-unit 

subsidies. 

We now focus on how the authorities can directly affect the generation of green erectricity 

by regulating the GC price through changes in the price bounds. We limit our discussion to the 

tw+oountry model. The following symbols are used to represent the GC price bounds: sA and 

zB are  the lower price bounds in country A and €3: while f~ and 3~ represent the upper bounds. 

6.1 Price bounds in the case of trade in electricity 

Assume an equilibrium in which the GC prices in both countries are within the price bounds. 

The authorities, e.g.: ia country A, can then use the price bounds to affect the GC price directly. 

An increase occurs if the lower price bound in country A is set to be higher than the current 

GC price in that country. Le., a > 5:. Reducing the upper price bound below the current GC 

price, on the other hand, reducB s:. Ln a two-country model, this af fm the equiIibrim in both 

countries because of the common wholesde price of electricity, q M .  

An increase in s: means that q M  i s  reduced. This is because it is more expensive for consumers 

in country A to fulfill the percentage requirement, and so they reduce their demand €or electricity. 

The generation of green electricity in country A, however, increases because the producers of green 



electricity can sell as m y  certificates rn they want to  the authorities at the given minimum GC 

price, which is b h w  than the former equilibrium GC price. Therefore, the positive effect on 

t,he generation of green electricity in country A is  hanced  completely by the authorities, which 

shows that a GC price at a price bound is equal to a direct subsidy, In country B, the effect 

on demand is positive, as that country faces only a lower wholesde price. Increased demand 

increases the generation of green electricity in country 3. 

A decrease in si, by iowering the upper price bound, has the opposite effect. Demand 

in country increases, thereby.leading to an increase in q M  and increased generation of black 

electricity. The lower GC price, however, leads co a reduction in the generation of peen electricity 

in country A, as consumers can now buy the neessary GCs from the authorities at the given 

maximum price. The effect in country 3 is  reduced demand and reduced generation of green 

electricity. The increased generation of black electricity increases net exports of electricity kom 

country 3 to country A. 

Thus, it seems that when electricity is traded, the authorities can use the GC price bounds to 

regulate the generation of green electricity directly. However, this requires that the authorities 

are  willing t o  h m c e  the eventual increase of green electricity generation themselves. If this is 

the m e ,  a traditional system of direct subsidies would have the same effect, and would probably 

be a much cheaper alternative for the authorities to administer. 

6.2 Price bounds in the cases involving trade in GCs 

To illustrate the interaction between the countria when there is trade in GCs, we a s s m e  that 

the price bounds are different in the two countries. In this case, the effects of eventudg binding 

the price bounds need careful consideration, because this causa GC prices t o  differ betmen mu- 
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tries.12 With an open GC market, a Merence  between GC prka means that d the certificates 

are sold in the market with the high& GC price. For such a situation t o  be a possible equi- 

librium, the lowest GC price must equd that country's upper price bound. Then no certificates 

would be sdd in this country, which means that consumers would have to buy GCs from the 

authorities. Such a situation is only consistent with a GC price at the upper bound. In the other 

country, i.e., the country with the highest GC price, the price can in principle be at either of the 

price bounds, or between the bounds. 

Increasing the GC price in one of the countries, e.g., country A, by increasing the lower 

price bound, zA, above the d i d  GC price only generates a possible equilibrium if % > 3 ~ .  

In equilibrium: we must therefore have SI = sA, 3; = TB and sA > z ~ .  This induce higher 

GC prices in both countries. The effects are reduced demand and reduced generation of black 

electricity, but increased generation of peen electricie in both countries. -4s in the c a ~ e  of trade 

in electricity, this increase i s  solely at the expense of the authorities in the country initiating the 

GC price increase. 

Assume then that country A wants to reduce $2 by setting the upper price bound, BA, below 

the curred equilibrium GC price. Then, S A  < SB. The generators of green electricity would then 

want to sell all their GCs in country B. This puts downward pressure on sg. The GC price in 

country B may then fall below the new $ A ,  in which m e  there is a new equilibrium price and 

the GC prices are again equal: but at a lower level than before. Alternatively, there is a new 

equilibrium in which s> = SB (this requires that 3~ < sa) or + < sk  < 3 ~ .  This depends 

on both elasticities and the lev$ of the price bounds. The effect is a lower GC price in both 

"Equal price bounds in the two countries would mean that the GC prices would also be equal in the case of 
binding price bounds. Howver. the effects in the mntext of our analysis would then just be the 53me in the twa 
countries. 
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countries, which leads to increased demand, increased generation of black electricity, and reduced 

generation of green electricity in both countries. 

On the basis of the abwe discussion, it is reasonable to condude that the use of the GC 

price bounds when GCs axe traded is not a relevant issue. Too many strict and quite unrealistic 

conditions must be satisfied to obtain equilibrium solutions that are possible. 

7 Summary and concluding remarks 

In this article, we have focused mainly on the rob of the percentage requirement in a Green- 

Certificate (GC) system. Under different assumptions about trade in electricity and GCs, we 

have investigated the effects of an increase in the percentage rquirement on the generation of 

black and green electricity and on end-use consumption. 

Of particular interest our andysis is the more or l a s  paradoxid res& that in neither 

of the case considered can an increase in the percentage requirement of one of the countries 

guarantee an increase in the level of g r e n  electricity consumption in that country. This quite 

surprising result is followed up in the t-country andysis, in which an increase in the percentage 

requirement in country 4 C Q ~  and in the case of trade in electricity always does induce an 

increase in the generation of green electricity in country B. IL is then possible €or an increase in 

the percentage requirement of one country to have a negative effect on green electricity generation 

in that count,ry, but a positive effect in the other country. 

Further corroboration that the GC system generates strange snd perverse results is provided 

by the m e  in which only GCs are traded at a given international GC price. In this case, a 

countrfs generation of green electricity would be maximized by setting the percentage require- 

ment equal t o  zero. This would mean that peen electricity generation in that country is entirely 



financed born abroad. 

Our analysis also suggests chat using the GC price bounds as an additional policy variable in 

a GC system has limited effects. 

Opening markets for electricity and GCs may reduce potential problems related to market 

power and low liquidit-y, but in this paper, we find that the indeterminate effect of increasing 

the  percentage requirement on green electricity generation found under autarky persists under 

trade. The results of this analysis therefore offer further warnings to countries contemplating the 

implementation of a GC system: a ,yeat ded of consideration should be given t o  implementing 

th-e systems because their functioning is more complex than at fust appears. 
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Appendix 

A Proof of Proposition 1 

Proof. First. the given internatio&k wholesale priace of electricity implies that the generation of 

black electricity is not aflectd by an increase of a: i e .  we have $$ = 0. Then, inserting (7) 

and (8) into (5) yields  the electricity price as a linear combination of magand costs of the two 

g m u p  of generation techmlogies in, equilibrium, E. e. p Is') = (1. - a)  (y*) t ah' (2").  Take the 

implicit derivataves of this expression wtth respect to a: and a h u e  at: = ar'iz'dap/az' and 

I ,  with D = < 0. Inspection of signs uerijies the above claims. &* - s'+z*"'(z* -- 
d o  

B Proof of Proposition 2 

Proof. h e r t a n g  (11) and (12) into (9) ~ e l d s  the electricity price as a linear combination 

of marginal costs- of the two gwupps of generation technologies in equilab&m, ie. p ( x * )  = 

(1 - cy) c' (y*) -k &' (.z*). Take the implacit derivutiue of this q r e s s i o n  with respect to a land 

a h u e  at: = 8 - (1 - a)  C" (y*) - o2h" tr* j .  Inspection of 

signs v e ~ j l e s  the above claim. Fwther, we h o w  that the internationally given GC-pfice implies 

that sM is constant. As (g) < o implies a lower q A ,  we see from (11) that the per unit price 

m e i d  by the producers of green electricity is reduced. Therefom we have (g)  < 0. Finally, 

(g) < o and ( % I <  o implies 1%) < 0. 

( l - -u)s&~+r'  ah''(f.)-g 
= A 1  with 

C Proof of Proposition 3 

Proof. Fixed Puhdesale and GC-prices obviously means t h d  the price per  unit of black and p e n  

electmacity r e c e i d  by t h e  producers are unaflected by an i n m e  of t he  percentage requaremeat. 
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Thus, we have (g) = 0 and ( g )  = 0. To show the effect on consumption, imerting (15) 

and (16) iato (13) yields t h e  electricitg priice as a linear cornbinatson of marginal costs of the  two 

groups o f g e n m t i o n  tedbnolqies in eqdib~um, i .e.  p (2") = (I - a)  c' (y*) + ah' (2.1. Take the 

implicit derivatives of ~i~ q m s i o n  with respect to a and u r i n e  at: = w.  ~nspect ioa of 

signs verifies the above claim. rn 

$ 

D Proof of Proposition 4 

Proof. i> Fur i = A ,  insertang (19) and (20) datu (17) yields the electricity price in countrg, 

A as a linear combination of marginal costs of the two g m q s  of genemtaoa technologies in 

e q u i l a h m ,  i. e. PA (x;) = (I - a*) C' (Y*) t aAhi ( z i ) .  Take the implicit derivatiwes of this 

q r c s s i o n  with respect to CXA and arrive at: A n A A I  A, with == 

2 - (1 - &A)* c" (Y*) - 

dYh = ( l - - ~ ~ ) + = ; i l ~ ~ h ~ ( . ~ ) - ~ ~  r rr la" Z- 1 

(~1) < 0. Iaspectzon of s i p  verifies the above cloirn. 

ii) 2% show that (2) and (2) are indeterminate, it sufices to give examples satisf$ag 

the assumptzons of the model. Examples me pmvided in appendix H. 

iii) For i = B, i w e r b y  (19) and (20) into (17) yields the electricity price Ea cuuntry B as a 

linear combination of rnar@ael costs of the  two p u p s  of geaemtion technologies in epilib+um, 

i . e .  pB (icij) = (1 - LYB) d (Y*) i (22). Take the implicit deriuatiwes of h i s  mpessiun 

~ t h  mspect to and a,-,+ve at: A - ~ ~ ( I - ~ ~ ) C ' ' ( Y ) Z A  PAD and &A - I ~ - U B ) ~ ' ' ( Y ) Z ~  D , with 

D = e - (1 - Q B ) ~  d' (I7*) - &$hi (zg) < 0. Inspection of signs oe7ijes the abuve claim.  I 

dr* dz' 
dQ A 

E Proof of Proposition 5 

Proof. i) For i = A,  imerting (23) and (24)  into (21) yieLah t h e  elect~cityp~ce in mmtq A as 

a linear combination of marginal costa of the two groups of generation technolqies Zn equilibrium, 

Le. PA (E:) = (1 - a ~ )  c' (y;) -t aAhi (z;). Take the implicit derivative of this q r e s s i o n  with 
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respec t toa~  andar iveut :  z = - u ,  with D - ~ - ( 1 - a ~ ) ~ c " ( y ~ ) - a ~ h ~ ( z ; l )  <O. 

Inspection of signs ue+iies the above claim. 

ii) Exampk  satisfying ~e assumptaons of the model are p u i d d  in append& I. 

F Proof of Proposition 6 

Proof. i )  For i = A, inserting (27) and (28) into (25) yields t h e  electricity price in country A as 

a hear combination of marginal costs of the two p u p s  of genemtion technologies in equilabp.ium, 

i . e .  ( x 2 )  = (I -a*) d (W') t. aAhX(z2). Xake the implicit defivatiue of this expmssion wzth 

m p e c t t o a A  a n d a k v e a t :  E=-, ~ ~ D = = - - l - a a ) a C ' ' I Y r ) -  

a;hl ( z i )  < 0. Inspection of s a p  .ver$es the above claim. 

(l-w4) S;+P,4+;hA(";) 

i i j  Examples satisfyng the assumptions of the madel are provided in appendix J. rn 

G A numerical model 

In this appendix we present a simple numerical model satisfying the assumptions we have made 

about the electricity market. The model will be used t o  provide proofs for the existence of the 

indeterminate reults for the twc-country model referred io in Proposition 4, 5 and 6 .  W e  assume 

the following functions: 

The inverse demand functions are given by: 

For country A 

I 

and for country B: 
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PB (58) = ag - b ~ m ,  with a ~ ,  b~ > 0. 

This gives falling demand CUTVW as we have: 

and 

p’, (zs) = -bB < 0 

The technoIogies for generation. of black electricity are summarized in the following increasing 

c o s t  functions: 

For muntry A: 

with 

For countly B: 

with 
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c 

The producers of green electricity have the following cost functions: 

For country A: 

with 

FOT country B: 

ca 2 
2 ha (ZB) = -z8 + gBzg, where c e , g B  > 0, 

with 

By w i n g  this model we can find the competitive equilibrium solution for the key variables 

in both countries for each of the three different ''trade regimes". 

H Proof of Proposition 4 i i )  

According t o  Proposition 4 i d ) ,  trade of electricity in the twwcountry mode1 produces indetermi- 

nate effects with respect t o  the effects of a change of the percentage requirement in country A on 

the generation of green electricity and the electricity consumption in country A, i.e. (2) and 

(e) were both indeterminate. 

The following parameter d u ~  are used to generate the equilibrium solution in the case where 

ody the electricity market is open: 
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I--- 

0.51 

+-- 

37 297.11 188.52 6.17 7.8 15.3 1.28 

Country 

0.51 

100 

100 

37 1 302.9 188.05 9.25 7.91 15.94 -1.28 

The results showing the effect of increasing QA from two different levels are presented in the 

tables below. 

Thus, the first two rows of the tabIe abav  show that the generation of green electricity in 

country A increases from 7.16 t o  7.27 when the percentage requirement in country A increases 

fiom 0.2 to 0.21. The two Iast raws, OD. the other hand, show the opposite effect as SA there will 

decrease from an increase of C ~ A .  We have thus shown that -A is indeterminate. 
E A  1 

The example above &o illustrates the point that am if the generation of black electricity 
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decreases in both countries from aa increase of CUA, the consumption of black elwtricity m<lI still 

increase in country B a i t s  export of erectricity to country A has been reduced by more than the 

reduction in generated quantity. 

WE now wagt to prove that the elwtricity consumption in country A van go in both directions 

if the percentage requirement in this country is increased. The above example has already that 

we may have (2) < 0. In order t o  show < 0, we Bssume the following parameter &US 

for our example: 

0.2 

0.21 

The rwult from changing a~ from 0.2 to 0.21 is presented in the tables below. 

174.21 70.37 188.28 17.42 4.46 22.29 0.41 

172.7 74.14 188.27 17.27 4.68 22.31 0.36 
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I Proof of Proposition 5 ii) 

Country B 

According to Proposition 5 ii), we have that (2); (g), (e), (2) and (2) are dl 

indeterminate in the case of trade of only GCs in the twecountry model. 

The following parameter value are used to  generate the equilibrium solution in the c8se where 

200 0.75 30 100 3 

only the GC market is open: 

3 Country A 200 0.75 50 200 3 

The results &om changing aa &om 0.2 to 0.21 i s  presented in the tables below. 

Country A 

214.5 137.62 180.52 22.94 3.04 25.98 2.16 

0.21 219.0 134.85 180.54 22.47 3.08 25.55 2.29 

Country B 

f fA 

214.5 134.12 177.02 22.35 8.29 30.64 -2.16 

0.21 219.0 133.24 177.04 22.21 8.41 30.61 -2.29 

The above results thus show that we may have: (2) > 0, (2) < 0, (e) < 0, 

Assume now the foliowing parameter d u e s :  
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The results horn changing 1 y ~  horn 0.5 to 0.51 is presented in the tables below. 

Country A 

0.5 293.3 44.25 190.9 7.38 4.75 12.13 1.31 

1 0.51 I 29.25 1 42.05 1 191.23 1 7.01 1 4.69 1 11.7 1 1.28 

Country B 

293.3 41.1 187.75 6.85 9.48 16.33 -1.31 

0.51 29.25 41.47 187.72 8.91 9.47 16.38 -1.28 

These results then show that we may have 

It then remains only to show that we 

following parameters: 

The results =e 8s presented below: 



21.49 0 

Thus, we have shown that it is possible to have 2 > 0. 

The above examples have then proved that (2) , (2) , (e), (e) and (2) are all 

0 
indetenninate. 

J Proof of Proposition 6 ii) 

According t o  Proposition 6 i i ) ,  we have that (2): (s) ~ (2) and (2) are all indeter- 

minate when both the electricity and the GC markets are open in the two-country model. The 

examples below will prove that this can be the case. 

kssume finst the foU&g parameter values: 

The rsults are: 
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0.21 137.3 207.39 180.8 34.31 

0.5 1 35.15 I 311.7 1 191.6 

2.89 25.6 -11.61 2.48 

0.51 

ountry A 

35 310.4 193.3 

0.51 

8.94 

8-75 

I_ 

35 310.4 190.2 2.19 8.18 13.07 2.73 -1.6 

Country A 

assume the following parameters: 

205 0.75 

Coun t ry3  205 

10 200 5 E 10 200 5 20 

In addition WE have assumed ag = 0.55. 
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The results are: 

Thus, it is also possible to have e > 0 and < 0. 

We have then ham the above examples prmed that (&$) ~ (2) + (2) and (2) are all 

indeterminate %-hen both the electricity and the GC markets are open in the two-country model. 

(9 (3 
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Green Certificates and Market Power' 

Eirik S. Amundsen and Gjmund  N e e  

Abstract 

We formulate an d y b i c  equilibrium model for a simultaneously functioning electricity 

market and a market for Green Certiicates. The major focus of the paper is the e f f e c t  of 

market power in a Green Certificate system. One of the main results is that the c e r t E a t e  

system faced with market power may basically collapse into a system of per unit subsidies. 

JEL clas&cations: Q28; Q42; Q48 

Key words: renewable energy, electricity, gem certificates, market power 
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1 Introduction 

Many muntris have dscided t o  enhance the role of renewable sources in energy supply. For 

exampIe it is a. stated goal by the EU to  raise the share of electricity based on renewable generation 

EOUTC~S horn the cment  14% to 22% of total electricity generation by 2010 (see EU/CQM 

(ZOOO)).l Typically, generation of green electricity has been stimulated through different kinds of 

subsidy schemes, e.g. investment subsidies, tax exemptions and per unit subsidies as in Denmark, 

Spain and Ge~rmany. The liberalization of the electricity markets has, however, induced an extra 

challenge on these countries in their choice of policy measure to promote the  provision of green 

electricity, as the means must be in. accordance with market principla. One idea that has been 

adopted as a possible alternative in many countries is the introduction of a market for Green 

Certificates (horn this point referred to as GCs). Since 1998 the Netherlands has used a system of 

'!.green labellin$, which is a voluntary version of the GCsystem. Denmark, Korway and Sweden 

are exampies of countries that are close to actually intrcducing a market for GCs. firthemore, 

it seems likely that all the Member St-ates Will support a common EU standard of the markets for 

GCs in the future. XA ddi t ion  to the EW Member Stat-, countries like Australia, China, India 

and the US me also considering the introduction of GCs. However, dspite its popularity, it seems 

fair to say that the general functioning of the GC market has not yet been fully understood. ScilI, 

some research contributions have been made by e.g. Voogt et al. (1999), Morthorst (2000 and 

2001), Amundsen and Mortensen (2001, 2002), Bye et  d. (2002) and Jensen and Skytte (2002). 

In  short, the GC market consists of sellers and buyers o f  certificates. The sellers are the pro- 

ducers of electricity using renewable sources. The producers are  each dowed to sell a number of 

'Throughout t h e  article, black m d  green electricity will &t.r to electricity generated fram noon renewable and 
renewable energy sources, respectively. 
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certificates corraponding to the amount of electricity they feed into the electricity network. The 

purchasers of certi6ca.tw are consumers/distribution companies that are  required by the govern- 

ment t o  bold a certain percentage of certilicats corresponding to their to td  consumption/end-use 

deliveries of The GCs are thus seen as permits for consuming electricity. Hence, this 

system implies that the producers using renewable energy sou~ces receive both the wholesale 

price and a certificate for each kWh fed into the dmricity network. In this way the GC system 

is supposed to induce new investments in green electricity generation. 

In the following we formulate 3n analytic equilibrium mode1 for a GC system. A basic 

assumption in the model is that the percentage requirement €or the possession of certificata 

by consumersjdistribntion companies functions as a check on total electricity consumption, 8s 

the t o t d  number of certificates available are mnstrained by the total capacity of renewable 

technoiogi~.~ Hence, a requirement of e.g. 20% implies that total consumption can be no larger 

than Eve times the electricity produced from renewable s o u r c ~ ,  unless the price of certifimtes 

tends to increase above an upper price bound specified by the authoritis. This price bound? that 

i s  used in most of the proposed GC systems, functions as a penalty that the consumers must pay 

if they do not fulfil the percentage requirement, Le. t o  be allowed to consume more electricity 

t h a s  five t ime the amount of certificates they have bought. In the model we also include a lower 

price bound for the certificate price. This price bound is relevant in case the production of green 

electricity exceeds the demand for certifimb. zf this is the case, the State will buy the ex- 

supply of certificates at a price corresponding t o  the lower price bound. We will concentrate on 

21taly is an excqtion in this respect as the Italian system is supposed to put: the purchase obligation on tke 

'ln laany countries wind mills constitute a significant part of the green production technology. The electricity 
prvductivn from wind miUs will t y p i d y  vary a lot, giving rise to considerable vari&ttions in the total production 
of green electricity &am year to  year. 

producers. 
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the analysis of the market itself and do not in this setting address the question of whether such a 

system is cconomicaIly sound as compared with other alternatives of stimulating the generation 

of green electricity. Furthermore, we do not consider any uncertainty or hamid markets for 

forwards or futures trade in certificates, nor do we consider an international system with trade 

of GCs. 

The major focus o f  this paper is the effect of market power in a GC system. We characterize 

the equilibrium mnditions for various levels of cornpetmition in thz electricity and the GC markets. 

Thrclughout the paper we assume Nash-Cournot (NC-) behavior: As will be shown, the GC 

syatem does not dways produce straight forward results. It turns out that the existence of 

market power to a large extent will driw the certificate price to either the lower or the upper 

prim bomd and thereby reduce the GC system t o  a system of direct subsidies banced through. 

excise taxes. As market power is likely to exist in many cases: this is a result that should be 

given serious consideration in the discussions and development of alternative GC systems. One 

interesting m u l t  from this analysis i s  &at market power in the generation, of black electricity 

can actually promote an increase in the generation of green electricity BS compared with perfect 

competition. Among the other surprising results, we also find that aa increase in the percentage 

requirement, and an introduction of a CO2 tax on the producers of black electricity in combination 

with a GC system, can both have the effect of reducing the generation of green electricity. 

The first section of the paper presents the model. The next section presents and analyses 

the equilibrium in the case of perfect competition in both the electricity and the GC market. 

Thereafter follow the cases of separate market power in the generation of black electricity, separate 

4PJternative models of describing the beha\ior in the electricity market exist (e .g  Bertrand games, supply 
function game and auction games). For a discussion of why NC-behavior is a reasonable modeI, see Borenstain 
and Bushnd (1999) and Borenstein. Bushnell and Einittel (1999). 
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market power in the generation of green electricity, market power in both generation technologies, 

and market power in the joint generation of green and black electricity. In section 8 we introduce 

a COz tax on the producers of black electricity and analyze the effects on the generation of green 

and black electricity. Finally, the last section summarizes and conchdB. 

2 The model 

The following model is designed to capture a long-run situation for the simultaneous functioning 

electricity market and a market for GCs.' We will use the following list of variables: 

p = consumer price of dectricity 

s = price of GCs 

3 = upper price bound of GCs 

I s = lower price bound of GCs 

q = wholesale price of electricity 

x = total consumption of electricity 

3 = generation of black electricity 

z = generation of green electricity 

cr = percentage requirement of green electricity consumption 

gd = demand for GCs 

t = coz tax 

The inverse demand function is assumed given by: 

'For a short-run version of the mode1. see Arnundsen and Mortensen (2001) 
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The cOst function for the producers of black electricity is assumed g-iven by: 

The rationale for choosing an increasing long run margind eost function for this industry, is 

that the expansion of output may drive up the price of c&emission permits or Captaxes to 

comply with national C&emission constraints. The oost function for the producers of green 

electricity is assumed given by: 

h (z) with h‘ (2) > 0 and h” (z)  > 0. 

The rationale for choosing an increasing long m marg-inal cost function for this industry is 

that good site €or wind-mills may be in scarce supply 

The two groups of producers deliver electricity to a common wholesde market, from where 

distribution companies purchase electricity for end-use deliveries. The distribution cornpaalllies me 

assumed to act as profit maximizers. 

Xn the model we have two markets, one market for electricity and one market for GCs. A s  

we work our way through the diEerent market structures we will appiy the subscripts c and m 

to the endogenous variables in order to indicate whether the markets are competitive, or if there 

is market power involved in one or both of the generation technologies. The first subscript refers 

to the market structure among the producers of black electricity, whiIe the second subscript is 

used t o  dacribe the market structure in the generation of green electriciQ. In addition we use 

the subscript M for the case where we consider market, power in the joint generation of black 



and green electricity. 

3 Perfect competition 

For the caSe of perfect competition in both markets all the profit maximizing market participants 

are price takers. In order t o  simpiify the presentation we are supprsing the subscripts concerning 

the market structure at this point. The produrn of black electricity act as if they jointly 

maximize: 

The Ikt order condition for an optimum in the competitive market is: 

Fur each unit of green electricity generated there will be issued one certificate. The producers 

of green electricity v . 3  sell all their certificates and will thus earn the wholesale price plus the 

GCprice per unit of electricity they generate.6 Jointly they act as to maximize: 

The first order condition is: 

q + s = h’(z). 

‘Given the arsumption of perfect cornpetition in the generation of preen electricity i t  is obvious that the 
gemrators will always sell all their certificates. However, = we shall ~ e e  later, market power in the generation of 
green electricity makes i t  relevant for t h w  generators to consider whether they can utilize their market power b 
dwt the price of GCs in order to  increase their profit from the CC and the electriciv market. 
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Fpr each unit of electricity bought and sold to the end users the distribution companies will 

have t o  pay the wholesale price plus a proportion a of the certificate price in accordance with 

the percentage requirement. The distribution companies are throughout assumed not to enjoy 

any market power. Hence, jointly they act as t o  maximize: 

The first order condition is: 

p = q + as. 

In the market for GCs the demand is given by: 

3.1 cc-equilibrium 

Given the objective functions and the first order conditions we can specify the equilibrium for the 

competitive markets. The key variabk used in the analysis axe the equilibrium price, generated 

quantities of black and green electricity and to ta l  consumption of electricity. These will depend on 

whether the price of GCs in equilibrium, s*, is within the specified price intend, i.e. 2 < s* < 3, 

or on either the upper or lower prim bound. -4s long as the price of GCs is within the interval, 

total consumption of electricity is given by 5 = 5. This quanti@ constraint implied by the 

percentage requirement is sometimes referred t o  as the nllmable consumption level. In the case 

of s* = 3, the demand for GCs i s  less than z*! and there is an excess supply of GCs bought by 
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the State. This means that total electricig consumption is l m r  than in the preceding case. 

If the price of GCs in equilibrium is equal t o  the upper price bound, B, demand for cedificate 

exceeds the maximum possible supply. In this case the consumers are d o w e d  t o  buy more black 

dectricity if they pay a "fine' equal t o  B per unit of extra electricity consumption. Including now 

the subscripts for market form, and assuming that c' (&) and h' (z:) represent the aggregate 

marginal cost functions, we have the following r ~ u l t  for the key Msiablw in equiGbrium under 

perfect competition: 

q; + .; = h' (&) 

In equation (2): <, = and > refer to the cases $2 = 3, 

The oc-equilibrium solution is illustrated for the case of 3 < s; < 3 in Figure 1. The quantity 

constraint implied by the percentage requirement is seen t o  drive a wedge equal to as: betwen 

the electricity price and the marginal cost of electricity generation. The system thus involva a 

transfer of consumer- and producer surp€us horn black electricity generation t o  a subsidy of green 

< 3: < s and s: = %, r-pectively. 

electricity generation. 
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3.2 AnaIysis 

In the proposed GGsystems, the percentage requirement is perceived as a poky instrument 

decting the level of green electricity in end use cowmption. Unlike price-fixation (which leaves 

quantity an endogenous variable) or quantity h a t i o n  (which leaves price an endogenous mi- 

able) the percentage requirement neither kes price nor quantity and thus l e s ~  both variables 

to be endogenously determined. The folbwing propasition shows that in general it is not. true 

that an increase of the percentage requirement leads t o  an increased generation of green elec- 

tricity in equilibrium. It do=, however, lead t o  a reduced generation of black elwtricity, and 

therefore - from (4)- a reduced wholesde price of electricity. As the effect on green electricity is 

indeterminate, the effect on total consumption and end user price i s  also indeterminate.' 

Proposition 1 Un,deP pwjat competitzon in the  eiectricity and the certijkate markets, the per- 

Proof. See appendix A.  w 

'This is a generalization of mults  obtained in Plmundsen and Mortmmen (2001,2002). Note that the GC system 
specifies the share and not the abwlute amount o f  green electricity m end-use consumption. Hence, if the eeed on 
end-use consumption of electricity of an increase of a is negacive, the percentage requirement may be fulfilled even 
if the generation of green electricity is d u c e d .  See also Bj- et ai. (2002) and Jensen and Skytte (2092) which 
obtain more structure on the results by applying specific hct iom on basically similar models. 
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4 Market power in the generation of black electricity 

We now bok at the case where the producers of black dectriciiy enjoy market power. We assume 

that these producers act ES a Nash Cournot (NCj-playing oligopolist (or a perfectly ca-ordinated 

cartel) facing the produrms of green electricity = a competitive fringe. We further ssume that 

the NCplaying producers of black electricity consider both the quantity of green electricity and 

the number of GCs BS given, represented by i. In their generation decision the producers of black 

electricity will therefore also consider the simultaneous effect their quantity decision has on the 

price of GCs, because this price affects the wholesale price of electricity (q = p - as). We are 

considering a one-shot game so the NCplaying oligopolist will not be able t o  react to the r q o n s e  

horn the producers of green electricity, i.e. the producers of black electricity are not Stackelberg 

leaders. In the NC-equilibrium none of the producers will want to change their quantity decision. 

Again we are suppressing the subscripts indicating market form a~ we go through the model 

specification. T h e  NCplaying produoers of black electricity are faced with the following residual 

demand function for wholesale electricity: 

q = q (x) = p(z) - as (x) , where z = y + Z, 

and the following optimization problem: 

,vuzrI (y,Z) = q (z) y - c (y) . 

In equilibrium the profit maximizing oligopolistic generator of black electricity wiil therefore 

equate marginal revenue with marginal cast: 
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Qr more precisely: 

Observe that a marginal d k g e  of the generation of black declricity may affxt the wholade 

price through both the electricity market and the GC market. The effezt through the electricity 

market stems from an ordinary effect on consumer price, while the effect through the GC market 

stems &om the induced change of demand for certificates (e.g. an increase in the generation of 

black electricity by one unit will, ceteris paribus; imply an increased consumption o€ electricity 

by one unit and increased demand for cert5cats by a units), Fwthermore, observe that the 

demand for GCs is a derived demand equd to a given percentage of  the demand for electricity. 

Thus, the demand for GCs is a function of the total electricity price and not of the GC price. 

separately. As recognized above (1) the electricity price is equd to the sum of the wholes& price 

and the GC price multiplied by the percentage requirement. It is important t o  note that the 

producers of black electricity can affect the "composition" of the electricity price; e.g. raise the 

wholesale price and Iower the GC price through production decisions. This is further explained 

below. 

The pmibility of affecting the GC price depends. however, on whether the GC price at the 

outset is at either of the price bounds or between the price bounds. If the GC price is  at either 



of the price bounds, the &ect on tbe GC price of a marginal change of the generation of b I d  

electricity (c) is equal t o  zero. In these cases the wholsde pdce can only be & e c t d  through 

the electricity market (Le. an ordinary price effect). If, however, the GC price at the outset is  

between the price bounds the producers of black dedricity can aLso infiuence the wholesale price 

through the GC market. For this case the marginal efFect on the GC price is not defined 

as the marginal revenue is discontinuous at this point, see Figwe 1. Hence, by reducing the 

( a s >  

generation of black electricity marginally, the producer can induce a reduction of the demand for 

GCs m d  thus create an ex- supply of GCs (assuming the supply of GCs is fixed in accordance 

with the NG-assumption). The consequence of this is a drop of the GC price to its lower bound 

and a corrqoonding upward jump of the wholesale price. The composition of the electricity price 

is thus changd to the beneftt of the producers of black electricity. 

4.1 mc-equilibrium 

In the m e  of market power in the generation of black electricity we have the following equilibrium 

solution €or the key VariabIeS: 



Ln equation (6 ) .  <, = and > refer t o  the cases sLC = 5,s < s& < 3 and s& = 3, respectively. 

Note t,hat (8) d u c e s  to e y &  ap + q& = & ( y k j  in the cases of s& = g and s; = 3, because, 

as argued above, = 0 if the GC-price is at one of the price bounds. 

4.2 Analysis 

To compare the mc-equilibrium n<th the cc-equilibrium we look at three different cases. The 

cases differ with respect to whether the price of the GCs in the cc-case is at one of the price 

bound5 or if it is within the price intend. In each of the cases we identify the cc-equilib~i~m and 

consider the effect of introducing market power in the generation of black electricity. The main 

results are highlighted in Propositions 2 and 3. 

Proposition 2 shows that market power in the generation of black electricity may effectively 

distort the functioning of the GCsystem and transform it to a system of tax based subsidies. 

The GC-price wiII never be established at an intermediate level. It may, howwer, be established 

at either the upper or the lower price bound. 

Proposition 2 Assume the pmdwers of black electricity act as NC-playing oligupolists (or a 

perfectly m-odinated cartel) facing green pmdncers [IS Q competitive f ingel Mea - in epuilibfium 

- thew will i) never be mtnblishd an intmedzate ces-tifdcate price such that < s k  < 3, but ii) 

there may be an equilibrium certzjcate p76ce at the  lower OT the upper p7zce bound, i .e.  s& = g 

OT s:, = s. I 

Proof. See appendix B. 
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Figures 2: 3 and 4 illustrate the profit curves of the NC-piaying producers of black electricity 

for three passible equilibrium solutions of the model. Figure 2 helps illustrate the point made in 

Proposition 2 i ) ,  that there will never be established an in te rmdate  GC-price in the mc-case. 

In Figure 3, the equilibrium certscate price is at the lower price bound, while in Figure 4 the 

price of GCs in equilibrium is established at the upper price bound. The figues ase b a e d  on a 

simple numerical model satisfying the assumptions of the model. s e  appendix M. The specifrc 

parameter values and solutions of the mcddel. illustrated in the figures ase presented in appendix N. 

In the figures, the profit CUNB are generated assuming that the NCplaying producers consider 

both the quantity of green electricity and the number of GCs as given. Fixing the quantity of 

green electricity at the eqnilibrium levels, we then draw the profit curve for different quantities 

of black electricity. Under the assumption of  C o w o t  behavior, the oligopoIistic producers of 

black electricity choose the quantity of black electricity that maximizes profit. The equilibrium 

quantity of black electricity is thus found where the profit curve is at its maximum. Looking 

at the figures, we notice that the profit drops discontinuously at a specific d u e  of g. This 

is  the quantity of black electricity at which total consumption of electricity is at the dowable 

consumption level, Le. we g e t  a market based price for the GCs. For lower values of y, there is 

an excess supply of GCs, i.e. the GFprice is at the lower price bound. If the generation of black 

electricity increases above the point where the profit curve drops; t o t d  consumption is above the 

allowable consumption Ievel and the certificate price jumps to the upper price bound. 

In Figure 2, the profit curve shows that profit rnadmization will Iead to an inhitesimal 

reduction in the quantity of black electricity &om the allowable consumption l a d ,  inducing 

s& = 1. Hence, Figure 2 illustrates the point made in the formal proof above. In Figure 3 the 

profit curve has a global maximum to the left of the allowable consumption level implying an 
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equilibrium GCprice at the lower price bound. In Figure 4,  however, the global rna.&num is t o  

the right of this point, Le. the GC-price is at the upper price bound. 

Propmition 3 shows that market power exercised by the producers of black electricity may 

actually lead to an increase of the generation of green power, as compared with the competitive 

equilibrium, and that this is definitely true if the competitive equilibrium GCprice is at i t s  lmm 

bound. The generation of black electricity will, however: always decrease compared with the 

competitive equilibrium. 

Proposition 3 Under the asswnptaans of the model: i) if 32 = 

then sign [z& - z&) i s  indetemiaate and 6ik) y& < &. 

then ,z& > z;, ii) if s*, > g 

Proof. See appendis C. 

Compared with the cc-equilibrium, market power in the generation of black electricity will. 

always reduce the generation of black electricity (as shown in proposition 3 iii)) and increase the 

wholesde price of electricity. Even (az stated in Proposition 3 i )  and ii)) if the geeen electricity 

producers may increase their generation, it can be shown that this increase will neier hUy 

compensate for the reduction in meration of black electricity. Thus, total quantity of electricity 

generated will decrease. This leads unambiguously t o  an increased end-user price and lower 

consumption The rnmket power obviously makes the producers of black electricity better off as 

they ifre able t o  increase their profit as digopolists (or a cartel) as compared with the competitive 

solution, and the consumers will always he the losers in this situation due to  lower consumption 

and higher price. Whether the producers of green electricity will gain or lose compared with 
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a competitive market will, however, depend on the price of GCs that would be generated in 

a competitive market. As stated by Proposition 3 ii), introduction of market power in the 

generation of black electricity can actually increase the generation of green electricjg also in the 

case8 where the competitive market generates a certificate prim at the upper bound, s: = 3, 

or within the price intend. However, the effect on the green producers’ profits is not certain. 

For the case of s& = B, the crucial point is whether the equilibrium quantity reduces below 

the allowable consumption level, z = 5. Above this Iwel, there will not be any change in the 

certificate price as i t  m 4 I  stay at the upper bound. In this case the green producers dl benefit 

koom the black electricity generator’s market power. Such a case is illustrated in Figure 4. I€, 

however, the quilibrium quantity reduces belaw the allowable consumption b e l ,  as illustrated 

in Figure 3, the certificate price will jump to the lawer bound. The green producers are then 

facing a lower certificate price and a highher wholmde price of electricity. The effect on their 

profit is indeterminate. In the w e  where the perfect competition equilibrium quanticy is at 

the dowable consumption level the certificate price i s  determined in the market and is within 

the price interval. As stated in proposition 2 above and illustrated in Figure 2, the ohgopolistic 

generator of black electricity wilI never want to stay at this generation level. The producers of 

green electricity will then face a reduced certificate price and an increased wholesale price of 

electricity. Again the t o ta l  effect on the p e n  producers’ profits will be indeterminate. 

5 Market power in the generation of green electricity 

In this section we consider an NGplaying oligoopolistic producer of p e n  electricity (or a per- 

fectly mordinated cartel) facing a competitive hinge of produrns of black electricity. The NC 

assumption i s  here implying that the producers of green electricity consider the quantity of black 
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erectricity as given ( r e p m e n i d  below as g) when making decisions as to how much green electric- 

ity to generate and how many GC’s to sell in the certi6cate market-. As NCplayers, the producers 

of grem electricity will recognize that the certificate price will be affected by the number of cer- 

tificates they sell in the GC market. Therefore they will consider whether it may be profitable to 

hold back some of the certificates they generate. To be able to separate the number of certificates 

sold from the number of certficates generated we introduce a variable w representing the former 

(z  is still representing the number of generated certificates), The profit maximizing producer o f  

green electricity then maximizes the following objective function: 

M U X I 3  (I, w , J )  = qz + sw - h (2) s.t. w 5 z. 

We consider two w e s :  a) w = z and b) w < z: 

a) First order condition: 

Or more precisely: 

b) First order conditions: 
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an aq as 
aw dw au, 
_ -  - --r+ -w + 3 = 0. 

5.1 cm-equilibrium 

We then have the following equilibrium solution for the key variabk in case a), i.e. z = w: 

As in the specification of the mc-equilibrium, the operators <, = and > in equation (10) 

refer to the c a s e  s&, = 2, 5 < sZ, < 3 and s& = 3) respectively. Note that (11) reduces to 

v z &  + q& + SL = h’(z&,J in the cases of& = g  and s& =5.  
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5.2 Analysis 

As mill be shown in proposition 5: it wiII never be profitable for the producers of s e e n  electricity 

to hoId back some of the generated certificates &om the market. We will therefore not go into 

detail about the equilibrium solution of the caSe where w < z, but rather concentrace on the 

main results from cme a). These are highlighted in Propositions 4,s and 6. 

Proposition 4 shows that the result regarding non-existence of intermediate certificate price 

carries over from the mGequdibrium to the case of cc-ordinatd oligopolistic behavior of the 

producers of green electricity. 

Proposition 4 Assume the producers of green electricity act m NC-pLaayinq oligopolists (or a 

perfectly co-onhated cartel) jacing a compehtiuue fringe of producers of black elect*city, then 

- in equilibrium - there will a )  never be established an iatemedaate certificate p*cx such that 

- R < s*, < 7 ,  but ii) there may be an quiLibripLm ceptijkate price at the lower or the upper p e c e  

hand, z. e. s*, = - o r  s L  = s. 

Proof. See appendix D. 

As in the mc-case we illustrate two possible equilibrium solutions for the GC-price, one at 

the lower price b a n d  and one at the upper price bound. In Figure 5 and 6 we have illustrated 

the profit c u m  of the producers of green electricity for two sets of assumed parameter values. 

The numerical examples behind the figures are presented in appendix P. In the Egura, the profit 

curves are generated assuming that the NC-playing producers of green electricity consider the 

quantity of black electricity as given. Fixing the quantity of black electricity at the equilibrium 

l e d  and varying the quantity of green electricity produce the profit curves illustrated in Figures 

5 artd 6. Again the profit  curve^ drop discontinuousiy at the point of the allowable consumption 
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level. As opposed to the mc-case, quantity levels below the allowable consumption level will in 

the cm-me generate a GGprice at the upper prioe bound. For such low quantities of green 

electricity, there will be an excess demand for GCs. For higher quantities of green electricity, the 

GC-price is at the Iowa bound. As the profit curve in Figure 5 has i t s  global maximum t o  the 

right of the allowable consumption level, the GCprice in equilibrium is at the lower price bound. 

Figure 6, on the other hand, illustrates an equiEbrium GCprice at the upper price bound. As 

in the mc-cse, the drop in the profit c u m  illustrates that an interior GGprice will not be an 

equilibrium. 

Figure 5 and 6 k r e  

Proposition 5 shows that the producers of green electricie will never sell less certificais 

than they generate. Intuitively, the relationship between the number of oertificates sold and 

the equilibrium solution is disconnected when the producer of green electricity acts  as an NC- 

oligopolist, Hence, selling an additional certificate has no idhence on the market equilibrium 

and only adds to the profit. 

Proposition 5 Assume t h e  producers of Sfeen electhcity act QS NC-playing olagopolists {OT a 

pe$ectly w-odinat& cartel) facing a competitive f m q e  of pmducers of black d e c t ~ c i t y ,  then - 

in quilabriwn . at ViLI never pay  to sell less certijficates than t h e  amount generated. Formally, we 

mwf have w& = &. 

Proof. See appendix E. 

Market power among the producers of green electricity necessarily leads to a reduction of green 

electricity generation. However, Proposition 6 shows that the generation of black electricity may 
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increase = compared with the competitive equilibrium and that this is definitely true if the 

competitive equilibrium GC-price k at its upper bound. 

Proposition 6 Under the msumptions of the model: i) z k  < z& ii) if s& = T &en y& > y& 

and iii) i j  s& < 3 then szgn (y& - &&) is indeterminute. 

Proof- See appendix F. w 

Market power in the generation of green electricity always inducs reduced generation of green 

electricity and a higher end user price, as cornpared with the compet,itive case. The producers of 

green electricity will aIways earn a higher profit in the case where they enjoy market power BS 

compared with the cc-equilibrium. On the other hand, also the producers of black electricity may 

be better off thm in the competitive case, and this will always be so in the case of 8; = 2. The 

reason is that the wholesale price of ekt r id ty  wiU increase in the cm-equilibrium in the case of 

S& = 3, as the generation of black electricity increases cmpared with the competitive solution. 

However, the effect on the wholesale price in the two other cases, Le. s& = 5 and 3 < s> < S ,  

is inconclusive because of the indeterminacy of the change in the generation of black electricity. 

Therefore the effect on the profit of the producers of black electricity is indeterminate in these 

CBSE.. 

6 Market power in the generation of both black and green electricity 

In this section we assume that there is market power in both generation technologies such that 

both the producers of black and green electricity act a NGplaying digopolists. The optimization 

problems for the producers of black and green electrici9 are identical to the mc-case and the 

cm-case, rspectively. This gixm the fo1loa;ing f i rs t  order condition for the NC-playing producers 

of black electricig: 
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The 6rst order condition for the producers of green eIectricity is as follows8: 

a) First order condition: 

-= dz 
[ g + ( I - a ) -  B Z  7 r + q t s - h ' ( z ) = O .  

an 

6.1 mm-equilibrium 

We then have the following equilibrium solution for the key variables: 

'Followiag the same Line of reasoning 85 in the preceding case it can be shown that the producers of green 
electricity will never hold back certificates from the market. Thus, we have w = t. 
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respectively. For the cases of s&, = 2 and S& = 3, we have = cw = 0. Thus. (15) 

(16) are reduced to -Grn + qkm -i sLm = h’ ( z k )  and - y y L m  ad=* 1 -k gfm = (pkrn), 

respectively. 

6.2 Analysis 

The results of the analysis are highlighted in Propositions 7 and 8. Proposition 7 shows that, I i e  

in the m e  and cm-equilibria, the certificate market colIapH in the sense that the GCprice dl 

never be s t a b l i s h d  at rn intermediate level. It may, however, be established at the upper price 

bound. 

Proposition 7 Assume that both the producers of bdack and green electricity act as NC-playing 

olzggopolists, then - in equilihium - there d l  i) never be established an intermediate certificate 

p ~ . c e  such that < s&, < S, but i i )  there may be an qudibrism certi$cate pr ice  at the Lower or  

th.e upper price bound, Le. sLm = 3 or sLm = s. I 

Proof. See append& G. 

In Figure 7 we have illustrated a possible equilibrium solution of the numerical model specSed 

in appendic M. Figure 7 shows the best response curve  fur the two types of producers in the 

mm-case for an equilibrium solution with the GC-price at the lower price bound. The figure is 

based an the example specified in the first part of appendix R. 

Figure 7 here 

Proposition 8 states that in the case of market power in both generation techologies the 

development of the output levels of both black and s e e n  electricity is indeterminate as compared 
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with the competitive solution. 

Proposition 8 Under t h e  mwmptiorw of th,e model we ham that sign (yhm - g&) and s i p  (z;, - z&) I 
are both aadetemiaate, imspective of whether fi < s& < 3, $2 = ot s& = B. 

P m f .  See appendix H. II 

As stated in proposition 8, market power in both generation technologk implies an indetermi- 

nate effect on the generation of both black and green electricity as compared with the competitive 

solution. Boviiver, the end user price increases as total generation dwreases. Both types of pro- 

ducers d use their market power to increase their profits. The effect on the certificate price i s  

indeterminate, except that, as stated in Proposition 7, an interior certificate price in quilibrium 

will never be realized 

7 Market power in the joint generation of green and black electricity 

Ln this section we assume that there is only one producer of electricity. This producer will be 

able t o  generate horn both renewable and non-renewable s o u r c ~ .  The objective function for this 

producer is: 

W e  consider two cases: a) w = z and b) w < Z: 

a) First order conditions: 
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Or more precisely: 

b) First order conditions: 

- = - x - q + - w - h ' ( z ) = 0 ,  dl2 aq as 
a2 az a2 

7.1 M-equilibrium 

The equilibrium solution for the key variables in cBse a) is s follow: 
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h equation (18): the operators <, = and > refer to the case6 s> = 2, g < s h  < 3 and s h  = 9, 

respectively. Remember that, (19) and (20) are r d u c d  to ~ x k  ap(Gf) + q& t s k  = h' (zh)  and 

q x ;  + qh = c' (&j, respectively, in the cases of sH 2 and sL = T. 

7.2 Analysis 

As will be s h m  below, it wiIl never be profitable for the generator to hold back any of the 

generated certifiwtes from the market. We will therefore not go into detail about the equilibrium 

solution in the case where w < z, but rather concentrate on the main r m d h  from case a). W e  

highlight t h e  results in Propositions 9 and 10. Proposition 9 shows that although there not 

&t intermediate equilibrium certificate prices in any of the preceding cases of market power, 

such prim do indeed exist when there is joint (monopolistic) market power for black and green 

electricity producers. 

Proposition 9 Assume the producers have both green and black technologies at their chposal 

and act as a monopulist, then - in equilib~urn a certijimte p e c e  may be estabtishd at i )  an 

in termdate  level, ie. 3 < s$ < 3 UT ii) either of t?te price bounri~, Le. s h  = 3 or s h  = 8. 

f i rhewnore ,  we have iii) w& = z;. 

Proof. See appendix I. I 
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As observed in Proposition 9, the profit function for the monopolist reduces to II (2, tu, g) =: 

p (2) z - c (y) - h ( z )  as 9 < SL < 3. Hence, the first order condition for the monopolist r a d s  

p 4 & = c' (y) = h' (z) ,  Le. just as for any other multiplant monopolist. In the case of a market 

based GCprice, there are no subsidies paid by the state and it is interesting to note that the 

monopolist does not subsidize its own expensive green technology. 

Proposition 10 Under the assumptions of th,e model: y h  < YE and z& < 22. 

Proof. See appendix J. 

As exp&ed, the case of joint market power will rdduce the generation of both green and black 

electricity as compared with the competitive solution. The joint market power will also increase 

the profit. from both generation technologies. As stated in proposition 7 above, the certificate 

price may go in either direction in %his case. 

8 Compatibility of GCs and COZ taxes 

Assume the producers of black electricity are subject t o  a GO2 tax, t ,  per unit kW1 generated. 

&der perfect competition this gives rise 60 the foLIcming modification of the fist order condition 

for the producers of black electricity: 

g = e' (y) + t .  (4') 

Otherwise: the conditions remain the same. The next proposition shows that - contrary to 

what one would expect - an increase of the COa tax leads to a reduction of the generaiion of 

green electricity, prvvided that the "percentage requirement? is binding and that there is an 

intermediate certificate price. Hence, the CO2 tax does not stimulate the generation of COz-free 
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elmricity in t b  setting. However, if the certificate price is at the price bounds it wilI stimulate 

the generation of pa electricity. To see this use condition (4') instead of  (4). 

Proposition 11 Under t he  assumptions of t h e  model i )  % < 0 and % < 0, provided that 

a <  sT, < x  m d z i )  &' > 0 and % < 0, p v i d e d  that SL = g  o r s & = = .  

P m f .  See appendiz K. 

The intuition for the somewhat surprising 6rst result ( i ) )  is that a C02 tax leads to an 

increase in the wholesale price of electricity. However, for each dollar of increased wholesale price 

the producers of green electricity suffer a loss of 1/11 dollars. Hence, the produces of green 

electricity stand t o  lose as the sum of the wholesale price and the certificate price. q + s: is 
reduced. This then leads to a reduction of the generation of green el&riciQ. 

The next proposition shows that a COz tax may stimulate green electricity generation for the 

cases where market power prevails. This will dehitely be so if the demand linear. 

Proposition 12 Under the asmrnptio7bs of the model i )  % > 0 and 

and % < 0; iii) 

< 0; ii) > 0 

> 0 and < 0; av) > 0 and % < 0, provide$ t h t  2 5 0. 

Proof. See appendix I;. 

Hence: there is nothing surprising in these results. One should bear in mind that the certificate 

system faced with market power basically has collapsed into a system of per unit subsidies with 

well h m  efFects. 

9 Summary and concluding remarks 

In this papeT we have focused on the effect of market power in a system of Green Certificates 

(GCs). We have developed an analytic model for the electricity and the GC markets and de- 
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rived resdts under different assumptions of competition. In particular, we haw focused on the 

generation of green electricity. The results me summarized in Proposition 1-12. 

Based on our analysis it seems fair to conclude that the introduction of a GC system as a 

means of promoting green electricity generation includes a number of potentid pitfalIs. As our 

analysis has s h m ,  a GC system may in many c a m  induce unexpected effects on the generation 

o f  p e n  electricity. In particular the GC system’s sensitivity to market power should be noticed. 

As market power in most cases will prevent the realization of a market based GC-price witLtLin the 

specified price interval, the GC system d l  most likely be rduced to a system of direct subsidies 

financed through comumer/producer taxes. Considering the strong probabiLity that some form of 

market power will exlst and the possible high administration costs associated with a GC system, 

this result should be given serious attention. It can hardly be cost efficient t o  introduce ~1 GC 

system that in the end mil l  function just like an ordinary subsidy scheme. 

The main objective of a GC system is t o  promote the generation of green electricity. To the 

extent that the generation of green electricity substitutes black electricity, an additional effect of 

the GC system may be to reduce GO2 emission. However, compared with a system of COZ-taxes 

or quotas, a GC system is less &Eentiated with respwt to the emission of greenhouse gases. At 

least under the versions of the system considered in various couutrk at the moment, a generation 

technology is either green or black. .4 generation technology with lox emission of CO;? (..E. a 

natural gas power plant) will, in a GC system, be treated on equal terms as a technolog;. with 

relatively higher emissions (e-g. a coal power plant). In addition. the GC system conside= d 

green electricity as equal. It pays no attention t o  the fact that also green generation technologis 

may haw negative externai effects, e.g. the miss and negative effects in the landscape caused by 

wind mill farms. 
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The GC system ayill typically induce higher prices and Iower consumption of electricity. The 

decision OD the size of the percentage requirement, a, will be of importance for the welfare effects 

of the GC system. In addition, as shown for the competitive equilibrium, it is not generally true 

that an increase of LY leads to larger generation of green electricity in equilibrium. When deciding 

the size of a one should therefore weigh the negative effects on consumer and producer surpIus 

against the assumed positive efFects on the generation of green electricity. 

On the basis of the resuits obtained in this article we recommend a great ded of consideration 

in dsigning and implementing a GC system. 
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Appendix 

A Proof of Proposition 1 

Proof. i )  For B < $2 < 3, inserting (3) and (4) a d o  (1) pa’elds the electricity price as a linear 

combination of marginel wsts of the two p u p s  of generation technologies in qvilibrinrn, ie. 

ii) For SL = g or s*, = Z, zmert (4) in (3). Take the implicit d e ~ u a t i v e  with t-eqect 

to 0 and get h“ I.“,) % = c“ (ykj e AS marginal costs are msumed inmi.mg it joliows: 

But the s i p  s a g a 2  d.2- = sign% = sign%. The last equality jullows as = % +- % 
cannot be nun-nqutive. To see this ,inserf (4) in (1) and take the implicit derivative with respect 

to  a to  obtain 2% = c” (y&) % +- E, whew Z = 3 DT 2. As 8 < 0 we mvst have % < 0 

for this equation to  hold. Hence, sign$$ = sign% = s i g n s  < 0 for this case. dz’ 

B Proof of Proposition 2 

Proof. i} To show that we cannot have is a solution sati?.f@ng fhe first 

order condatiom for t h e  producers of black elect~city und that $ + Z = 9 whme 2 is the  quantity 

of green electricaty that t h e  producers of black electricity: in accardaace with the NC-awmption, 

consider as @wen. Clearly! ij y < g,  then SL = 2, due to excess supply of certificates ( i e .  

Z > a (y +F)) and i f  y > 8,  then sLc = 3, due to excess demand fur certifimtes. Denote the 

marginal reeueme function, g (y,Z), by g (y,?:) = %y+q. Observe that g ( y , f )  = 2g-1-q for y # jr 

< s*, < 3, assume 
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(IS S = o ~ O T  such vdues. #early, g ( y , ~ )  zs discontinuous at 6 as ~ i m  g (p, TI = &j + 4- and 

1% g ( y , Y ) = & + @ +  whereq-= lim q = p ( G + $ - a s u n d @ + =  lim q = p ( $ t ? ) - a z .  
*-& Y-S- p$p 

However! a I'I @,T) = ~ - c  (i): pro& mmirnization will lead the producers of black electricitty to  

s m m  6- (by an infinitesimal quantity duction of black eLecteczty) implying t h e  corner soLutaon, 

Le. s;f, = 2.  An example is i l lmtmtd in Figure 2. 

!I+- 
3Y 

i i )  To show that t h e  GC-p~ce may be at either the upper or the lower price bound, it mfices 

t u  give exnmples sati&ng the assumptiow of t h e  model. Examples are p m v i d d  in appeadd N 

and illustraded in F i p m  9 and 4 .  

C Proof of Proposition 3 

Proof. i) To obtoin a contradiction, assume 22 5 .&. F m  (3) and (7) we have: h' (zz) = 

qE, + s 2 q& -+ s& = h' ( z k ) ,  implying q& 2 qk. Fmm (4) and (8): q,& = c' (&) L 

c' (y&) - 4 .  &ym = qkc. Heme,  yk > &. So that x; = y; -t z& > x L  = z& t y& and 

p(xLc) < p ( x & ) .  Howewer, mccessiue substitution from the two seh of first order conditions 

yields: p (x:) = (1 - a) q& + ah' (&) and p {&) = (1 - a) q& -+ ah' (.z&). As q; 2 elf, and 

zT, 2 a, this dearly gives p (xL) 2 p (xL); a contradiction. Hence, we must h0ve .TL > z&. 

ii) Examples satisfyng the mmrnptiom of the  model are provided in appendk 0. 

iii) To obtazn a contmdaction, assume y& 2 y&. Thea from (4) and (8): q& > 4;. We 

now consider each possible w e  with Respect to the value of sT, for the cc-equdib~arn. 

Assnrne first s: = g. Xhm, as q;nc > q& and s k  2 2, we have fmm (I) and (5 )  that 

p ( z ~ )  = cc + a s k  > p (5;) = q~ - as. However, h r n  (3) and (7) we have h' ( z ~ )  = 

qT, +- s < q& + s& = h' ( z k j  so that GC > z;. Hence, as by ~ssunaption yLc 2 yk, we muat 

haae x k  = y k  -+ .& > y; -t z& = 22, so &at PIX&) < p ( x & ) .  That contradicts the above 
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D Proof of Proposition 4 

Proof. i )  To show that we cannot hum < s& < 3, assume i and pi., with ri. 5 i, satisfy 

the optzmdatg conditions for the p d z l c e r s  of green electricity and that ,g - i = 2 where 5 b 

the  quantity of black eletaci ty that th+! producers of green dect~cittgl, zn accordance With the 

NC-assumption, consider as given. We consider two cmes: a/ & < 2 and b )  d = 2. 

a) Clearly, i f  z < i (JOT given values of J and 6) then sE, = 3, due to a c e s s  supplgl of 

cedifimtes (Le. 12 > CY (3 + z)} and if E 2 )  tfscn s&, = 8, due to excess demand for certificlates. 

Denote the rnargaml reoenue functaon, y (.z,P.G), by g ( z ,J ,  6) = g z  f g6 + q. Observe that 

g(t ,g,G)  = 8 2 4 - q  for t #- 2 a3 = 0 f o r  such vdues. Clearly, g(z,G,c)  i s  discontimous at E 

as lim y(z,p,P;) = %i.+q- and lim g(.z,g,w) = s.Z+Q+ w h m  4- = @I q = p ( g + . i ) - n s  
2 - + -  2-1' 2-2- 
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and 4" = lim q = p (3 + 2) - a ~ .  T h e  pmfit function is II ( i , ~ ,  ti) = qi. + s~ - h(2). R M t e  

this as II (2, p, 8) = p (g + 2)  i + s (CI - a i )  - h (i) and observe that the assumptiion of B + 2 = f 

implies 6 > ai .  Hence, profit moxirnzzation will lead t h e  producers of green electricity to secure 

t i z +  

$+ (by an infinitesimal pant i t y  i n c m e  of green ekctricity) amplying the wmer solution s& = 8. 

Clearlp> ij z < 2, then s&, = 8, due t o  excess demand for 

certificates (i, e. z < a @ + 2)) and if z > 5, Emen s L  = g, due to excess mpply of certzjkates. 

Denote the mrginal r e v e m e  finction, gIz,gi), by g (z,g) = (9) z +- q -t s. Obserue that 

g (z,g) = z z  + q + s for z # 2 aa = 0 for ~ ~ c h  values. Clearly, g (z,g) is discontinuous at i 

Its 1im g ( z : ~ )  = $ i + q - + ~  and lirn g ( 2 , ~ )  = g.i+g+-t-s whem Q- = lim q = p ( g +  i )  -0s 

and q+ = iim g = p (p t f) - as. Howevw, as II (i,$ = (q  + s) i - h (5): profit maximization 

wil l  lead the pmducers of g m m  electricity to secure 4- (by an infiaiterimal quantity d u c t i o n  of 

green elec t?k i ty )  implying the comer solution sk = 3. 

b)  In this case F + 2 = 5 

2- i -  X 3 E +  4;z- 

r--*r+ 

ii) To show that the GC-price may be at either the upper OT the lower p r i e  bound, it sufices 

t o  give samples satisfy@ the asswnptions of the model. Examples are pnmided in appendk  P 

and Plwtmted in Figure 5 and 6. 

E Proof of Proposition 5 

Proof. To obtain a wntradiction, assume WE, < .& in eqdibrium. We know the equilibfium 

implies ezther s& = 3 or s&, = B and that the number of c e r t i h t e s  i s  not binding, i e .  ut& # 

a (y&, + z&). Consider t h e  above first order condition E = g z +  &,w + s = 0. As s h  i s  at 

either the lower UT the upper price bound and the number of cerih$mtes is not binding me mast 

have = 0 and = 0: such that 2 = s > 0. Hence, pmfits may be incrwed by selling all 

the certij5icates. ~t 
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F Proof of Proposition 6 
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and (12) we get q&, = 

p ( x k )  = (1 - a) q& + a h (z&) - 

t o  conclude that p (5,) > p (zh), that contmdicts the  above coachszon that p (zk )  < p (xk). 

(yA)  > (yk) = 4;. b r r i  the following expressions (deviud above): 

and p (z&) = (1 - a) q& i- ah' (&), we UP forced I '  
Hence, we arrive at the final conclusion that zE, < zE, jor all cases. 

ii) To obtain a contradiction: cwurne y& 2 y&. From (4) and (12) we h w e  q& 2 gL, and 
fmm (I) and (9) we hove p ( r L )  2 p ( x k ) ,  which implies z& 5 sb. Then fTom (2) and (10) 

we neve y& + .z& 5 y& + z k .  As gE, 5 y&, by assumptioln, we have z& 2 z; that is pmven 

to be m n g  in i). Hence, we must have g& > y&. 

iii) Examples satkfying the assumpt~ons of the model are provide$ in appeadzx Q. 

G Proof of Proposition 7 

Proof. i) The proof follows the same line of m o n i n g  as in the mc- and cna-equiJib~mn abooe. 

zi) To show that the CC-price may be ut eithes- the upper o r  the lower price bound, it mfices 

t o  give examples satis&mg the asstimptaom of the d e l .  Exampla are provided in appendix R. 

An ilkustmtion of a possable q u i l i b k r n  is  provided an Figure 7. 

H Proof ofProposition 8 

Proof. It safices to give examples satisfytag the  msumptioru of the model. Examples WE provided 

in append& S. II 

I Proof of Proposition 9 

Proof. i) To show thd there map  be interior eertifimte prices, =$ < sk < 3, it sufices to 

give an example. This is pmvidd in appendix T The essential m o n  fo. the existence of such 

intenor prices  is that thE monopolist is indzffmnt with respect t o  searing thx hash, the low 
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or some & m e d i a t e  certificate price (and comspondinglg for the wholesale price) for the m e  

where Me optamal solution satisfies 2 = $ + i = $ with 2it 5 2. To see this! consider the 

pmj% finchon fOT the m#nOpOht n(s,G,6) = qk + S~ - c (g) - h ( 2 ) .  ?'%3 pn&$ be W?.h%tela: 

TI (i,$, 6)  = p5 i (2; - &Is - c (5) - h (5). However, us 2 = the pmfit &fiction d u c e s  

t o  Ti (.?:$, @} = pt - c fc) - h (2). H e m ,  the value of s does not matter. Intuitively, a larger 

cer t i j imte  priice is exactlp offset by Q smaller wholesale price for  this m e .  

ii) To show that there may be a GC-p~ice at e i t h e r  the upper OT the Eowwprice bound, it 

safices t o  give examples satisj$ng the mmmptiom of the model. Examples QYT provided in 

appendix T. 

izi)  The p m f  for w& = z b  is  followin! t h e  same line of remoning ~8 in the  pmof for 

proposition 5. a 

J Proof of Proposition 10 

Proof. The pmposition aS pmved by masidering the following complete set of cases: u> s& = 8, 

b)  s ~ = Z c ) s < s & < B  

a> To obtain Q contradiction, assume yb 2 y:. Substitute (4) into (3) and (20) into 

(19) to  obtain 2 = h (t:) - A s  yL 2 yL, we must 

h w e  z> 2 z&, so that x k  2 x*, and p (zb) 5 p (x&). Howewr, successive abssfitution of 

the  two sets of equilibrium conditiom @ids p (xh) = (1 - a) (32) + ah' (z;) - zzb and 

p { r ~ )  = (1 - cy) CI (YGj + ah' ( x ~ ) .  Using z h  2 2: a d  y; 2 y; c~m-iy gives p ( z b )  > p (~2) 

that contradicts the above result. Heme: we have g> < y&. Next, we show z b  <. rz .  

5 h'(&) - (yb) = s h .  

As s; = 2: we must have (1 - a)  zE, > a&. Consider the  possibility that s& > 5 (we 

consider sif = g belowj. If this 6 to be the case, then q; 2 (1 - a)  z; so &ut (1 - a) .& > 
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a& > m& 2 (1 - a) z h .  Hence, we must have zlb < 2;. It remains to  show the  m e  of 

sk = 2. Substitute (4) anto (3) urd (20) into (19) to obtain s& = 3 =: h'(z&) - e' (y;) = 

h (zb) - e'(&) = s = sL. Clearly, y$ < %r, imph z;M < 22. This completes the p m o f  of 

case a ) .  

b )  Tu obtain a conti-udictim, a m m e  x& 2 z;. Substitute (4) into (3) and (20) into (19) t o  

obtain 3 = h' (zc) - CI (y;) 2 k' tzh) - c' (yif) = s ~ .  ~ a m - i y ,  z$ 2 ZZ, implies y b  2 yk  so 

&at x t  2 x& and p(x&) 5 p(x&, ) .  h r n  here on t h e  pmof fo l low  the  1at  part of th,e p o j  

under u ) .  Hence, we must have z& < z&. Next: we show yh  < yk fOT the  case. 

As s: = 3, we must have ap: > (1 - a)  &. Consider the possibility that s h  < 3 (we 

consider sh = 3 below)). If thk is to be the case, then (1 - a) 2; 3 ayb sa that w& > 

(1 - a) z& > (1 - a)  2 ayh. Heace: we mwt have y h  < y.&. It remains t o  show the case 

of s& = 2. Substitute (4) into (3) and (20) into (19) t o  obtain sk = 3 = h' (&) - (&) = 

h' (zh) - c' (yb) = 5 = sL. Clearly, z> < z& implies y h  < &. This completes the pmof of 

m e  b) .  

c) Observe that if 5 < sH < 3; then 5 = f!& = x L .  Hence, from the  d d i o m h i p  p (x&) = 

0 - 4 c' ($2 i- ah' (2;) we have 

p (x&) = (1 - a) 6 (( 1 - a) z&) + ah' (ask). h'mt, consider the possibility that s < sh < 3 (the 

possabdlities that s;W = 3 and = 3 are considered below). We then know that p ( x b )  + gxh = 

c' (yh) = h (zh). This may  be rewri t ten:  p (zh) = (1 - a) c' (y&) + ah' (&) - $zh. HOW- 

ever, as 3 < s b  < 7 we know that % = & = xb. Inserting these relationships in the 

above qress ion  we awive at p(&)  = (1 - a) c' ((1 - a)  zb) 4- ah' (arh) - gxh. Hence 

p (.&I - p (ZL) = (1 - a) [.' (( 1 - a) zb) - c' ((1 - a) z:,] 4- a: [h' (m;) - h' (ax;)] - &&. 

Tu obtaan Q wntlmdactwn assume: xh 1 x:. Observe that the  Lh.5. of th.e above qres -  



K Proof of Proposition 11 

In order t o  simplify the presentation we omit the subscript cc referring to the case of pedect 

competition. 

Proof. i) The case of  3 < sE, < B 

The equilibrium is characterized by: 
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p ( z )  = 4 i 03 

q = CI (y) 4- t 

q + 3 = k’ (2) 

x = - 1  

z = W !  y = z - E = 2 - 2 = (+I 2, y = (1 - 1y)z 
ff 

Substitution give:  

p (z) = (I - a )  (i (y) I- t )  +ah’ (z) 

Taking the total differential of this expresion and solving for 

< o  

and we obtain: 

& =  (I-+ 

and 

dt 1% -(I. -nyc” (u)-a*h” (41 

I i i )  The caSe of sL = 5 or s& = s 

The equilibrium i s  characterized by: 

Substitution gives: 

p(y  -t z) - c‘ Cy) = t - as 
c‘ (y) - h‘ (x) = - (t  + s) 
Taking the total diEerentials of t h a e  expressions and solving for 9 and 9 we obtain: 
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L Proof of Proposition 12 

As in the  proof above, we are again omitting the subscript referring: t u  market structure. 

Proof. i )  The c a ~ e  of S& = or SL = 3 

The equilibrium is characterized by: 

p(s) = p i a s  

q 3- 29 = c' (21) + t 
q - s = h' ( E )  

Substitution gives: 

p (y -+ z )  - h' (z) = - (1 - a) s 

h' (z) + gy - c (y) = 3 4- t 

Taking the total differentials of these expressions and solving for 2 and $ we obtain: 

,ii) The case of s& = s or s b  = B 

The equilibrium is characterized by: 
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p ( y + r j - C I ( y )  = f + a s  

CI (3) + 83 - h' (%) = - (t -5 s) 

Taking the total differentials of thesc cxprcssions and solving for and we obtain: 

- iiz) The case of sLm = 3 or s& = s 

The equilibrium is characterized by: 

s = y + z  

We have 

% = % = g $  

p(y f z) - c' (p) - & = t + cy8 

c' (y) - h' ( z )  - g y  f & = - ( t  - s )  

Substitution pives: 

Taking the total differentials of thcse expressions and solving for 2 and we obtain: 
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i u )  The caSe of s& = 3 or s k  = 9 

The equilibrium is  characterized by: 

We have 

3 = * +  a2 2y x 

Substitution gives: 

p(y + z )  - Cr (y) -k & = t +as 

c' (y) - h' ( z )  = - (t + s) 

Taking the  total diffaentiak of these expressions and solving for 2 and $ we obtain: 

M A numerical model 

In this appendix we will present a simple numerical model satisf$ag the assumptions we have 

made a b u t  the dectriciw market. The model will be used to provide proofs for the existence 

'As shown ir the proof of proposition 9 e), the monopolist is i n a r e n t  ~ 4 t h  respect to securing the high, the 
low or some intermediate certscate price (and correspondingly For the wholesale price) for the c s e  the case where 
the optimal solucion satisfies 2 = or s> a i s 0  
work as a proof for the case of 2 < s> < T. 

f i = with ii 5 i .  Therefore, the proof for the case of s b  = 
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of some of the results referred to in the propaitions in this amide. JVe assume the following 

functions: 

The inverse demand hnction is given by: 

p(x) = a  - h , w i t h  a , b  > 0. 

This gives: 

(5 )  = -b < 0. 

The technology for generation of black electricity is summarized in the cost function: 

The producers of green electricity have the following cost fundion: 

C 
h (z) = -z2 + gz, where c,g > 0, with h' (z)  = cz +g > 0 and h" (3) = c 1 0. 

2 

Running the model produces three sets of possible equilibrium solutions, one for each of the 

cases where the GCprice is at either the upper or the lower bound, and one for the case of an 

"interior" solution where the GCprice is decided in the market. However, for an equilibrium 

solution t o  be valid, dl the first order conditions must be satisfied. Focus therefore on the first 

order conditions sphcsed in equation (6). This expression state that in the c ~ s e  of an interior 

solution for the GGprice, total consumption. 2': in equilibrium, shall be equal to 5: while for 

GCprices at either the lower or at the upper buurd, t o i d  consumption shall be higher or lower 
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than 5, rspectively. A violation of this condition will mean that the composition of green and 

black elwctricity is incompatible with the amount of GCs sold in the market, Le. it is not an 

equilibrium solution. The GC syst,em stat= that we shall always have z >_ ax. The only case 

where this condition can be violated is when there is an excess demand for GCs. In that case, 

the consumers can increase the share of black electricity in their consumption above a by payiug 

a fine corresponding to the upper price bound. Thus in such a situation we must have z > 5, 
or f < a. Otherwise, the share of green electriciv, as p a r t  of total electricity consumption, 

must be at least equal to the specified a. This means that in the case where we are  at the I m r  

price bound for the GCprice we must have that 5 > a. If this is not the case, the consumption 

of green electricity as part of total eIectricity consumption is ton low and the rules of the GC 

system are violated. The NGplaying producers must then chase one of the two other equilibrium 

solutions. Therefore, for a solution of the numerical model t o  be valid, the consistency condition 

must be fulfiued io equilibrium. We will. therefore in our examples below indude a consistency 

check variable for ea& equilibrium solution. 

N Proof of Proposition 2 i i )  

First, according to  proposition 2 i) rve will show an example of a case where the numerical 

model generates a4 interior GC-price in the mc-case. This is used as background for Figure 2, 

which shows that this cannot be a NC-equilibrium. Then we will show that if the producers of 

black dectricity act as a NC-playing oligopoht (or a perfectly cc-ordinat.ed cartel) f d n g  green 

producers as a competitive fringe. the price of GCs can be either at the lower bound, 2, or at the 

upper bound, 5. 

The following parameter v a l u ~  are used to generate an interior GC-price: 
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a = 0.6, a = 100, b = I, c = 2, g = 5 , 3  -. 50 and = 10. The rmdt is presented in the table 

below. 

1 Max. 1 34.4 I 11.9 1 46.3 1 53.8 

I 45.4 1 936.9 1 :!E:: I 20.8 1 45.8 10 643.9 

23.8 50 1181.6 211.5 0.743 

The value in the last co lum is used as a cwnsistency check. In this case, none of the solutions 

with a GC-price at one of the price bounds ful6ll the consistency condition. Hence, the only 

possible solution is for sk = 45.4, which is within the price interval. However, as prwed formally 

in Proposition 2 i), and illustrated in Figure 2,  this is not a NCequil ibr im as the producers of 

black electricity can increase their profit by reducing their generation by E .  implying the corner 

sorution SLac = 3. 

Proving Proposition 2 iz),we are assuming the follm-ing d u ~  for the exogenous variables: 

ty = 0.5, a = 100, b = 1, c = 2, g = 5 , 5  = 28 and 2 = 10. 

I 

I Max. 

28.1 28.1 =L 
25.6 1 23.1 
30.1 I 18.6 

56.3 1 43.7 1 28.1 1 31.1 
48.8 1 51.3 I 46.3 I 10 

48.8 1 51.3 1 37.3 I 28 

735.1 398.0 0.5 

656.6 802.1 0.526 

907.5 1 520.3 I 0.618 I 
The NC playing generator of black electricity will choose the quantity that maximizes its 

profit. Actually we can already exciude the interior solution as we have shown that this will 

never be optimal for a generator with market power. We can see horn the table abwe thac 
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y* = 23.1 is the profit maximizing quantity of black electricity. This cormponds t o  a GC-price 

at the lower price bound. However, t o  be sure that this is an attainable equilibrium we must 

check the consistency condition. From the above discussion we b o w  that in the case o f  s* = 

we must have 5 = 0.526 > a. Ln the example we have a = 0.5 so this is a valid solution with 

$kc = 3. 

Using the same parameter values as above, but with m = 0.65 and 3 = 15 provids the 

fdowing result. 

X L  

0.65 

0.526 

- 
- 
0.552 

Again, the monopolist will want the situation where the GCprice i s  at the lower price bound. 

However, this gives 5 = 0.526 < a. The solution is therefore not consistent with the 'percent- 

age requirement" The second best solution for the monopolist is to choose y" = 17.6, which 

corresponds to a GCprice at the upper bound, i.e. we have s t  = 9. 

We have thus proved the existence of  SL = 3 and .SI=, = 3. 

0 Proof of Proposition 3 i i )  

W-e want tu show the existence of z& < z;, and z& > & ?  @ven that the competitive GGprice 

is above the lower price bound, i.e. s& > 8. 

We assume the foIIawing parameter values: 

LY = 0.46, a = 100, b = 1, c = 2, g = 5,Z = 23 a i d  3 = 10. 
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The result is showed in the tables below. 

Under perfect competition in both technologies, d the producers are price takers. We see 

from the h t  table that the competitive equilibrium k at the interior solution with s& = 26.7 

The consistency i s  OK BS $ = 0.46 = a. Thus we have z& = 26.2. From the s w n d  table we 

obserw that the equilibrium quantity of green elect-ricity is z;l, = 25.7. The consistency check 

proves to be OK and we have & < &. 

Changing the lower price bound on GCs to 3 = 15 and solving the model again we get the 

following result: 
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I I 1 I t I I I 

The mmpetitive equilibrium generat= then z& = 26.2, while oEgopo6stic producers of black 

electricity choose g& = 22.0, which implies z& = 27.0 > z&. 

Thus, we ha>- shown the existence of both .z& < z& and zAC > 2;. 

P Proof of Proposition 4 ii) 

According to proposition 4 ii) UT will show that if the producers of green electricity act as a NC- 

playing oligopolist (or a perfectly c w r d i m t d  cartel) facing s e e n  producers as a competitive 

kiinge, the price of GCs can be either at the lmer bound, 4, or at the upper bound, 2. 

First, we solve the model assuming the same parameter values as in t h e  first part of the 

example for proposition 2 above. Thereafter we solve the model assuming a = 0.2 and = 10. 

The results are presented in the  following two tables. As we have proved that a solution with a 
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certificate price within the price interval never will be &men in the cm-case, we are omitting the 

interior solution born the results. 

Min. 

Max. 

15.0 40.0 55.0 45.0 40.0 10 450.0 800.0 0.273 

18.9 33.6 52.4 47.6 33.6 28 711.2 563.5 0.360 

r 1 I I I 1 I I 1 

39.0 1 20 I 648.0 1 760.5 1 0.316 1 
37.2 I 28 1 804.6 I 690.9 I 0.350 1 

As we can see horn the first table, t h e  generator of green electricity will choose the equilibrium 

s o h i o n  with sb = 5, which generates the lughest profit. In the second table, the generator also 

wants to be where the GC-price is at the upper bound. However, the consistency condition in 

not fulfilled as & > a, so this is not am attainable equilibrium. Therefore, the generator chooses 

the solution which generates a certificate price at the lower bound, Le. 6& = 5. 

Q Proof of Proposition 6 iii) 

We want to show the existence of g k  < y; and y& > y&, given that the competitive GCprice 

is below the upper price bound, i.e. SL < 3. 

We Bssume the following parameter d u e s :  

LY = 0.4: a = 100, b = 1, c = 2, g = 5 ,  z =  25 and E =  15. 

Thc result is showed in the tables below. As for proposition 4 wt! arc! omitting the interior 
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solution for the market power w e  as this is  proved to never be realized. 

The competitive equilibrium generates $2 = 16.7 < B = 25: u-hi& implies 'YE, = 35.0. Market 

power among the producers of green electricity makes them choose s& = 3, which generates 

y& = 35.7 > y;. 

Increasing the upper bound certificate price to 2 = 28, but otherwise keeping the same 

parameter value?, as above, we arrive at the foUowing resiilt: 
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We get s:c = 16.7 < B = 28 and y& = 35.0. Further we have st, = 3, which generates 

PE, = 34.8 < g;. 

R Proof of Proposition 7 ii) 

We will show the existence of s& = and skm = 3. We assume the following parameter values: 

a = 0.35: a = 100, b = 1: c = 2, g = 5: 2 = 13 and 3 = 10. 

The results are prsented in the tables below. Again we are  omitting the interior solution for 

the market power caSe as this is proved to never be realized in the mm-case. 

1 Min. I 18.9 1 25.9 I 44.8 I 55.2 1 51.7 1 10 
Max. 19.5 25.3 44.8 55.2 50.6 13 

0.422 

0.436 - 

The consistency check shows that only skm = 3 can be a valid solution in this case. 

Increasing a to 0.6, but otherwise keeping the same parameter d u e s ,  we get the following 

result. 
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Again we have only one consistent equilibrium solution, i.e. skm = 3. 

G m  

Min. 

Max. 

S Proof of Proposition 8 

z& Yhm G??% Pkm 4 L  s;m n%m) n(Y;m) g 
20.0 24.9 44.9 55.1 49.9 I5 796.4 932.4 0.445 

22.0 23.1 45.1 54.9 46.1 25 972.0 798.2 0.489 

We will show that under the aS6Umpt iORS of the model we h3ve that sign (yAm - 3:) and 

sign (& - y;) are both indeterminate, irrespective of whether 2 < s& < T, s h  = 2 or s; = 3. 

a} gkrn < y& and z& < z&, given s.& = 3 : 

Parameter values: a = 0.35, a = 100, b = 1, c = 2, = 5: S = 25 and 2 = 15. 

The cc-case produces a solution with sL = 7.9 < = 15, i.e. we get s& = a. The consistency 
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condition is OK. In the m - c s e ,  ody the qquilib~um with s.& = 4 M6lls the comistm~y 

condition, i.e. we get yAm = 20.0 < & = 23.0 and &,,, = 24.9 < z; = 35.9. 

b) &!An' > g&, given SE, = s : 

Parameter d u e s :  a = 0.73, a = 100, b = 1, c = 2, g = 5,  '3: = 80 and 2 = 70. 

=mm %m 

Min. 26.6 

The cc-case produces a solution with s k  = 58.6 < 2 = 70, Le. we get sk = 2. T h e  

consistency condition is OK. In the mm-case, only the equilibritun with sE, = p fulfib the 

consistency condition, i.e. we get yLm = 7.4 > & = 6.6. 

c) z,& > z;, given sT, = 3: : 

Parameter v a l u ~ :  a = 0.2, a = 100, b = 1, c = 1.4, g = 47, Z = 65 and 3 = 22. 
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The cc-case produces a solution with s& = 19.2 < 3 = 22, i.e. we get S& = g. The 

consistency condition is OK. In the rnm-case, only the equilibrium with sE, = 3 fulfills the 

consistency condition, Le. we get .z& = 12.6 > zE, = 12.0. 

Parameter d u e s :  LZ = 0.5. a = 100, b = 1, c = 2, g = 5 , B  = 25 and g = 15. 
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The cc-c~se produces a solution with sZ, = 32.9 > B = 25, i.e. we get s& = 8. The 

consistency condition is OK. In the mm-case, only the equilibrium with s& = 3 fuKlIs the 

consistency condition. i.e. we get &,,, = 22.0 < y& = 25.5 and z&, = 21.4 < 2: = 25.5. 

e) y;,,, > y&, given SL = 3 : 

Parameter values: M = 0.8, a = 100, h = I, c = 1.5, g = 35,T = 70 and 2 = 15. 

28.5 

F Interior 

7.8 36.3 63.8 7.8 70 609.2 30.0 0.786 

Min. i;;; 
I t I t 1 t t I 

G m  G m  ?G&m ZLm P L  S L  G m  H(&?-&) n(Grn1 * 
Min. 12.2 25.3 37.5 62.5 50.5 15 260.9 957.3 0.326 

Max. 20.3 7.9 28.2 71.8 15.8 70 722.3 93.5 0.720 

The cc-case produces a soIution with st = 71.0 > 3 = 70, i.e. we get SL = 5. The 

consistency condition is OK. In the mm-case. only t h e  equilibrium with s& = 9 fulfills the 

consistency condition, i.e. we get yLm = 7.9 < y: = 7.8. 
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f) zLm > z& given sE = 5 

Parameter valus: LY = 0.7, a = 100, b = 1, c = 5, g = 1 0 , T  = 30 and 8 = 15. 

Max. 

&m Ykrn x k n  P L  &m G m  n ( Z k m )  E(Y&J * 
9.7 26.6 36.3 63.7 53.2 15 329.3 1061.3 0.267 

10.9 22.7 33.6 66.4 45.4 30 415.8 772.9 0.324 

The c c - c s e  produces a solution rcith s: = 94.1 > F = 30, Le. we get sfc = S. The 

consistency condition is OK. In the mm-case. only the equilibrium with .s& = 3 ful6lls the 

consistency condition, Le. we get z& = 10.9 3 'YE, = IO.& 

g) g&, < & and z& < 2:: givens < sk < 3 :  

Parameter values: ty = 0.35, a = 100, b = 1, c = 2, g = 5, 3 = 25 and 3 = 5 .  
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The oc-case produces a solution with 3 = 5 < $2 = 7.9 < T = 25, Le. we get an interior 

solution for s:. The consistency condition is OK. In the mm-case, only the equilibrium with 

sE, = 2 hEl1s the consistency condition: Le. we get y:, = 26.8 < y& = 38.3 and z& = 17.9 < 

zE, = 20.6. 

h)  yAm > &, givens < sL  < 3  

Parameter values: a = 0.8, a = 100, b = 50, c = 2.5, g = 5 ,  3 = 10 and = 4. 

The cc-case produces a solution with 3 = 4 < sE, = 8.3 < 5 = 10, Le. we get an interior 

solution €or sL. The mnsistency condition is OK. In the mm-we, only the equilibrium with 



S& = 3 fulfitls the cor~&ency condition, Le. we get pLrn = 0.6 > y: = 0.4. 

Parameter dries: a = 0.2, a = 100, b = 50, c = 2.5, g = 5 , B  = 10 and 2 = 4. 

I 1 

1.3 34.9 34.1 4 20.4 22.6 0.485 

1.3 33.8 31.8 10 25.2 19.6 0.529 

The cc-case produces a solution with 2 = 4 < sZ, = 4.4 < T = 10, i.e. we get an interior 

solution for sk. The consistency condition is OK. In the mm-case, only the equilibrium with 

sE, = 3 f u l ~ u s  the consistency condition, i.e. we get z&,= = 0.6 > & = 0.4. 

T Proof of Proposition 9 ii) 

We will show the existence of an interior certificate price, Le. 2 < s h  < 3. W e  assume the 

following parameter value: 

a: = 0.65, u = 100: b = I, c 3 2: g = 5: 7 = 80 and p = 50. 

The model generates the following result: 
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The generator now wants t o  maximize its total profit from the generation of both black and 

green electricity. M h u m  tot-al profit is  where sLm = 76.2. Thus, we have s = 50 < s k  = 

76.2 < 5 = 80. 

We will now show that we can have s b  at either of the price bounds: i.e. S& = 3 or SL = X. 

We assume the following parameter values: 

a = 0 . 4 , ~ = 1 0 O , b = l ,  ~ = 2 , g = 5 , T = 2 5 m d g = l O .  

We get the following rasult: 

38.5 20 622.9 555.8 0.471 
I 

35.0 25 679.7 459.4 0.517 

Maximum total profit is where &- = 127.0, however this is far above the upper price bound: 

F. The best attainable equilibrium solution in this w e  is therefore s> = 2. 

Keeping the same parameter d u e s ,  except for changing the "percentage requirement" t o  

a = 0.6, the model produces this result: 
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Here, maximum total profit is at S& = 81.3. However, again this is far above the upper 

pricc bound, 2. The second t a t  solution is where s,; = 3: but chis is incompatible with the 

consistency condition. The only possible equilibrium is therefore where E.> = 3. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the cc-equilibrium for the case of an interior GC-price. 
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Figure 2: Profit curve for the producers of black electricity in the mc-case, illustrating 
that an intermediate GC-price wLH never be estabhhed in equilibrium. 
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Figure 3: Profit curve for the producers of black electricity in the mc-case, illustratiag 
an equilibrium GC-price at tbe lower price bound. 
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Figure 4: Profit curve for the producers of black electricity in the mc-case, iIlustrating 
an. equilibrium GC-price at the upper price bound. 
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Figure 5: Profit curve for the producers of green electricity in the cm-case, illustrating 
an equilibrium GC-price at the lower price bound. 
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Figure 6:  Profit curve for the producers of green electricity in the cm-case, illustrating 
an equilibrium GC-price at the upper price bound. 
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Figure 7: Best response curves for the producers of black electricity, Wz), and the 
producers af green electricity, R(yf, in the mm-case, illustrating an equilibrium with the 
GC-price at the lower price bound. 
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Chapter 5: 

Strategies of a Public Firm in a Liberalized Market 





Strategies of a Public Firm in a Liberalized Mark&* 

Abstract 

We use a simple analytic equilibrium model to describe a mixed oitgopoly market in which 

a public 6rm operates with private Ems. The authorities have to &case whether public firms 

shall be involved in acquisitions. We consider two acquisition strategies: 1) a public &IN 

atquires shares in one of its privately mmed competitors; and 2) one of the private cornpdm 

acquires shares in the public company. The analysis shows that aoquisitions in either direction 

will generate a welfare gain as mrnpared with a strategy with no acquisitions. Second, given 

that the authorities &e social surplus, their choice between S t r a w  1 and 2 depends 

on the degree of competition in the market. 

JEL classi$&twoa: D60; L13; La; L32 
Keywords: Public enterprises, mixed oligopolies, acquisitions 
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1 Introduction 

Throughout the world many former monopolized markets have been or are in a process of being 

liberalized and deregulated. Prior to deregulation, these markets were typically dominated by 

stateowned companies. An important part of a liberalization process is the dehition of the role 

to be played by these former incumbents in the deregulated market. One obvious approach i s  t o  

privatize the publicly owned incumbent. Looking at the deregulation of the UK electricity market, 

this is what happened as liberalization went hand-in-hand with privatization. However, public 

ownership is still. dominant in many countries, even after the liberalization. Xn these markets, 

the publicly owned incumbent stays in the market, but is subject to competition korn privately 

owned companies. Using the electridty market as an example. we observe this in: for example, 

Norway and Sweden. In these countries, the EberaIized electricity markets are dominated by the 

100 5% state-owned companies Statkraft and Vattenfall, respectivefy. The strategies empIoyed by 

these former incumbents are interesting to observe and analyze. One issue of particular interest 

in the Nordic elecectriciQ market is that these state-owned companies are now actively acquiring 

shares in their competitors. In this way, the public involvement will actually increase, contrary 

t o  what one usually would expect in a l i b d z e d  market. 

One c m  look at the existence of a publicly owned company in a liberalized market as providing 

the authorities mith a possibility for regulating imperfect competition in a deregdatd industry. 

The idea is that the aut,horitiB can affect the running of an industry horn the inside through a 

public firm that interacts with private firms. Such a market, which we may think of as the market 

for electricity generation; is usually referred to  as a mixed oligopoly. De Fraja and Delbono (€990) 

define mixed oligopoly as ” ... a market whew a homogenous OT diflemnticbted good i s  supplied by 
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a " s d l "  number of fim and the objective fumtaon of at iemt one of them digen from that of 

the other fim" Merrill and Schneider (1966) emphasize the stablishment of a mixed oligopoly, 

e.g.. through the state buying one private firm operating in a specific industry, ws an aiternative 

in regulating imperfect competition in an industry. Their conclusion is: "...that the mistence 

of a government firm in an oligapolistic indust? can result zn improved market performance, 

i.e., Ioww p e c e ~  u d  i n c m e d  op6tpuf'. Cremer et d. (1989) refer to the French car industry 

and the Canadian raitoad sector as prominent exampk of oligopolistic markets ia which public 

firms are competing with prime hms. Cremer et al. (1989) aualyze the extent to which public 

companie can be used as it policy instrument to improve resource ailcation in an imperfectly 

competitive market. They also refer t o  bees (1954), B& (1986) and Bagen (1979) a other 

relevant contributions within this literature. 

In this paper we focus on the role of a stateowned incumbent in a Iiberdized market. Our 

approach is that the authorities are controlling a publicly owned company operating in a market 

together with n privately-owned competitors. The authorities have to decide whether they want 

to keep the market stmcture unchanged by not allowing the public firm t o  engage in any kind of 

acquisitions, or t o  let the public company participate in acquisitions of ownership shares among 

the companies. IR the latter case, we consider two alternative strategies: 1) allow the publicly- 

owned company to acquire shares in i t s  privately-mned competitors; or 2) d o w  the privately 

owned competitors to acquire sham in the publicly owned company and, in this way, partially 

privatize the public campany. 

The electricity market is frequently us& as an example throughout this paper. However, the 

analysis is by no means specific to  this market. The approach is relevant t o  any market that 

c h a n g ~  from a statecontrolled monopoly to  a deregulated market- in which the former incumbent 
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is operating together with a number of other companies. 

We assume that the o d y  difference between the publicly owned company and i t s  primtely 

owned competitors is that the public company maximizes sociai surplus, while the private own- 

ers are profit maximizers. However, we do not go into the debate about primate versus public 

ownership as such. Considerations of entry and &t of firms are aha left aside, even though this 

would clearly be relwant in a deregulated market. The focus is on the welfare consequences of 

t,he three different strategies listed above. Given that the authorities aim at reading the highest 

possible social surplus1, and that the publicly m n e d  incumbent company is their instrument. 

which one of the three strategies is the most suitable? 

The analysis generates two main results. First, acquisitions, in either direction, dways in- 

crease the welfare as compared with the alternative of keeping the original market structure with 

one public and n pr in t e  companies.2 Second, aiming at maximizing social surplus, the choice 

between letting the public firm acquire or be acquired depends on the degree of competition in 

the market. 

The paper is organized as foflows. Section 2 introdum an analytic equilibrium model based 

on the literature of mixed oligopolies. The model is used to maIyze the efects of the three 

strategies on total industry output and social surplus in an ohgopolistic market with Cournot 

competition. The results are presented in Seccion 3. Finally, Section 4 summarize and concludes. 

2 The made1 

Within the literature on mixed oligopolies, the majority of the contributions model markets in 

which privately- and publicly own& companies generate a homogenous good and compete on 

'The concepts of welfare and soda1 surplus art used interchangeabIy throughout the paper. 
'This result conditions n > 1. 
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qual basis using only market instruments. Their objective functions differ in the sense that 

the private fim are profit m&mizm, paying no attention to social goals, while the public 

firm is pursuing a welfare economic goal, typically through a function of consumer and producer 

supluses.3 

The traditional way t o  model the distinction between public and private companies in the 

economic literature is to assume that public companies are welfare maximizers and private com- 

panies m&mize profit. The need for companies that  aim at welfare maximization and not only 

chase profit is often used as the main argumwt for public ownership. One should, however, be 

aware that it is not obvious that modeling a publicly owned company as a welfare maximizer 

is a realistic approach in every case. In the transition horn regulated to deregulated markets, 

many publicly owned companies are assumed to change their focus towards maximizing profit. 

However, BS long as there is supposed to be a difference between public and private companies, 

it is natural that tbis difference is reflected in their objective functions. Empiricd anaIysis often 

supports the view that the objective function of public companies deviates from profit maxi&% 

tion. As an exampIe, in her study of the effects of government ownership on bank lending in 

Italyl Sapienza (2002) finds that stateowned banks charge systematically Iuwer interest rates to 

similar OT identical firms than do Privately owned banks. According to this analysis, the view 

that public 6rms maximize social welfare can expiah some of the evidences. 

Our model has similarities to Cremer et al. (1989), De Fraja and Delbono (1989) and Delbono 

and Scarpa (1992). It i s  a partial equilibrium static model that loob  at the strategic interaction 

among firms within a particular industry. Cremer et d. (1989) also look at the possibility of 

30ne exception to this modeling approach to public objectives is Merrill and Schneider (1966). in which the 
public company maximizes total industry output, subject to the conditions that it does not inflict losses on the 
private firms, and that the price is not set $D low that demand exceads total  induscrj- capacity. 
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using the public !hrn as an instrument for regulating an olipopohtic market. However, their 

model differs from ours. especially in the assumptions they make about the cost structures of 

firms. De Fraja and Delbono (1989) do not consider the possibility that firms may acquire shars 

in their competitars. Instead, they consider other alternative strategis employed by the public 

firm and their effects on some key variablw, such as welfare and total ~ u t p u t . ~  Delbono and 

Scarpa (19921, on the other hand. focus on mergers between public and private companies. More 

specifically, they consider di€€erent market structures Ioohng for conditions €or sach merger; t o  

be Pareto optimal in thc sense that it inaeatjes both the profit for the primte owner and the 

social welfare, which is the objective of the public mer.5 

We come back to the results from thwe analyses as we relate them to ow results later in 

the paper. We start by specifylng the model for the Base case (Strategy 0), mhicb describes the 

market structure prior to any acquisitions. Thereafter, the mode1 is dsscribed €or two alterna- 

tive strategies implemented by the public company. In Strate= I, the public firm acquires an 

ownership share in one o€ the private companies, while Strategy 2 describes the situation where 

the public firm i s  partially privatized in the sense that one of the privately awned companies 

acquires an ownership share ifi the state-owned incumbent. For each of the strate&! the model 

is solved t o  produce a set of Nash-Cournot equilibrium expressions €or outputs and prices. These 

expressions are  then analyzed with the main focus put on the welfare consequences of the different 

strategies. Given that the authorities aim at reaching the highest possibIe social surplus, arid 

that the publicly mned incumbent company is their instrument, which one of the strategies is 

‘More specifically, De Fraja and Delbono (1989) Iwk at four different strategies of the public firm. Two extreme 
stTategier where the public firm is either a profit maximieer or h s  the possibility to nationalize the whole sector, 
and two strategies where it is a welfare rnmimizer with and without Stackelberg leadership. 

‘The m a r k t  structures considered by Delbono m d  Scarpa (1492) are: a market with one private and one public 
firm; a market with one public mad n private firms; and a market where the public firm merges with a foreign 
prince firm. 
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the most suitable? 

Before going though the model s p d c a t i o n :  it should be noted that d a i b i n g  the behavior 

of ehctricity producers within a Cournot modeling framework rather than in a Bertrand modei, 

for example, is  not obvious. Aroundsen and Bergman (2002) refer t o  Borenstein and Bushnell 

(1999) for a discussion of this theme." Flath (1991) argues that whether one considers a market 

to be a Bertrand- or a Cownot- oligopoly &e& whether it is rational for f i r m s  t o  acquire a 

passive ownership share in a competing firm or not. 

We now specify the model €or each of the strategies, before presenting the equilibrium solutions 

and analyzing the results in Section 4. 

2.1 The Basecase 

The market in this caSe consists of n privately owned firms and one publicly owned firm, Le., a 

total of n+1 firms in the industry. We can think of this as the situation in the Norwegian electricity 

market prior to any mergers or acquisitions of ownership shares7 The industry structure and 

the objectim of the firms in the Base case are identical to the "Nash-regime" in De Fraja and 

Delbono (1989). Firm 0 is  the public frntl while the privately owned firms are numbered I, ..., n. 

MI agents have perfect information and the technology is assumed to be identical across the 

firms. The private firms will therefore make symmetric quantity decisions. T h e  output level of 

each private E m  is denoted i = 1,2, ..., n. However, since we are ody  considering identical 

output levels for the private krms, the subscript can be removed, Le., 26 = x ,  i = I, 2, ..., rt. The 

output leve1 of the public h is represented by z. 

'See also De Fraja and Delbono (1990) for a short discussion o f  why the Cournot framework is usually used 

'The companies owned by municipdities are then thought of as profit maximizers. 
within this literature. 



The inverse demand function is assumed to be hear and decreasing: 

with a > 0. P is the market price and Q = m + z is total industry output. The technology 

employed by every firm in this industry is given by the following cost function: 

where q refers to each firm's individual output, Le., q = x or z.  The cost function is twice 

mntinuoudy &€hentiable with increasing marginal casts and no capacie constraint. It is thus 

assumed that there are ao fixed casts. This assumption about technoIogy is in fine with most of 

the mixed oligopoly literature.* 

The assumption about incressing marginal cmts is important in our analysis. The rationale 

for assuming 311 increasing marginal cost function is, in relation to  the electricity industry, that 

the expansion of output may drive up the price of C02-emission permits or Coptaxes to comply 

with national CU2-emission constraints. Even considering production of environrnentdy hendly 

electricity without CO2-emissions would justify the assumption of increasing ma@al costs. The 

ration& would then be that good sites €or windmills, for example, may be in scarce supply by 

nature. 

'De Fraja and Delbono (1990) refer to Beato and hla~co~e l l  (1984) a a work considering different sha.pes of 
the cost function. They also state that the assumption about technology is an important one and suggest that it 
therefore should be given more consideration in future research. 
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The only difference between the h s  lies in their objective hc t ions .  The Nash-Coumot 

assumption i m p k  that the privately omed producers consider the quantity generated by the 

publicly o w n d  company (represented by as given when choosing their profit rnaJdmizing 

quantity. The objective function of the profit maximizing firms has the following form: 

iT (5, Y) = P (Q) x - c (2) . 

The social surplus maximizing public fum considers the quantity chosen by the profit maxi- 

mizing h m s  (represented by ?) as given, and maximizes this welfare function: 

(a - Q) dQ - nC (5) - C (2) 
0 

The Nash-Cournot equilibrium solution for the Base case i s  presented in the appendix. 

2.2 Stratea 1 

In Strategy 1, the state increases its involvement io the industry. It is assumed to do so through 

the stateowned company's acquisition of ownership shares in one of the private firms. This is 

similar to what we actually see in the Norwe$ian electricity market at the moment, as Stathaft 

is acquiring ownership shares in municipdly owned companies. As a simplification, it i s  assumed 

that the public mmpwy only acquires ownership shares in one of its r ids .  This assumption 

may seem controvemid. In this case, it should, however, be a quite realistic assumption. Even if 

the authorities want the pubiic firm to make acquisitions in many of the private firm, it seem 

plausible that it is hard to find political support for such a "re-nationalization" of a deregulated 

industry. Cremer et al. (1989) support this view as they state that "na.tiona1zzin.g the whole in- 
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&sty maght be best, but perhaps polittically unreal8;stic”. In addition, market power considerations 

are necessarily relevant if the public firm pursues such a strategy. We have seen recent examples 

of the latter in the Norwegian electricity market: where some of Stathaft’s acquisitions have been 

evaluated as anti-competitive by the competition authorities, and thereafter been prohibited. 

Throughout: this paper we refer to the firm in which an acquisition bas been made as the 

firm with mixed ownership. The industry now consists of firms with three difFerent ownership 

structures, and, therefore, also three different quantity decisions in equilibrium. This changes the 

model somewhat. 

The inverse demand function is similar to the function specified above, but with Q = (n - 1) zf 

y + 2 as total industly output, where y refers to the output of the firm with mixed ownership. 

We assume that the public firm’s acquisition does not influence the technology available to 

the firms. Thus: the cost function is the same as in the Base case.g The f k m ~  differ, however, 

in their objective functions. Like before, the pure private firms m d z e  profit, while the pure 

public Erm maximizes social surplus. 

Letting represent the quantity chosen by the firm with mixed ownership (which the other 

Erms consider as given): the privately owned 6nns maximize the following objective function: 

The pure stateawned Erm maximize: 

W = W ( Z , ~ Z )  = (a, - &) d Q  - (YI - 1) C (T) - C ( J )  - C (2). 4 0 

’Note that we now have the cost function C (9 )  = q’, with p = z3g  or z .  
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The public finn's acquisition of ownership shares necessarily has to involve some kind of 

payment. We, however, disregard issues concerning payment and compensation and concentrate 

on the allocation effects. 

It is assumed that the state behavm as an active owner, Le., i t  uses its ownership share to 

infhence the objective function of the firm in which the acquisition is made.'' The motive of 

the state is to m&e the firm include social surplus in its quantity decision. The firm with mixed 

ownership is therefore assumed to maximize a weighted average o f  social surplus and profit. The 

weights are decided by thc distribution of ~ ~ e r s b i i p  shares between the public private owner. 

It may seem controversial t o  mode1 the objective function of  a cornpay with different types of 

owners Iike this. However, one may think of the ownership s h u e  of the public and private 

owners as reflecting their relative bargaining power in the company's board. Alternatively, one 

may regard one of the owner groups t o  be large enough to hrce through a strategy of, say, 

pure profit maximization. Stil l , we choose to use this modelling approach, which is also used 

in Delbono and Scarpa (1992)." The parameter a: specifies the private ownership part of the 

firm and decides the weight t o  be placed on profit maximization in the objective function. The 

objective function of the hm with mixed ownership, represented by JI, is then specified as: 

"The alternative would be to act as a pasive owner. If a company makes an acquisition in another company 
and the ownership is passive, this ownership part does not give %he investing company m y  direct influence on 
the strategic deasions of the company in which tbe acquisition is made. Amundsen and Bergman (2002) mention 
this diffeerence between active and passive owners, and refer to B r e s n h  and S d ~ p  !1986), hynolds and Snapp 
(1986) and Flath (1991) for a more comprehensive discussion of the effect of passive ownership arrangements ammg 
companies. 

"Modeling a merger between a public and a private &m. Delbono m d  Scarpa (1992) assume that the sgreerneut 
between the two participants in the merger must specify the weight of each partner's interest in the new h ' s  
objective function. 
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We would also expect the objective function of the company making the acquisition to change. 

However, this does not happen in this case. The pubIic fbm maximizes welfare, which is a function 

of total industry output. Thus, in this case the objective function of the aoquirer already includes 

the effect that its own quantity decision has on the quantity decision made by the firm of which 

it 0w1ls a part. The Nash-Cournot equilibrium is presented in the appendix. 

2-3 Strategy 2 

The situation is now reversed as it is assumed that the authorities want to partially privatize the 

public firm by selling ownership sham in the public firm to a privately owned company operating 

in the industry. In this case we also assume, for simplicity, that the acquisition is made by only 

one of the h s .  Considering acquisitions made by more than one of the private firms would not 

add anything significant t.0 the analysis. We assume that one of the privately owned rival firms 

acquires a share equal to a of the public Erin. The primtely owned companies with no awnenhip 

shares in the public company will have the same objective function as. in the Base case. For 

the partially p r i n t i d  public Erm, however, the private investor, because it acts as an active 

owner, will iduence the firm to put more emphasis on profit maximization. Note that in this 

section, z represents the output of the nay partidly privatized public firm. This firm rnaximiza 

a weighted average of profit and social surplus. Letting y represent the output of the firm making 

the acquisition. the set of objective functions for the Herent  Erms then become as foUows. 

The (n - I) privateIy owned firms with no acquisitions in other firms maximize profit as 

before: 
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The privately u w n d  firm with an ownership share in the public firm maximizes profit and 

indud- in its objective function the profit it eams horn its ownership share in the public firm. 

When making its own quantity decision, the investing firm considers the quantity &wen by the 

partidly privatized firm and the other privately owned firms as given (represented by i and z ,  

respectively) and chooses the quantity that maximizes its total profit. Assuming that the share of 

profit that g o s  to the investor is given by the mership share cy, the objective function becomes. 

The public f rm wants to be a welfare maximizer, but it now has t o  include profit maximization 

in it's objectives because of the private company's acquisition. Thus, the objective fundion of 

the partially privatized company is a weighted combination of welfare and profit maximization: 

The Nash-Cournot equilibrium is specified in the appendix. 
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3 Analysis 

We now compare the equilibrium expressions born the difhent strategies by first comparing 

Strategies 1 and 2 with the Base case, and then making an internal comparison between the two 

acquisition strategies. We are mainly concerned about the raulting social surplus. However, 

we also put some focus on total industry output, which is closely linked to the m l t i n g  level of 

welfare. Change in totd output also indicate the distribution of the gain/loss o€ social surphs 

between the producers and consumers. As is seen, social surplus may increase even when the total 

industIy output decreases and the consumption price increas=.12 In such a case, the welfare gain 

only benefits the producers through 8.n increase of the producers' surplus. On the other hand, 

increased social surplus in connection with incremed industry output necessarily also increases 

the consumers' surplus. Throughout the analysis we use the subscripts 0:1 and 2 €or to the Base 

case, Strategy 1 and Strategy 2, respectively. 

3.1 The Base case vs. Strategy 1 

From the equilibrium expressions we can easily derive that total industry output always increases 

if the public firm makes  an acquisition in one of i t s  privately owned rivals, as compared with the 

Base case. In addition, we o b e r w  that the larger the public ownership part, i.e., the smaller 

the a, the larger is total industry output. Following Strategy 1; the publicly owned fhn will 

transfer some of its output to  the company which it now partly o w .  The result is that in this 

case the public firm reduces its own output s compared wit,h the Base case. In addition, the 

par t idy  acquired company will increase its output. Relating this rwult t o  De Raja and Delbono 

(X989), these authors show that t o t d  quantity attains its maximum when the %-hole industry is 

"Here our model differs significantiy €ram the analysis by Cremer et  d(1989). Due to  different assumptions 
about the cost functions, they find that total surplus is a strictly inc-ing function of total output. 



nationalized. This is seen as an extreme case of OUT Strategy 1 if the public company acquires 

all the private firms operating in this particular industry, Le., a = 0. As s t a t d  aba.e, such a 

strategy does not Seem to be realistic in a liberalized market. h stated in Proposition 1 below, 

the social surplus generated by Stratea 1 is a h  always higher than in the Base case.13 

Proposition 1 Social swplus always incmae fmm i!h,e Bme m e  if the puhlic firm follows Stmt- 

egy 1, ie., we have W-J < W,. 

Social surplus consists of the sum of consumers’ and producers’  surplus^. Strate= 1 implies 

an increase of both. Due t o  the increase in toed industry output, at least some of the welfare 

gain benefits the consumers. In addition, to ta l  industry output is now distributed more evenly 

among the firm. Given the assumptions about identical firms and increasing marginal W S ~ ,  

efficient production implies that total output is distributed equally among the Erns. Stratem 1 

thus also leads to more cost efficient production. The assumption about increasing margind costs 

and no 6xed costs is obviously critical €or this welfare result. Assuming another cost structure 

changes this. For example, we can think of a technology implj-hg constant marginal costs and 

a k e d  cost component. In such a case. assuming no capacity constraints, maximum welfare 

is reached by having one welfare maximizing f r m  producing the whole market quantity. The 

importance of the distribution of produced quantity among the producers is further emphassized 

when inspecting the expr-ion for social surplus in Strategy 1. We notice that social surplus i s  

maximized when the size of the public firm’s acquisition is between zero and one. This illustrates 

an important res& in this paper as it demonstrate that even if the public f r m  is a welfare 

mkrnizer ,  increased pubIic ownership does not necBssarily increase weIfare, even if, as s h o w  

13The proofs for the results in this paper are all. based on straightforward comparisons of the equilibrium expres- 
sions reported in the appendix. and thus not incIuded in the analysis. 
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above, it defmitely increases total industry output. This is a general result in this model. A 

closer look at the equilibrium solution shows that tbe size of the public firm’s acquisition that 

maximizes welfare depends critically on the number of firms active in the market. Maximizing 

the welfare expression for the active mner in Case I with resped to cy yields: 

The relationship between the welfare maximizing size of the pubIic h ’ s  acquisition, is., $1- 

\alpha $! and $n$ is illustrated in Figure 1. This means that if the authorities choose the strate= 

to let the publ.ic firm make acquisitions in one of the private firms, the size of this acquisition 

should decrease as competitioa incremes, in order to maximize socid surplus. In other words, the 

higher the competition, the more weight ahould the m i x e d  company put on profit maximizing. 

A similar res& is emphasized in De Fraja and Ddbono (1989), as they find that if the 

competition in an industry is high enough, it i s  better in a welfare economic sense for a public 

Em t o  behave like a profit maximizer than t o  maximize social surplus. The reason for this 

counterintuitive result follows from the point stated above that cost efficient production implies 

that t o td  output is distributed equally among the firms. If the number of firms competing 

in the industry is large, totd output is close to the competitive one. The s m d  increase in 

consumer surplus resulting from the welfare maximizing public firm increasing its output until 

the price equals i ts  marginal cost will then be offset by the higher cost ineficienq- due to increased 

inequality in firms’ outputs and ~ Q W W  private profits.14 

The intuition described above is similar to a Stackelberg game where the public 6rm can act as a Stackelberg 
leader. As 8 Stadelberg leader, the public firm is able to Pmove’en some of its production to the private firms as the 
primte firms observe the actual quantity derision made by the pubhc firm before they  make their own decision. h 
this situation, there are no possible welfare gains from changing the objectiw function of the public firm. De Fraja 

I4 
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Figure I: The welfare maximizing size of the public acquisition. 

3.2 The Base case vs. Strategy 2 

For Strat= 2, in which one of the profit maximizing firms makes an acquisition, a, in the 

public company, the effect on total industry output depends on the degree of cornpetition in 

the market, Le., the value of n. For 1 5 n < 5 ,  the effect on iadustry output is ambiguous in 

the sense that if the size of the private acquisition is  above a certain level (different levels for 

different wvalues), total industry output is reduced, while for a-values below this level, total 

output increases. Within this interval of n-values, the larger the YL: the Iarger can the private 

acquisition be without causing a reduction in output. For n 2 5, output- always increases as 

compared with the case with no acquisitions. It may seem counterintuitive that total industry 

output can increase after a partial privatization of the public company. The explanation is that 

for low levels of competition the public Erm’s output is veery large; while the privatdy owned 

and Delbono (1989) show that if the public &m is a Stadelberg leader, pricing at marginal cost is not o p t h d .  
The reason for this is that the leader position of the public firm makes it possible for it to reduce the difference in 
quantity decisions between itself and the private companies, i.e., increase cost efficiency. It does this by reducing 
its own production from the level that r n h  price equal to marginal cask The prixrate wmpanies ohservp this and 
respond by increasing their production levels. 
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companies’ outputs are quite small. As competition increases, the public firm produces h, 

whiie the private firms increase their outputs. The smaller the ouzput of the public h, the 

larger are the outputs of the private firms. 

The effect on welfare is stated in Propmition 2. 

Proposition 2 Stmtegy 2, vith one mceptzon, ulways increases social surppbs as c o r n p a d  m-th 

the  Buse case. We have: i) WO > W2 if n = 1 und i i )  Wo < Wz ij R > 1. 

This means that for n-vaJue less than 5 we may have the situation that welfare increases even 

when total industry output decreases. This is due to two counteracting effects on the muare 

level. First, a reduction of total industry output works to reduce the consumers’ surplus. Second, 

the produced quantity is distributed more equally among the Erms, which increases the cost 

efficiency of production and therefore also increases the producers’ surplus. When the latter 

effect dominates, it leads to a wdfare gain even if total industry output is reduced. As mentioned 

above, this means that the producers gain at the expense of the consumers. As for Strategy 1: we 

show that the size of the private ownership share in the acquired company that induces maximum 

welfare increases with n. An illustration is made in Figure 2. Thus, if the authorities choose to 

follow Strategy 2, they should sell a Iarger part of their &m, the higher the competition. 

3.3 Strategy 1 vs. Strategy 2 

It can easily be shown that total industry output is larger if the public firm makes the acquisitions 

Than if it is acquired. The welfare effects are, however, as stated in Proposition 3, more nuanced. 

Proposition 3 Comparing the remlting social m r $ ~  from Strategy 1 with that fmm StmQteg7d 2, 

we find: 2:) tvl > W2 > 0 ij n 5 4, ii) i j  n. = 5 : Wl < (c) VV2 if cy > {<) 0.68 aad iii) Wl < W2 

i jn  2 6. 
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Figure 2: The welfare maximizing size of the private aquisition. 

On the basis of the abwe discussion, the quantity effect from increased industry output 

dominates unti1 n = 4. For a = 5, the welfare effect depends on the size of the acquisition, 

cy. If the size of the private ownership share in the firm vith mixed m e s h i p  is larger than 

0.68, acquisitions made by the public firm provide the highest welfare. For higher a-values: 

the best strategy €or the authorities i s  t o  sell a park of the public firm to one of the privately 

owned companies. For n 2 6, the increased cost efficiency in production, due to a more efficient 

distribution of production, dominates the negative effect OA consumers' surplus from the lower 

industry output in Strategy 2. 

3.4 Implications 

From the above a d y s i s  we infer two main results. First, as stated by Corollary 1 below.: ifn > 1, 

acquisitions in either direction generate a weyare gain as compared with the s t r a tw  with no 

acquisitions, Le., the Base w e .  

Corollary 4 For n > 1: acqaisitions in either direction imply an increase of social xqdw QS 
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wmpared with t he  Base case. FOT n = I, odp acquisitions made by t h e  public f i rm incmme social 

s9a9plWs. 

Strategy 1’s effect on welfaxe is quite straightforward, as it implies both an increase of total 

industry output arid a more efficient distribution of production. An increase of both consumer’ 

and producers’ surpluses neeessasiry lead t o  higher sacid surplus. For Strategy 2, the private 

firm’s acquisition in the public firm dues not increase welfare if n -- 1. Ln this specific case, the 

negative effect OA consumers’ surplus from the decrese. of total industry output dominates the 

positive e f k t  on producers’ surplus from a more efficient distribution of production. For n 2 I, 

the Latter effect always dominates in cases where industry output is reduced BS compared with 

the Base c s e .  

Second. the authorities’ choice between letting the publicly owned company make acquisitions 

in its privateIy owned rivals, or letting one of the Tivadls make acquisitions io the public company, 

depends on the degree of competition in the market. This result is stated more specifically by 

Corollary 2. 

Corollary 5 Maximization of social su~$m implaes t h t  the public firm shodd h o s e  between 

the strategies in the following way: i )  af n 5 4 : Strategy 1;  G )  if 7~ = 5 and a > 0.68 : Strategy 

I, izi) if n = 5 and a < 0.68 : Stmtegg, 2, and iv) ij n 2 6 : Stmtegy 2. 

As shown above, Strategy 1 du-ap generates a higher total industry output than Strategy 

2. However, the distribution of production is dways more efficient fdlowing Strategy 2. For 

n 5 4, the output resulting born Strate3 1 is relatively large as cornpard with Strategy 2. 

The latter strategy may imply a more efficient distribution of production, but as long as the 

difference in output is large the positive effect from the increased consumers’ surplus in Strategy 
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1 dominates. However, the higher the competition, the smaller is the difference in totd output 

between Strategy 1 and 2: and, for n 2 6, Strategy 2 is the one to h o m e  in order to maximize 

social surplus. 

4 Summary and concluding remarks 

In this paper we use a simple analytic equilibrium model to describe a mixed oligopoly market, 

in which a public h-m is operating together with private h. The hms  are stssumed to be 

identical. except in their objective functions. The public company is assumed to maximize social 

surplus: while the primtely owned companies are profit rn~mizers. The purpose of the paper 

is to examine t h e e  alternative strategies for the operation o f  the public firm in the oligopolistic 

market. Through their control of the public firm, the authorities have to  choose whether the 

public Firm should participate in acquisitions or not. The latter is referred to as the Base case. 

If the public Erm is supposed to participate in acquiring ownership shares, it bas to choose 

between making acquisitions or being acquired. Strategy 1 implies that the public firm acquires 

an ownership share in one of its privately owned competitors. Strate3 2, on the other hand, 

means that the acquisition goes the other way as one of the profit maximizing companies makes 

an acquisition in the public company. 

The analysis shows hst of all. that as long as the number of private companies active in the 

market is larger than one, acquisitions in either direction generate a welfare gain as compared 

with the  strategy with no acquisitions, Le.: the Base case. This result applies even if the resulting 

total industry output decreases as compared with the Base case if Strategy 2 is implemented. 

The reason behind this result is that, given the assumptions about identical firms and increasing 

marginal cast ,  efficient production implies that total output is distributed equally among the 
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firms. Both of the acquisition strategies implies an increase of the cost efficiency that dwajx 

dominates the eventual decrertse in consumers’ surplus resulting from reduced industry output 

and higher consumer prices. 

Given that the authorities maximize social surplus. the other main m u l t  of the paper is that 

the authorities‘ choice between Strat-ea 1 and Stratem 2 depends on the degree of competition 

in the market. 

One should of course be careful in making clear policy recommendations from a model as 

simple as the one used in this paper. However, the analysis has shown that, in the cme of a 

welfare maximizing p&ic firm, the level of mmpetitjon in the market is ofsigniEcmt importance 

when it c o m e  t o  choosing a strategy for the operation of a pubiic firm in a liberalized market. 

o n e  natural extension of this analysis k to follow up OR the idea that the authorities may use 

public m w s h i p  to indirectly regdate an oligopolistic market. This way of thinking implies that 

the objective function of the public company can be used as a policy instrument directly n i t h u t  

involving acquisitions. This constitutes an alternative to Strategy 2 in our paper. Instead af 

inviting private c o m p a n i ~  to make acquisitions in the public company7 the authorities could then 

instruct the public company to maximize some weighted average of consumers’ and produoers’ 

surplus=. Such a strategy would most likely d0miTlat.e Stratem 2 for all levels of competition in 

the market. Production could then be distributed equally among all the private firms, while the 

public firm puts more weight on profit maximization, and thus on the cost efficient distribution 

of production, the larger is the competition. 
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Appendix 

A Nash-Cournot equilibrium expressions 

In thk appendix we will present the Nash-Cournot equilibrium expressions for the key variabk 

of the analysis in the three different Strategies derived above. 

A.1 The Base case 

For the Base case, in which there are no acquisitions we have the following Nash-Cournot expres- 

sions for output and welfare: 

The private hms' output: 

a 
3: = 2- 

5n -r 6' 

The public firm's output: 

a+2 
z = a -  

5n + 6' 

Total industry output: 

3n 2 
5n + 6 Q=u--. 

The welfare: 

1 
2 (5n+6)* 

19n2 -k 28n + 12 
W=-U 
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A.2 Strategy I 

Ln Strategy 1, the public ikm make an acquisition in one of the privately owned hm. The 

Nash-Cournot equilibrium is characterized like this: 

The private firms' output: 

2 - t a  
1 2 n + 5 n a + 4 - t a '  

x = 2a 

The acquired firm's output: 

p z + 1  

1271 + 5nm + 4 -k a' y = 20 

The public fkmk output: 

2+a+ncY+Zn 
f2n +4aa + 4 t  a z = a  

Total industry output: 

8 n t 3 n a - a  
12n f 5na + 4 G' & = a  

The welfxe: 
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A.3 Strategy 2 

In  Strategy 2, one of the priwtdy owned fim acquires an ownership part in the public firm. 

The equilibrium expressions in this Strategy are: 

The private firms' output: 

24-a 
6a-n -i- 17n 4 5' 

2 = 3a 

The output of the h r n  making the acquisition: 

n + l  
6an -t 17n f 5'  

y = 2a 

The partially privatized public bm's output: 

n + l  
6an + 17n + 5 '  

2 = 3a 

Total industry output: 

The welfare: 

1 227&a2 4- 1&9an2 - S4cm f 227n2 - 26n -b 35 - 36a2n + 36a 4- 9,' 
2 

W = - a  
(6an -t 1771 t. 5)' 
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